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• 4olume 72 No. 245 
. ir,Jfare h ike 
is postponed 
The commission said it 
wanted to see final operating 
figures of the airlines for the 
last few months of this year 
and their forecasts for next 
year, taking into account the 
new developments. 
In a dissenting vote, 
commissioner J.T. Gray said 
the suspensions are un- 
warranted. He said there is 
no material before the 
commission that would sup- 
port the suspension. 
Earlier in the day the Con- 
sumers Association of 
Canada issued a news 
release saying the financial 
picture of the two main 
carriers showed the in- 
creases were not necessary. 
The group also said Air 
Canada and CP Air charge 
more for domestic mileage 
than they do for in- 
ternational routes, thus 
undermining the govern- 
ment policy of having 
Canadians spend their 
holiday dollars at" home. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Air fare 
increases by the two major 
airlines and five regional 
carriers cheduled to go into 
effect Jan. I, were 
suspended Wednesday until 
April 1 by the Canadian 
tramport commission. 
Air Canada, CP Air, 
Transair, Nordair, Pacific 
Western Airlines, Quebecair 
and Eastern Provincial 
Airlines earlier had approval 
for increases in fares 
averaging five per cent 
starting in the new year. 
The commissnon said 
recent developments, in- 
eluding the suspension ofan 
increase in oil prices and the 
November budget of Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien, 
must be taken into account to 
determine whether the 
proposed increases are 
reasonable and fair. 
The Chretien budget made 
changes in the sales tax and 
investment tax credits af- 
fectlag the airlines.. 
CP AIR 
RESCHEDULES 
arriving in Terrace at 
3:25 p.m. That flight will 
leave Terrace at 3:55 and 
arrive in Vancouver at 
5:13 p.m. 
On Tuesday, Wed- 
nesday and Saturday the 
fllght.:leaves- Vancouver 
atS~5 p~m, and arrives in 
Terrace at 6:50 p.m. and 
then leaves again for 
Vancouver via Prince 
Rupert, arriving in 
Vancouver at 9:35 p.m. 
Chettle said the com- 
pany has been as 
dissatisfied with the 
current schedule as those 
who have been com- 
plaining as indicated by 
company president lan 
Gray in a recent speech 
here. Cbettle said the 
rescheduling will 
probably bring some 
complaints from 
businessmen who 
preferred the later flight. 
He also said that to 
rearrange the flights here 
mean rearranging flights 
elsewhere " in the 
province. He said the 
company may be facing 
complaints from those 
areas now. ' 
He did, however, say 
the airline is doing its best 
to try and meet he needs 
of the various areas 
within the limits the 
weather imposes. Mor- 
ning flight schedules 
remain unchanged. 
CP Air is rearranging 
its flight schedule in a 
effort to better serve the 
Terrace-Kitimat area, 
Peter Chettle, the local 
manager for the airline 
said Wednesday, 
.Effective Jan. 14 the 
evening flights will he 
replaced by afternoon 
flights in response to 
much local criticism that 
passengers arrive too late 
if the flights have to he 
diverted to Prince Rupert 
instead of landing in 
Terrace, Chettle said. 
In recent weeks 
complaints have been 
voiced at both Kitimat 
and Terrace district 
councils and resolutions 
passed indicating 
unhappiness, with the 
current winter schedule. 
According to Chettle the 
rearranged schedule will 
hopefully see more planes 
landing and will avoid a 
situation which recently 
hit the headlines when 
passengers complained 
they were not fed on the 
flight and Couldn't even 
get coffee or milk for 
children in Prince Rupert 
before the bus trip to 
Terrace. 
The new schedule will 
have a flight leaving 
.from Vancouver four 
days of the week (Sunday, 
1Monday, Thursday, and 
Friday) at 2 p.m. and 
Donna Lessard is a blur of 
motion as she prepares for 
tonight's Terrace Figure 
Skating Club CILeistmas pop 
concert, 
The concert begim at 8 
Performs 
tonight 
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Seasons 
greeting 
Jane Greveling won the 
Yukon Miekey from the 
Terrace Downtown Lions 
Club just in time for her 
birthday earlier this week. 
Hugh Hepburn, vice- 
president of the downtown 
Lions (right), says that the 
money collected from the 
raffle went towards the 
senior citizens Christmas 
party and other community 
projects. 
Hijack, demonstrations 
protest Gandhi jailing 
NEW DELHI (AP) -- The 
hijacking of a domestic 
airliner with 132 persons 
aboard climaxed demon- 
strations Wednesday by 
thousands of people seeking 
the freedom of Indira 
Gandhi, jailed former prime 
minister. 
United News of India 
reported at least 15,000 of 
Mrs. Gandhi's supporters 
were jailed, many of them 
voluntarily, and five persons 
were killed. 
p.m. and ends about 1O p.m. 
in the arena. Admiuion is 
free and a silver collection 
wm be taken. All skaters in 
the club will be featured. 
Two Indians brandishing a 
pistol and a hand-grenade 
seized an Indian Airlines 
Boeing 737 and asked for 
Mrs. Gandhi's "un- 
conditional release," an air~ 
line spokesman said. They 
ordered the plane, on a flight 
to New Delhi from Lucknow, 
to land at Varanasi, also 
known as Benaras, 600 
kilometres southeast ofhere, 
and made their demands 
while holding the plane. 
Alf-lndia Radio reported 
early today that the gunmen 
released all hostages 
unharmed and surrendered 
to authorities. 
The radio quoted officials 
as saying that he hijackers 
would be flown later today to 
Lucknow, capital of Uttar 
Pradesh state, where they 
would address a news 
conference as they bad 
demanded Wednesday. 
Earlier it was reported the 
men wanted to speak with 
Prime Minister Morarjl 
Desai, who led the move to 
have Mrs, Gandhi e#ipelled 
from her seat in Parliament 
on Tuesday, then jailed. One 
of the 126 passengers 
escaped through a rear exit 
soon after the plane landed. 
United News of India 
reported police fired into 
steae~throwl~g mobs in the 
southern city of Bangalore 
and killed four persons. A 
pro-Gandhi demonstrator 
was fatally stabbed by a 
government supporter near 
Cannonore, Kerala state, on 
India's southwestern coast, 
UNI said 
Mrs. Gaedhi was expelled 
and jailed by order of 
Parliament, which held her 
guilty of contempt and 
breach of privilege for 
hampering an investigation 
into the business dealings of 
her son, 8anJay, before she 
was voted out of power in 
1977. 
Pro.Gandhi protesters et 
fire to buses in Bombay and 
railway cars in Ban@lore. 
SAME 
NAME 
Robert Price, age 35, of 
L-1447 Davis St. in 
Terrace has asked the 
Daily Herald to clarrify 
that he is not the same 
Robert Price, age 3% who 
was reported to have been 
fined $800 in' Terrace 
Provincial Court on 
Tuesday. 
The Price who lives on 
Davis St. operates R. 
Price and Sons, which 
manufactures fishing 
tackle. He said people 
often get the two names 
confused because they 
are the same and the two 
nen are of similar age. 
I 
lsraelis 
attacking 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- Israeli 
military planes blasted 
Palestinian targets in 
southern Lebanon on 
Wednesday in a retaliatory 
strike just hours after the 
latest in a string of terror 
bombings in Jerusalem. 
Palestinian reports of 
casualties ranged from 13 to 
27 dead and wounded. 
While attacking the 
Palestinians to the north, 
Israel moved on the peace 
front as well, disclosing that 
Foreign Minister Moshe 
Dayan and Egyptian Prime 
Minister Mustafa Khalil will 
meet his weekend in Europe 
to try to revive the stalled 
peace-treaty negotiations 
between their countries. 
The Beirut headquarters 
of Yasser Arafat's Palestine 
Liberation Organization said 
eight Israeli jet aircraft 
rocketed two Palestinian 
refugee camps and a village 
along a stretch of southern 
Lebanon's coastal highway 
32 to 64 kilometres north of 
the Israel-Lebanon border. 
The Israells aid the three 
locatious~Bourj el Shimall 
and Qasumieh-on the out- 
skirts of the port of Tyre, and 
Dahr el Bourj, about 24 
kilometres farther north-- 
are training bases and 
staging areas for Palesttnian 
attacks on Israel. 
The Bourj el Shimali 
refugee camp houses an 
estimated 10,-000 
PalestinianS. 
A PLO statement said two 
civilians were killed and 11 
wounded in the air strikes. 
Palestinian sources earlier 
had said 27 were killed or 
wounded, but it was not clear 
whether the difference is the 
number of guerrilla 
casualties. Israel bad no 
casualty estimate, saying 
only that 1O to 20 guerrillas 
were at each site. 
The PLO statement de. 
nouneed the "criminal at- 
tack" and vowed vengeance. 
"This enemy cannot justify 
massive air raids against 
civilians .... Our 
revolutionary fighters in 
( I s rae l i - )  occup ied  
territories and elsewhere 
know how to retaliate 
swiftly." 
The air raid was the first 
Israeli armed intervention in 
Lebanon since gunboats 
shelled Beirut on Oct. 5 
during fighting between 
Syrian peacekeoping troops 
and Israel's Lebanese 
Christian allies. 
Earlier Wednesday a 
bomb exploded in a, 
restaurant in Jerusalem, 
slightly wounding six per. 
sons. Palestinian guerrillas 
previously had carried out 14 
attacks killing four Israeli 
civilians and wounding 67 
since Nov. 1, the Israeli 
military reported. 
ELECTION 
LIKELY 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
There is a strong 
possibility British Colum- 
bia's Social Credit 
government will go to the 
people in 1979, Premier 
Bill Bennett said Wed- 
nesday. 
"The year 1979 is a 
likely time for an election 
along with the spring of 
1980, as the government 
enters its fourth year or 
completes its fourth year. 
All of 1979 has to be 
considered a possibility." 
Bennett said in an in- 
terview he has not had 
time to think about 
elections "although it 
seems to be a favorite 
occupation of the media 
and the opposition." 
"My concentration has 
been on getting things 
done---cleaning up,
developlng.~i.: new 
programs, and we still 
have a number of things I
ABOUT HALF 
want o implement before 
this government takes its 
record and its proposals 
for the future to the voters 
of B.C." 
He said the government 
is representing the vacant 
riding of North Van- 
couver.Seymour well, 
and a decision on a date 
for a byelectiou will be 
made later. 
"I'll address myself to 
that early in the new year 
when it becomes more 
clear when the next 
session of the B.C. 
legislature will be 
called," Bennett said. 
The premier said he 
bad been in the riding for 
talks with civic leaders. 
The riding became va- 
cant .Sept. 15 with the 
resignation of former 
transport and com- 
mtinications., minister 
Jack Davis following his 
conviction for fraud. 
UIC abuses 
said rampant 
OTTAWA (CP) -- At least 
half of Canada's unemployed 
people are abusing the 
unemployment insurance 
system, a Liberal MP told 
the Commons Wednesday. 
John Campbell, who 
represents he Quebec riding 
of LaSalle-Emard-Cote 
Saint-Paul, said that of 
800,000 to 900,000 officially 
unemployed people in the 
country, only 400,000 are 
"legitimately unemployed." 
There are 400,000 to 500,000 
people abusing the unem. 
ployment insurance system, 
he added. 
Campbell spoke during 
debate on a government 
motion to cut debate on its 
amendments to the 
Unemployment Insurance 
Act, in order to pass the bill 
by Friday. 
The motion was passed by 
vote of 110 to 90, with the 
Conservat ives ,  New 
Democrats and Social 
Crediters voting against he 
Liberals. 
The bill will cut unemploy- 
ment insurance payments by 
nearly $2 billion within the 
next two years, Campbell 
said, providing more money 
for job creation programs. 
OUR FUTURE 
The money will be taken 
away only from people who 
abuse the system, not [rom 
people who honestly can't 
find jobs, the Liberal back- 
'bencher said--amid jeers 
from Conservative and New 
Democrat MPs. 
Lottery 
winners  
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Five 
tickets worth $100,000 each in 
the Western Express lottery 
were drawn Wednesday 
night. 
The top tickets are 57893 in 
series three; 68326 in series 
nine; 61250 in series 12; 12497 
in series 15; and 15669 in 
series 12. 
Tickets with the same 
numbers in any other series 
are worth $1,000. There are 
100 such $1,000 tickets. 
Cash prizes of $100 go to 
holders of tickets with the 
last four digits of the winning 
numbers. Ticket holders 
with the last three digits of 
winning numbers win $25. 
What industry here ? 
The future of the Kitimat Valley will depend on 
what the people in the Terrace-Kitimat area 
want to see as their main industry, say members 
of the Terrace-Kitimat Forest Public Advisory 
Committee. 
The objective of holding a public meeting in 
the Terrace senior citizen's room of the arena on 
Tuesday was to begin learning what kind of a 
future the public does want for the KItimat 
Valley. 
A brochure on the Ktfimat-Terrace Industrial 
Corridor, put out by the Regional Dislrici of 
Klfimat.Stikine, District of Terrace and the 
District ot Kitimat, was the main toloic of 
discussion as individuals from the Terrace area 
protested the implications of the document. 
A Dubose industrial site, which could be used 
for a major large.scale industrial complex, such 
as a copper smelter, a sulphuric acid plant, a 
molybdenum roaster or ancillary plants, was 
seen as being too harmful to the nearby Lakelse 
Lake recreation area by many individuals at the 
meeting. 
Brian Downy, representing the B.C. Forest 
Continued page 3 
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housands ofpilgrims arrive 
in Bethlehem daily and 
festive lights have been tied 
around an evergreen tree in 
Manger Square, but some of 
Thousands flock to Bethlehem" .. ,J . vvs ,. J 
B[ THLEHEM tAP) 1977's hopeful peace Jordan' River,' are t~ght" , end to hostilities and the the West Bank of the Jordan guests can squeeze into the 
earth" spirit is missing this Soldiers and police are road to peace," he said. River and in the Gaza Strip. Catholic church, but the 
SKEENA 
TROPHIES 
AND ENGRAVING 
Mow have a large stock of trophies 
on hand, 
A l l  types of metal  engraving done 
on the premises. 
year. frisking visitors at the en. 
Security arrangements in trances to the square, and 
the town, in the Israeli. roadblocks will be in place 
occupied West Bank of the _ onapproaches to this ancient 
town, eight kilometres south 
of Jerusalem. 
Last year a bomb expleded 
near the square. There were 
no injuries. 
Bethlehem Mayor Elias 
Freij, in his traditional 
Christmas Eve message last 
year, alluded to the hope 
embodied in Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat's 
peace mission to Jerusalem 
a month earlier. 
"Let Christmas 1977 be 
known as the beginning of an 
However, Freij said he 
won't give a message this 
year. 
• •"There is nothing to talk 
about," he said, '"The peace 
was celebrated in Oslo and 
not in the Holy Land," He 
was referring to the Nobel 
Peace Prizes awarded in 
Norway to Israel's Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin 
~ind Sadat for their efforts to 
reach a Middle East peace 
treaty. 
"Freij and bin townspeople 
are Palestintaus. Israel and 
Egypt cannot agree on how 
to give them autonomy--and 
a homeland they want--on 
Bethlehem's traditional 
Christmas Eve festivities 
focus on the Church of 
Nativity, built by the 
European crusaders 800 
years ago as a shrine to 
mark the spot where 
tradition says Christ was 
born. 
Several foreign choirs wlh 
participate in a Christmas 
Eve concert in Manger 
Square before the traditional 
midnight celebration of 
pontifical high Mass in St. 
'Catherine's Roman Catholic 
Church, which abuts the 
Church of the Nativity. 
Only a few hundred invited 
service will be  projected " 
.onto a large screen in 
Manger Square and tran- 
smitted via satellite to mil- 
lions of television viewers 
worldwide, 
Beyond the pageantry of 
Christmas, Bethlehem, 
home to approximately 
15,000 Moslems and 
Christians, is a leading 
tourist attraction throughout 
the year. 
Tourism Ministry 
spokesman Michael Gidron 
said 80,000 tourists will visit 
Bethlehem this month, 8,000 
on cruise ships and 33,500 
more by airplane. 
LONDON {Router) --  
Waste from the toilet sinks of 
airliners may be spreading 
cholera and other dis,,ases 
around the world, the journal 
New Scientist reports. 
Dr. Charles Rondle and 
colleagues at the London 
School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine have been 
investigating why cholera 
occasionally turns up in 
peculiar places, such as the 
Dordogne area in southwest 
France and the Essone 
district in the north. 
They discovered that these 
and other spots where 
cholera has inexplicably 
appeared are all beneath the 
paths of regular flights from 
India to the West. 
Secondstage closer 
REGINA (CP) -- The an- the pipe for the muiti-btllion- 
nouscement Tuesday that dollar pipeline. 
the Interprovincial Steel and J .D .  Maclellan, Ipsco 
Pipe Corp. Ltd. (Ipsco) president, said in an in- 
wouldbe one of two suppliers terview Tuesday the corn- 
j  a£ENA OFFICE 
PRODUCTS BLDG, I sSnd a few Christmas cards 
this year? Take heart. 
Micheile Daiguault has at l 4635 Lazelle I I least 250,000 letters to an- 
swer and she brought itall on 
herself. 
Mrs. Daignault is in 
And you've got mail 
OTTAWA (CP) --  consumption for the federal 
Grumbling about having to fisheries department. To try 
to increase fish eating, she 
organized Canada Seafood 
and Fisheries Month in 
November. 
In' .response to ad- 
vertisements on television 
and in magazines and 
SMALL 
THEFTS 
ICOSTL Y 
VICTORIA (CP) --  
Theft of shopping carts is 
costing store owners anc 
of pipe for the Alaska high- 
way gas pipeline brings the 
second phase of expansion 
totalling $80 million by Ipsco 
closer to certainty, Sas- 
katchewan Premier Allan 
Blakeney said today. 
lpsco is already 
proceeding with a .~lS-miliion 
new rolling mill at its Regina 
plant. Additional facilities 
were dependent on the 
company supplying some of 
party has plans for an $8- 
million expansion .to its 
Edmonton plant. 
Blakeney told a news 
conference it had always 
been Saskatchewan 's  
position that if the pipeline 
went ahead, Ipsco would be a 
likely supplier of pipe. Then 
Steel Company of Canada 
(Stelco) was also chosen as a 
supplier. 
charge of promoting fish 
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But it's all worth it. 
"The industry reports that 
fish sales were up drastically 
because of the promotion," 
she said. "They're ex- 
tremely pleased with the 
campaign and would like us 
to do it again next year." 
With the proclamation of
newspapers, Canadians and the 200-naut ica l -mi le  
a few Americans deluged the fisheries zone Jan. 1, 1977, 
Fisheries Food Centre here the amount of fish caught by 
'with requests for three free Canadians has increased 
booklets of fish recipes, steadily. 
Mrs. Daignault can easily. While the main outlet for 
hide behind the mound of Canadian fish is overseas, 
sacks of mail requesting the officials wanted to see 
domestic consumption in- booklets. She says 35,000 sets 
of booklets have already 
been mailed but unless she 
.gets.,. more help many 
~.'Wlmt~es wall go unanswered 
for m'ontltq 
She says she needs 20 
~lpers to answer all the 
llueries in the next 20 
months. 
~,She would have been 
hmtisfied with 50,000 to 
100,000 requests. Now she 
faces .250,000 and it could 
reach 300,000. "Our budget " 
for the seafood month was 
$230,000 but it is going to cost 
at least double. We've had to 
reprint he booklets." 
crease. Nutritionists agreed 
it would improve the Ca- 
nadian diet. 
Fish consumed annually 
per person in Canada has 
jumped in the last few years 
to almost 17 pounds from 12 
pounds but is still one of the 
lowest in the world. 
The requests were almost 
evenly split among English- 
and French-Canadians but 
the bulk of the English ones 
came from the Prairies. 
The booklets can be ob- 
tained by writing Mrs. 
Daignault, Fisheries Food 
Centr e, 401 LeBetou St., 
Ottawa KIA 0E6. 
New Iranian 
leader 
TEHRAN (AP) -- A 73- 
yearoid politician and 
• university lecturer has 
emerged as leader in a bid 
by the shah of Iran to find a 
prime minister to head a new 
civilian government, in- 
formed sources reported 
Wednesday. 
The sources said Dr. 
GholamHossein Sadiqi 
accepted an offer of the 
premiership after the shah 
agreed to a number of po- 
litical conditions et by the 
former cabinet minister. 
sediqi now is a sociology and 
philosophy professor at 
Tehran University. 
The sources declined to 
specify these conditions. But 
they said Shah Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, fighting to 
seen/:: 
stay on his throne amid 
widespread opposition to his 
one-man rule, has given 
Sadiqi two weeks to patch 
together a civilian govern- 
ment. 
It would then take over 
from Gen. Gholam-Reza 
Azhar i ' s  mi l i ta ry . led  
regime, appointed by the 59- 
year-old monarch Nov. 6 to 
try to restore order amid 
swelling violence, 
Religious leaders, heeded 
by the self-exiled Ayatollah 
Khomaini, have led riots for 
the last II months in op- 
position to the shah's efforts 
to modernize the Moslem 
country. At least 1,.400 
persons are reported to have 
died, but opposition sources 
pat the figure higher. 
ultimately consumers 
millions of dollars each 
year and little is being 
done to stop it, a grocery 
store spokesman says. 
Jack Fidler, head of 
Canada -Safeway in 
Victoria, says that 
thieves caught steeling a
$65 shopping cart at most 
get a mild reproach~ 
while a person pocketing 
a can of beans without 
paying is charged with 
theft. 
"It's just one of those 
darn things," Fidler said 
in an interview, "It's 
going on all the time and I 
don't see any answer for: 
i t ."  : : , , :  ,.,.,-.~.;,', 
sefeway st0res in ~..~ic~. 
torin expect o lnse abou[ 
300 carts this year--20 per 
cent of their stock--at an 
estimated cost of almost 
$20,000. 
Fidler said that'in 1977 
losses through theft and 
vandalism of shopping 
buggies totalled $1,5 
million , in ~ British 
Cold/tisia'. ~r' 1, ~,~lqa~ 
Store-ownerssay 
youngsters are respon- 
sAble for much of the. 
problem, taking the 
buggies for joy rides and 
using the wheels for go- 
carts and fancy skat- 
eboards. Adults also are 
involved. 
Carts also are used for 
planters, picking up grass 
clippings, taking empty 
beer and soft drink bottles 
to bottle exchanges and 
shifting clothes in 
apartmentlaundry 
rooms. 
The metal frame backs 
of the carts apparently 
make excellent barbecue 
grills. 
Chrysler losing money• 
DETROIT tAP) - -  
Chrysler Corp., facing 
slumping car sales and red 
ink, has borrowed $231.5 
million from two U.S. in- 
• surance companies. 
The sale of 15-year notes to 
Prudential Insurance Co. 
and Aetna Life Casualty Co. 
will provide Chrysler with 
$94 million and free the 
automaker f om paying $75 
million in old debts over the 
next four years, Chrysler 
disclosed Tuesday. 
The loan is the most recent 
in a series of moves to help 
,:the company, which is ex- 
pected to lose $250 million 
this year and faces capital 
outlays of $7.5 billion to 
upgrade plants and redesign 
ears over the next five years. 
Earlier this year, Chrysler 
sold its European sub- 
sidiaries to the French auto 
firm PSA Peugeot-Citroen 
for an estimated $323.9 
million in Peugeot stock and 
$230 million in cash. 
The company also sold 
$250 million in new preferred 
stock this year and said 
some common stock will be 
sold to employees during the 
next few years. 
, Whale catch to be reduced 
TOKYO (Router).-L- The and a ban on killing females, 
International Whaling they said. 
Commission agreed Wed- The compromise 
nesday to reduce the sperm agreement allows up to 11.5 
whale catch in the northern per cent of the quota to be 
Pacific next year by 41 per females, compared with 20 
cent to 3,800 whales, con- per cent this year, the 
ference sources aid', sources aid. 
Japan and the Soviet The conference," which 
~nion are the only whaling began Tuesday, foilow~ a 
~t i ' i~  ~ hffei:ted ~ by '  the JUne ineetiKl~ in Loffddn 
a97OGqt16ta'~ :a :  '~ompromise • . Which,; fai led ~ to : t~e~/'eh 
between pro-and anti- 
whaling countries. 
Sources said the 
agreement came at a 
meeting of the 17-member 
commission after two days 
of inconclusive debates, 
mainly between the United 
States and Japan. 
Japan wanted to maintain 
its 1978 quota of 2,754 whales 
while the U.S., the leading 
conservationist force at the 
conference, called for a 
severe cutback in the catch 
agreement on the northern 
Pacific sperm whale catch. 
Among the 17 commission 
members, Japan, the Soviet 
Union, Brazil, Iceland, 
Denmark and Norway are 
whaling countries. Australia 
recently announced its in- 
tention to stop whaling. 
Besides the U.S., member 
countries are Canada, 
Britain, France, Argentina, 
Mexico, the Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Panama and 
South Africa. 
Conviction over turned 
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP)--The sex-torture slayings of 27 
Texas Court of Criminal Ap- youths. 
peals today overturned the The court said Henley was 
conviction of Elmer Henley denied due process when 
in connection with the 1973 Judge Preston Dial refused 
to allow him to present 
Great taste 
with half 
the calor,e$. 
fo r  Apreat 6ght beer 
all kinds of reason  
evidence on a motion to 
move the trial from San 
Antonio. 
The ruling means that 
Henley, a high school 
dropout, likly will face 
retrial in San Antonio, Tex., 
where the trial was moved 
t from Houston. 
A Bexar County jury con- 
rioted Henley, then 18, of six 
of the 27 slayings and sen- 
tenced him to six con- 
secutive 99-year sentences. 
Henley was arrested after 
he telephoned police in the 
Houston suburb of Pasadena 
and told them he had shot 
and killed Dean Corll, head 
of the homosexual torture 
ring. 
Henley then led police to 27 
bodies buried at three sites 
in and around Houston. 
Many of the victims were 
from Henley's neighborhood, 
More bombs 
in Ireland 
BELFAST (Reuter) -- 
Bombs rocked three leading 
hotels in Northern Ireland on 
Wednesday night in a new 
blitz by Irish Republican 
Army guerrillas, police said. 
No one was reported in- 
jured in the attacks, which 
set two hotels on fire and 
damaged the third. 
The police, who said more 
hotel bombings could be 
expected, blamed the at. 
tacks on the militant 
Provisional wing of the IRA, 
which launched bomb at- 
tacks earlier in the week in 
London and other mainland 
British cities. 
Last Christmas season, the 
Provisionals bombed hotels 
across Northern Ireland, 
where they are fighting to 
end British rule. 
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Industry 
Service in Prince Rupert, said the Kifimat 
Valley has been logged and second growth is now 
being cared for. The forest service is opposed to 
the pre.empfing of its reforestation investment 
by single Industrial users. 
He said that even though there are no logging 
operations being carried out in the valley at the 
present ime this does not mean that the valley is 
not being used for forestry purposes. 
All high-yield forestry growing sites occur in 
valleys and reforestation is like tending a gar- 
den, which needs to be thinned and cared for 
during the growing process. The valley cannot be 
used for something else in the mennfime, he 
said. 
The District of Kitimat believes thai the 
Kitimaf Valley should follow the historical trend 
of development along river valleys, according to 
Kifimaf alderman, Fran Buschert. The only 
valley left in B.C. for development, with existing 
transportation and communication amenities 
already available, is the Kifimat Valley, she 
said. 
The valley has 15,000 acres of flat, easily 
developable land, she said. 
An Industrial Utility and Transportation 
Corridor study, made in Kifimat, led to con- 
siderations of corridors further north in the 
valley and connections to the CNR mainline for 
rail service, roads, and corridors for major 
utilities: however, large.scale considerations 
were made in connection with the NKK steel mill 
proposal a few yearsago, she said. 
Kifimat's interest in the Kitimat Valley is its 
concern for adequate controls and planning in 
the area north of the municipality, she said. 
This is to support and encourage continuing 
lobs for the existing population of the area and to 
support a natural increment of population 
growth, she said. 
"Services, service industries and recreational 
facilities need a solid tax base and a population 
nucleus to support them. This can only come 
about by increasing industrial activity and 
population," she said. 
Bob Cooper, representing both the regional 
district and Terrace District Council, said that 
the sites that will eventually be developed as 
Industrial parks are called Thunderbird, which 
is adjacent to the airport and is approximately 
2,000 acres; Dubose, which is near Onion Lake, 
and is approximately 8,000 acres; and the 
Wedeene, which is the area that runs from the 
northern Kif imat boundary, approximately 
~Y00 acres to the Wedeene River..The 14,700 
acres of industrial parks inthe KifimaLValley is 
only a small fraction of the 3.8 million acres of 
timbered area, Cooper said. 
"The whole question of for, estry's priority for 
use of the Kiflmat-Lakelse Valley needs to be-- 
explored," said Cooper. 
Tourism, agriculture, fishing, forestry as well 
as industrial development can be made use of in 
the valley, he said. 
Cooper said the forest industry in this area is 
divided into three parts, and each part is 
government controlled or owned. "While this 
control is not regarded by everyone as a bad 
thing in itself, it is of concern, if, as past history 
shows, it cannot be done on a sustained and 
economical basis," Cooper said. 
To sustain such as basis "we have to think at a 
scale larger than thinking solely about a single 
resource," he said. 
"We have to entertain questions about the 
future of the area. We urge you to think beyond 
the short term, limited proposals and protects. 
What will the area be like in 10 to 20 years? Do 
you want your kids, who grow up here, to have a 
variety of opportunities," he said.. 
The solution to problems in the Kitimat- 
Lakelse valleys is to be found with a high level of 
co.operation between the local agencies and the 
provincial resource managers operating out of 
Victoria and a coordinated effort to utilize all the 
areas' resources to ensure the economic 
prosperity and stability of the area, said Cooper. 
The proposed corridor, although not designed 
for the specific industries listed in the brochure, 
is designed to encourage industries to locate and 
expand in the area, Buscherf said. 
Roger Davis, a Terrace resident, said the 
proposed corridor is a "terrifying" concept and 
he Is worried that local governments will use 
"bread-line scare tactics" to persuade people to 
support the corridor. 
Cooper later said the industrial corridor was 
designed because of a failing Io~ging industry in 
the valley. 
A man, who recently moved here from Sud. 
bury, Ontario, said he does not want to see 
polluting types of Industry here because they 
have been proven to kill off trees in communities 
like Sudbury. 
Jim Culp, from the Sieelhead Society, said that 
he is going to be taking some positive views on 
the brochure but there has to be consultation 
behveen the public and the developers of the 
POLICE NEWS 
Kitimat RCMP received a 'Ford's lot. The theft oceured 
report about 11:30 a.m. on overnight on Tuesday. 
Tuesday that several youths A motor vehicle accident 
were seen in the Kitimat betwcen twocars occuredat 
area hanging onto the back 4:55 p.m. on Wednesday in 
of moving vehicles. Police 
have requested parents to 
instruct their children not 
become involved in this 
dangerous practise. 
Theives ¥ipped open the 
soap dispensing machine at 
the Clothes Peg Laundry in 
the Nechako Centre and stole 
money from the machine on 
Tuesday. There was $65 
damage reported to police. 
Dale Maitland, of Kttimat, 
reported at 8:40 p.m. on 
Tuesday that his vehicle was 
broken into between 6:55 
p.m. and 8:40 p.m. on that 
day. A ladies purse, con- 
tsining $65 in cash, personal 
items, and some food items 
were stolen. Maitland later 
recovered some of the stolen 
property. 
Terrace RCMP said that 
some 15-inch tires were 
• stolen off slotted-mag rims 
that were behind Totem 
front of Terrace In- 
ternational on Highway 16 
West, There was $750 
damage done to the two 
vehicles. There were no 
injuries, police said. 
IWEA THER 
A seri~ of Pacific weather 
systems is moving through 
the area at a rate of one 
every 24-36 hours, so the.  
forecast for today is for 
mainly cloudy skies with a 
dew sunny periods, 
There will be increasing 
cloud cover throughout the 
afternoon, with a good 
possibility of snow toinght. 
Two get grants 
Two active community 
groups in Prince Rupert 
have received financial 
assistance from the federal 
government, it was an- 
notmced recently by Skecna 
MP and Minister of State, 
Ions Campagnolo. 
"Grants under the Canada 
Works Program have been 
given to the Prince Rupert 
Ach ievement  Centre 
($48,300) to establish a 
shelter workshop for has. 
dicapped people and to the 
Cont inuing Educat ion  
Branch of Northwest 
Community College ($14,112) 
to operate a community 
education centre for im- 
migrant women", said 
Campagnolo. 
The Canada Works 
program is designed to  
create temporary em- 
ployment as well as provide 
social benefits to the com- 
munity and these projects, 
which will create leven jobs 
as well as provide important 
services, are excellent 
examples of how such job 
creation funds can be 
usefully applied. 
"I want to commend the 
sponsors of these projects", 
Contract 
A $2-million-plus 38 
kilometre paving contract 
along the Terrace-Kitimat 
Highway 25 was awarded to 
West Coast Paving Company 
Limited of Vancouver, 
T ranspor ta t ion ,  Com- 
munications and Highways 
Minister Alex V. Fraser, and 
Agriculture Minister Cyril 
Shelford, MLA for Skecna, 
announced recently. 
The firm's $1,159,29i bid 
was the lowest of five ten- 
ders submitted. Paving will 
begin in late April, weather 
conditions permitting, and a 
crew of 25 will be employed 
for six weeks. 
A stretch of Highway 25 
between Skoglund Hot 
Springs to Its intersection 
Campagnolo stated. "Laurie 
Jones and Kathy Bedard of 
the Community College, and 
John McNish and Conrad 
Hadland of the Prince 
Rupert Association for the 
Mentally Retarded are 
representative of the many 
civic-minded individuals 
whose efforts make projects 
such as these possible, and 
who all too often go 
unrecognized. It is they who 
make programs like Canada 
Works valuable community 
assets". 
The Achievement Centre 
will provide a work en- 
vironment for persons 
unable to compete in the 
regular labour force, as well 
as an opportunity for 
socialization for these often- 
alienated members of 
society. The Continuing 
Education Branch will 
operate a continuation of 
their effective neigh- 
bourhood centre for im- 
migrant women who, as new 
arrivals to Canada, can be 
introduced' to the different 
way of l ife in their new 
country in a relaxing and 
non- threaten ing  at.  
mospbere. 
awarded 
with Highway 16, a distance 
of 21.1 kilometres, will be 
paved. 
In addition, 2.7 kilometres 
on Onion Lake Hill and 12 
kilometres along various 
streets in the Thornhill area, 
will also be paved, including 
Kitimat River hill. 
Work includes preparation 
of existing gravel base, 
asphalt priming, paving and 
gravel shoulders along a 
highway which suffered 
damage in the October- 
November storms in the 
area. 
Total cost of the project, 
inc lud ing eng ineer ing  
supervision and materials, 
will he $2,147,000. 
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TO SYMPOSIUM 
i 
Students invited 
Grade 11 and 12 students 
who want to discuss any 
subject of interest at a 
conference at the University 
of Victoria in May are in- 
vited to submit entries to the 
13th annual Humanities and 
Science Symposium. 
Sponsored by the 
University of Victoria.aod 
B.C. Telephone, the 
province-wide competition 
gives students an op- 
portunity to present projects 
on any topic and in any 
format. Collections of 
poetry, paintings, short 
stories, musical presen- 
tations and multi-media 
projects are as acceptable as 
written reports. The 
material should be in a form 
that can be discussed in a 15- 
minute talk at the sym- 
posium. 
The authors of the best wo 
dozen entries are asked to 
present their work at the 
two-day seminar. An ad. 
ditional 80 student observers 
are chosen to hear the ad- 
dresses and discuss them 
with presenting authors. 
The projects are judged by 
members of the Faculty of 
the University of Victoria. 
Last year the symposium 
brought replies from about 
290 students representing 60
high schools in the province. 
The range of topics received 
included most of the areas of 
the physical sciences, ocial 
sc iences ,  humani t ies ,  
theology, education and fine 
arts. The papers presented 
dealt with subjects uch as 
"Holography", 
"Materialism in Science", 
"Poems", "Biorhythms" 
Bylaws approved 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine beard took 
three bylaws involving 
rezoning in Thornhill to third 
reading at its meeting in 
Terrace on Saturday. 
One bylaw involves the 
rezoning of property in the 
Woodland Heights area 
between Krumm Road and 
The third bylaw is to 
rezone the block on River 
Drive, DesJardines and 
Kofoed from residential to 
light industrial. 
The rezoning is to ac- 
eomodate a proposed 
woodworking shop for the 
remanufacturing of cedar 
products and to accomodate 
Old Lakelse Lake Road from existing legal non- 
agricultural to high density conforming light industrial 
rural, operations, said Marcellin. 
The rezoning is to ac- The 10 acre block includes 
comodate a subdivision of 39 Goodwill Bottling but the 
2-acre lots, said Bob Mar- ',apartment complex on that 
cellin, a regional district block wil l  remain as 
planner. ' residential, he said. 
The second bylaw is in- iI~ 
tended to rezone a gravel piti 
behind the department Of 
highways gravel pit, on Old 
Lakelse Lake Road hill from 
agriculture to restrictml 
industry. :l 
Marcellin says that the 
restricted industry zone is 
newly created to ac- 
comodato the expansion of a 
concrete  ready-mix  
operation on 14 acres of 
property. 
Tenders 
called 
The ministry of tran- 
sportation, ,~communications 
and highways has called 
tenders for a contract to 
demolish and dispose of two 
bridges which were 
damaged beyond repair in 
the devastating Terrace 
floods early in November. 
Announcement of the 
tender call for Dec. 20, came 
recent ly  from Tran- 
sportation, Communications 
and Highways Minister Alex 
V. Fraser and Agriculture 
Minister Cyril Shelford, 
MLA for Skeena. 
The contract calls for 
demolition and disposal of 
two collapsed spans, each 60 
feet long, of the Chimdemash 
Creek bridge, about 23 
kilometres east of Terrace 
on the Yellowhead Highway 
16. The work will include the 
concrete deck and steel 
stringers and salvage of 
aluminum railing. 
The second bridge is the 
Legate Creek structure 
about 37 kilometres east of 
Terrace, where partial 
demolition of two collapsed 
spans, each 180 feet long are 
to be removed. 
and "Modern Mer- 
chandizing". 
Students who participate 
in the symposium also tour 
the campus, hear lectures, 
meet and talk with 
university faculty and take 
part in workshops. 
The 13th annual 
Humanities and Science 
Symposium ischaired by Dr. 
Richard Pearce of the 
University of Victoria. 
Application forms are now 
available at all secondary 
schools in B.C. and entries 
must be post.marked no 
later than Jan. 25, 1979. 
The Terrace Centennial Lions wish you the 
best over the holiday season. 
We extend our appreciation for your sup- 
port. 
Your participation i our events and fund 
raising activities has allowed us to assist our 
community in many ways. Some examples: 
Jaws of Life Rescueequipme 
Lazelle Preschool Financial assistam 
3 Rivers Workshop Equipme, 
Minor Hockey Spor 
Teen Oisco Dances Teen recreatic 
Christmas Hampers Social servic, 
Riverboat Days  Communily promotl~ 
Child Development Centre Transportotit 
You have made this possible. Thank you. 
m 
corridor. 
'T in in favor of a ferry service or a grain 
elevator but I don't want this area to develop into 
another Pittsburgh," he said. 
Davis said if was interesting that there are five 
of the most polluting industries listed in the 
brochure as potential development for the area. 
Buschert said that these Industries have shown 
an Interest in the Kitimaf Valley..."not us." 
When she was asked if the sponsors of the . . . .  
brochure would be interested in holding a public 
meeting about it, Buschert said that the pare. 
i ,  l ,  phiet was too nebulus for thai kind ot 
discussion. 
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EDITORIAL 
According to a news release put out I)y .Ih,. 
British Columbia Cattlemen's Association, Ih,. 
membership of that body is disappointed with 
the provincial government's lack of action on Ihe 
wolf question. 
If Cyril Shelford is correct, some el the cat 
tlemen are not only disappointed, they ~rc. 
poisoning wolves, the government be danmed 
There is no reason not to believe Shelford. "lh(: 
cafllemen are losing stock and that n~ean.~ 
money out of their pocket. 
Ranchers and farmers are by and large in 
dividualists. They work the land and their herds 
because they like the freedom and independence 
they have even though it may mean less loose 
change to jingle around and less free time. to 
spend it in. They are not the type of people fo sit 
idle while a marauder walks off with their in 
vestment. 
There is, however, too much era'orion in the 
issue of controlling wolves. Farley /~owatt, as 
g~od a writer as he is, has created a mythology 
a~.: pt the hapless wolf, an innocent victim. This 
ir~..a~le, like Walt Disney nature films, is a slick 
production. The question is, how realistic is it? 
e 
The cattlemen, on the other hand, have good 
reason to want to see all wolves destroyed and 
they paint a picture of a slavering beast lurking 
just outside the fences waiting to slaughter whole 
herds and drive the price Of beef out of the 
market place. 
The fact of the matter is we probably just don't 
kRQW enough. The farmer and the rancher have 
~' " • " S a~lht to p~ttp~.e #~trrtenh ~lle~ wolf, a 
~} • . ~ L~ : . . . .  . - , = ' .  ' 
ddi~ any ammal, s~ould have a'nght to survnve 
too. Man has a tendency to destroy anything in 
his way without IoohJng at either the cost or 
consequences, if they are not immediately ap 
parent. 
Let's do some controlled studies, even if it 
means compensating farmers and ranchers in 
areas where there isn't wholesale predator 
slaughter. Let's deal with the situation ratter'ally 
rather than comparing cartoon carcatures of two 
facets of the one animal. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Sir: 
1 1 H 
Viadimir Clon 
ThoruhiU Road, R.R. 2 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 3Z9 
Prize was awarded to Henry 
Kiss!nger and Le Duc Tho 
Recent award of Nobel (1073) for framingtheParis 
PeacePrizetoMr.Sadatand accords that brought an 
Mr. Begin proves again that official cease-flre in Viol- 
this so called peace prize is nam. How long the 'cease- 
just another hoax. fire' lasted is too well known 
Knowing of Mr. Begin's to forget. 
past activities in the Even if this so-called 
terrorist organization, on peace treaty is signed it 
wboseconsciencearelivesof w uld be worth only the 
not only British soldiers, but paper it's written on. Peace 
covilians as well, we can treaty, as everyone would 
expect the future 'Peace' agree, has to be signed by all 
prize going to a leader of the fighting paritea, which is 
Rhodesian black terrorists far from true in this case. 
Nkomo and, perhaps, to a Don't they teach logic in 
British P.M., who supplies schools anymore? More 
Nkomo's terrorists with appropriate name for this 
money and weapons, award would be "Nobel War 
Prize". 
As some historians say, 
history repeats itself. We do 
not have to go far back to 
find a similar situation, 
when this Nobel 'Peace' 
Manager, 
The Universal Stores Ltd., 
107 Nechako Centre, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
We would like to express 
our concern and distaste 
over your Christmas ad- 
vertisement which is 
currently appearing on 
CFTK-TV, showing a family 
opening Christmas presents 
and obviously dissatisfied 
with the gifts they have 
received. 
We find this ad tasteless 
and offensive and par- 
ticularly object to it being 
shown during hours when 
young children are likely to 
be watching television. 
This ad will not induce us 
to shop at Universal Steres, 
in fact, just the opposite is 
the case• 
Yours very truly, 
P.A, Twidie 
Debbie Hichiel 
Dorothy Heavena 
The Herald welcomes Its readers com. 
ments. All letters to the editor of general 
public interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
taste. We may also edit letters for style and 
length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. We ask that 
letters be typed and double spaced. 
I I 
i ml  m 
Let's try to remember there's green under the white. 
Rod Taylor photo 
I 
CONSUMER CO]IIMENT 
Let's cut down on garbage 
liw 
Garbage ; i ' r  : .  b!  
It's what we .call the discarded items we don't 
need or can't use. 19',I. " 
Energy, Mines and .~esources Canada reports 
that a family of four d~lf:ards an average of 16 
pounds of garbage a day. 
The cost of collecting a~d disposing of it all? In 
Canada alone, about 500 Pfiillion dollars annually. 
Collection and dispos~ are just the beginning 
of the expense associated with garbage. 
Every soup can, refrigerator, or used roll of 
paper towels which ends up on the scrap heap 
costs us twice--first to dispose of it, and then to 
manufacture a replacement. 
Land that could be used for other purposes 
must be set aside for garbage dumps. Burning 
garbage pollutes the air. 
Cutting down on garbage conserves energy 
and resources, protects the environment and 
Food scraps can be used to make soup, or 
added to a compost heap. 
Save things. Ever had an uncle whose habit of 
saving string amused the rest of the family? 
Uncle was smarter than we knew. 
Don't stop at string, though. 
Gift wrap, shopping bags, pickle jars, 
detergent bottles and almost everything else can 
be used more than once, and the longer you keep 
themout of the garbage can, the more you'll 
save. ~ 
If you can sew, restyle clothing for yourself, 
cut it down for someone else tn the family, or 
make a quilt out ~ it. 
Can't sew? Try selling old clothes to a thrift 
store, or donate them to a charitable 
organhatlon. 
Fix what you've got instead of buying new 
things. To quote an adage current during the war 
saves u~s::money . . . .  - . . , .  . . . . . .  .years, "use it up, wear it out, make it do". 
• We'll probably, never get'..ridi,.0f :;ga'rbage;,~,; Ma~/beall.:that sofa needs is a slip. cover"to"' 
to reduce the amount make it look new again, or perhaps you could dye "completely, but we car~ try . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " ' . . . . . . .  " . . . .  
we produce, an existing pair of drapes rather than buy new 
Start by bringing home as little garbage. 
producing mdterial as possible. 
Don't buy products which use needless 
quantities of packaging material, and let the 
manufacturer know why you aren't buying. 
Remember that in the long run disposable 
items cost more than those that can be re-used, 
and are often, made from rare and expensive 
resources. Plastics, for example, are made from 
petroleum products. 
Recycle your discards. 
Old magazines and books can be donated to the 
library for others to read. 
Newspapers can be made into fireplace logs or 
saved for paper drives by community 
organizations. 
ones to match a changed color scheme. 
It's cheaper to rent equipment like paint 
sprayers, rug shampooers, or glassware for 
parties, if you only use them occasionally. 
Every time you make use of an already 
existing product, you conserve the energy and 
raw materials needed to make a new one, and 
you reduce garbage and the cost of disposing of 
it. 
The federal government has published a free 
booklet (on recycled paper) called "The Gar. 
bage Book--How to Save Energy and Money by 
Throwing Out Less". You can get a copy from 
the Office of Energy Conservation, Energy, 
Mines and Resources Canada, 580 Booth Street, ~ 
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OE4. ' 
GROSS VIOLA TIONS 
Some. make.sham of rights 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) been improvement i  he last assembly showed how politi- Besides Yugoslavia, those 
-- Some Third World alld year, there still were areas cized the issue of human in favor of the deletion in- 
Communist countries are of serious violations, rights had become. Coun- cluded the Communist bloc, 
making a sham of human The report led to several tries had taken.off their Angola, Bangladesh, the 
rights by refusing to bring UNresohitionsofChile. ltaly masks and shown whether Central African Empire, 
gross violations under closer went a step further• they were in favor of human Congo, Cuba, Democratic 
UN scrutiny, The Italian government rights elsewhere. Yemen, Egypt, Ethiopia, 
• Iran, Iraq, Laos, Mozam. Countries with their own proposed that • the UN. When the Italian proposal bique, Pakistan,  Saudi 
serious human rights commission on human rights came up, Yugoslavia in- Arabia, Syria, Uganda, 
problems don't want the UN be invited to consider the: sisted that it be amended to Vietnam and Yemen. 
poking in their backyards, possibility of using the ad delete the key paragraph What came out of the com. 
There is a lesson for many of hoc working group foi'mula referring to creation of ad mittee was a meaningless 
them in the Chilean ex- as often as necessary to hoc working groups to in- resolution approved 47 to 23 
investigate gross violations vestigate "consistent pat- with 53 abstentions. Canada 
perience, of human rights, terns of gross violations of 
By two votes, a key corn- human rights." supported it. East March, the United 
Nations broke new ground 
when it created an ad hoe 
working group to investigate 
human rights violations in 
Chile, 
A five-member com- 
mission was allowed into 
Chile last summer. It 
reported that while there had 
mittee of the UN General As- 
sembly killed the proposal 
earlier this week. 
But countries voting 
against ad hoc groups had no 
qualms about condemning 
Chile for human rights 
violations. 
Child said the debate in the 
By a vote of M to 45, with 29 
abstentions, the paragraph 
was deleted in the assem- 
bly's social, humanitarian 
and cultural committee. 
Canada voted against he 
deletion along with other 
Western states. 
GO V'TS DON'T PA Y, 
It expressed appreciation 
for the work done by the ad 
hoe group for Chile and drew 
attention to the "importance 
of the experience" of that 
group "in view of future 
action" when dealing with 
consistent patterns of gross 
human rights violations. 
We wouldn't get away with it 
Canadian businessmen 
earn little in interest 
payments from provincial 
governments that have not 
paid their bills. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press shows that only two 
provinces, Manitoba and 
Quebec, pay interest on bills 
that are unpaid after a 
certain time. 
Quebec announced earlier 
this month that it would 
begin paying t0.per-cent 
interest on ;all its bills unpaid 
after 60 days. 
Jacques Parizeau, Quebec 
finance minister, said the 
payments would be made to 
try to change the govern- 
ment's reputation for being 
slow to pay. Many 
businessmen stopped bid- 
cling on government con- 
tracts because of slowness in 
payment, he said, 
But most provincial 
governments say they pay 
their bills quickly. 
Comptroller Mel Anderson 
of the Manitoba finance 
department said his 
government pays interest to provinces ay ttteir govern- 
try to be fair to businesses meat's bills usually are paid 
that are subject to similar within 30 days and Ontario 
interest payments on their says it tries to pay within 24 
unpaid bills, days. 
The province pays an Many of the businessmen 
interest rate that is about he questioned were reluctant to 
same as the current prime discuss whether the govern. 
rate, butt.he calculation does meats paid promptly. But 
not begin until 60 days after many who did comment said 
the government receives they were satisfied with the 
notice, governments' speed. 
"We very rarely get over Comptroller John Astle of 
the 60 days unless there is a New Brunswick said his 
disputed payment." government's policy is to 
Representatives of other pay bills within 30 days. 
OTTAWA. ']'he uld senator proposed "reform" through 
is full of gloom, regionalization ofthe Senate. 
And it's not because of age, 
for be's not that old, still The real and lasting 
being on tha sunny side of 75, damage done Parliament 
the .Senate's mandatory age and the country by Pierre 
of retirement. It's the long Trudeau, says the senator, 
perspective of his political 
years that has him down in 
the pits. 
He has a perspective as 
long as John Diefenbaker"s 
and Stanley Knowles'. 
He has the experience of 
working with prime 
ministers from Mackenzie 
King to Pierre Trudeau and 
with the make-it-happen 
members of cabinets from 
C.D. Howe to Otto Lang. 
He has enjoyed power 
savored by few other than 
prime ministers. 
As a former member of 
many cabinets and in- 
cumbent of a variety of 
portfolios, he has the 
distinction of being the only 
Liberal biggie with the know- 
how and the know-who to 
stand off the whole 
Diefenbaker government 
during its six years of un- 
derlain and then failing 
power. 
Those intimately familiar 
with the Ottawa Scene 
should spot him fromthese 
particular credentials which 
collectively are his alone. 
But you won't see his name 
spelled out here because he 
is still a loyal Liberal, or, 
more accurately, an old- 
time, old.style Liberal, 
devoted to the party. 
Devoted, that is, to what 
the party used to be, and 
what he hopes it could again 
become -- a party putting 
the public interest and 
national well-being ahead of 
perpetwation of power, 
personal aggrandizement, 
and the never-so-sweet fruits 
of office. 
It's not that way any more, 
he says, because of "what 
happened in 1968." 
What happened, ofcourse, 
was the election of Pierre 
Trudeau as Prime Minister. 
This senator, like many 
others including, to use at 
least one name, Dan Lang, 
long a party power in 
Toronto, was opposed to 
Pierre Trudeau's ideas long 
before the Prime Minister 
was the steady con- 
tralization of all power in the 
Prime Minister's office. 
And the thing that cut the 
deepest wound in the 
Canadian body politic was 
the clout given the Prime 
Minister -- and other party 
leaders -- under the 
legislation limiting political 
contributions, to the rule who 
could, or who could not, run 
for a seat in the Commons as 
a member of the party. 
The party leader who 
empowered to disown a 
candidate -- even one duly 
nominated by a con- 
stituency, the choice of the 
party's supporters in the 
riding -- by simply cutting 
him off, from any and all 
support. 
He's not one of us, the 
party leader could decree, 
regardless of the 
nomination. 
And that was the end of 
him. 
Unless, like Lea Jones, 
nominated inMoncton as the 
official Conservative can- 
didate and disowned by then 
party leader Robert Start- 
field, he had the guts and 
faith in himself and his 
people to go it alone as an 
independent. 
Jones won. 
But he is the only can- 
didate to successfully defy a 
party leader's veto. 
Now two Liberal can- 
didates, in Manitoba have 
been disowned by the party 
simply because they had the 
• courage to say what a great 
many others have been 
thinking and even 
whispering privately. 
That it's time for Pierre 
Trudeau to go -- that if he 
stays in power and leads the 
Liberals in the next election 
he, singlehandediy, will lose 
it for them. 
COMMENT 
BY GRAHAM LEA 
PRINCE RUPERT MLA 
Premier Bennett's new 
cabinet is a page out of the 
book on cabinet selection by 
Pierre Trudeau. It's called 
'*Eliminate the Com- 
petition". 
Before examining the 
various provincial ap- 
paintments, is worth noting 
that federally not one of Mr. 
Trudeau's opponents in his 
1968 leadership contest are 
around to haunt him in 1978. 
Mr. Bennett is obviously 
impressed with that 
strategy, as is apparent in 
his demotion of the former 
Minister of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs, Rate 
Mair. Mr. Mair has received 
nothing but good press for 
about wo years now. Anyone 
who is designated the  
spokesman for consumers i  
automatically accorded 
motherh~d status by the 
media and Mr. Mair made 
the most of his opportunities. 
• He made one ambitious 
mistake though, he took on 
the premier. 
• During the last session Mr. 
Mair publicly criticized Mr. 
Bennett for his petty attack 
on NDP leader Dave 
Barrett. The circumstances 
concerned the occasions on 
which Shirley Barrett ac- 
companied her husband, 
then the premier, on 
government aircraft to six 
official government func- 
tions between 1972 and 1975. 
The derision that was 
directed at Mr. Bennett from 
the press for his small. 
mindedness was backed up 
with quotes from Rate Mair. 
Mr, Bennett did not forget 
those remarks as the 
relegation to the junior 
status of ministry of the 
environment proves. 
Similarly, former 
Provincial Secretary Grace 
McCarthy as well as former 
Minister of Human 
Resources Bill Vander Zaim 
have been headline grabbers 
since they were appointed to 
cabinet. Mrs. McCarthy 
especially has been involved 
in a prolonged self- 
promotion campaign that 
included smiling buttons and 
historical props like Captain 
Cook. Nowno longer possible 
are Mrs. McCarthy's dreams 
of appearing in the Rose 
Bowl parade unless of course 
she wishes to do so as the 
new minister of human 
resources. Given her 
propensity for "personal 
publicity, that's not out of the 
question. 
As for Mr. Vander Zalm,' 
who could have used the 
softening touch that Con- 
sumer and Corporate Affairs 
would have provided his 
image, he has been handed 
the Municipal Affairs 
protfolio. Because of the cat 
fight that surrounds transit 
at the moment, Mr. Vander 
Zalm has walled into a no- 
win situation. Municipal 
officials will doubly leery of 
Mr. Vander Zalm's 
reputation as a ruthless 
bottom liner and cooperation 
will be just that much more 
difficult as a result. 
There is no question, then, 
that Mr. Bennett has 
removed those cabinet 
colleagues that have com- 
~ tod with him as the voice the government. Who are 
their replacements? 
The initial consensus was 
"the loyalists". They are 
politicians who have taken 
orders and carried them out, 
such as the former Minister 
of the Environment Jim 
Neilsen and the former 
Minister of Agriculture Jim 
Hewitt. In retrospect, it is 
obvious that Mr, Neilsen and 
Mr. Hewitt were told to do 
nothing, save perhaps begin 
the dismantling of the land 
commission, and this 
dynamic duo carried out 
their instructions to the 
letter, 
As well as being the new 
Minister of Consumer At. 
fairs, Mr. Neii~en will be the 
Minister responsible for 
Corporate Affairs. It seams 
odd that someone without 
any background incorporate 
law is head of the ministry 
dealing with corporations. 
Would it mean the depart- 
ment will be run by the 
corporations? Exactly. 
As for Mr. Hewitt he is.now 
Minister of Energy, Mines 
and Petroleum Resources, It
means for instance that he 
will be dealing with B.C, 
Hydro chairman Robert 
Bonner. Look for any in- 
crease Mr. Bonner wishes in 
Hydro rates being passed on 
without objection from Mr, 
Hewitt. 
' t 
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. . . . .  P~t~r:Skeds P O RTS' M'lnor Hockey t ourney •  i'i'y h,rald • NANAIMO . .  • , t nooa TERNATIONAL PEEWEE ~peep~t Reps MINOR ilOCKEV TOUR- ' 2 pm Gran Isle -- vs Kitimat Pup 
NAMENT sees i th  Chr i s  Por ter  TERRACE TWIN RIVER " 4 pm Kitimat Atom Reps -- vs 
TIMBER PEEWEES ,, Prince Rupert Reps 
6 pm Terrace Twin River -- vs 
Dee. 27,10.15 am Terrace -- vs Point Grey Gran Isle 
Dee. 27 - 7.15 pm 
Dee. 28- 8.15 am 
Dee. 28 - 2.45 pm 
Dee. 29 - 10.15 am 
Dec. 29 - 5.45 pm 
Dee. 30 - 10.15 am 
Dee. 30 - 4.30 pm 
Terrace -- vs North Shore 
Terrace -- vs Calgary 
Terrace -- vs Nanaimo 
Terrace -- vs Oakland, Cal. 
Terrace -- vs North Delta 
Terrace -- vs Fuller Lake 
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 
KITIMAT CIIRISTMAS 
MINOR IIOCKEY TOUR- 
NAMENT 
BANTAM DIVISION 
DATE & TIME TEAMS 
Dec. 28 -. 8 am 
" tO am 
" 12 noon 
" 2 pm 
" 4pm 
" 6pm 
Dee. 29 -- 7 am 
Dee. 27 -- 8.30 am 
" 11 am 
" 3.45 pm 
" 6pm 
" 8.30 pln 
CASAW -- vs Emporium - 
Kitimat Lions .- vs Prince 
Rupert Reps 
Kushner Trucking -- vs 
Kitimat Esso 
Smithers Reps -- vs Terrace 
Reps 
Kitimat Esso -- vs CASAW 
" 9 am 
" It am 
" lpm 
Dee. 28 -- 8.30 am 
" 11 am 
" 1.30 pm 
" 4pro 
" 8.45 pm 
Dee. 29 -" 8.30 am' 
" 11 am 
" 3.45 pm 
" 6pro  
" 8.3o pm 
Dee. 30 .~ 8.30 am 
" 11.30 am 
Prince Rupert Reps -- vs" 
Smithers Reps 
Emporium -- vs Kushner 
Trucking 
Terrace Reps -- vs Prince 
Rupert Reps 
Emporium .. vs Kitimat 
Esso 
Smithers Reps .- vs Kitimat 
Lions 
Kushner Trucking -- vs 
CASAW 
Hazelton -- vs Sharpies 
Equipment 
(WINTER 
GAMESPLAYOFF)  
Terrace Reps -- vs Kitimat 
Lions • 
Hazelton .. vs Kitimmat 
tWINTER GAMES 
PLAYOFF) 
t lst in "A" section vs 2nd in 
"A" section) 
" 4pm 
" 6pro 
DATE & TIME 
Dec. 27 --" 12 noon 
" 2pro 
" 4pro 
" 8 pm 
Dec. 28 - 
10 am 
" 12 noon 
(lst in "B" section vs 2nd i n 
"B" section) " '~ '2 pro:, e ~ :.:, ~,,! 
Sharpies Equipment .. vs 
Kitimat 
(WINTER GAMES 
PLAYOFF) 
" 4pm 
" 8pro 
" 8.45 pm 
Dec. 29 --8 am 
" l0 am 
" 12 noon 
" 2pm 
" 4pro 
" 8pro 
TERRACE CilRISTMAS 
MINOR HOCKEY TOUR- 
NAMENT 
PUPS DIVISION • ~ . . . . .  " 
................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dec;, 30-~,7:30 am.  , 
DATE & TIME TEAMS '~' 9]30 am 
" 11.30 am 
Dec. 27 -- 8' am Kitimat Atom Reps -- vs " 1.30 pm 
Terrace Reps " 3.30 pm 
" 10 am Terrace Twin River -- vs " 5.30 pm 
Terrace Dragon Lake 
Terrace Reps -- vs Smithers 
Reps 
Terrace Dragon Lake - vs 
Kitimat Pup Bees 
Smithers Reps -- vs Kitimat 
Atom Reps . 
Gran Isle -- vs Terrace 
Dragon Lake. 
Prince 'Rupert Reps - vs 
Terrace Reps 
Kitlamt Pup Bees -- vs 
Terrace Twin River 
(Top rep team vs number 2 
~B' team) 
(Top 'B' team vs number 2 
• Rep team) 
t4tlt place teams playoff for 
7th & 8lh positions) 
t3rd place teams playoff for 
5th & 6th positions) 
tLosers of 7 & 9 eclock 
games play for 3rd & 4th) 
(Winners of 7 & 9 oclock 
games play for Ist & 2rid) 
PRINCE RUPERT 
CHRISTMAS MINOR 
HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
PEEWEE DIVISION 
TEAMb 
Prince Rupert -- vs Kitimat 
Terrace -- vs Smithers 
Fraser Lake -- vs Quesnel 
Terrace -- vs Kitimat 
8 am" Prince Rupert -- vs Van- 
derhoof 
Smithers -. vs Quesnei 
Fraser Lake -- vs Van- 
derhoof 
Terrace -- vs Quesnei 
Smithers -- vs Kitimat 
OPENING CEREMONIES 
Terrace -- vs Prince Rupert 
Kitimat -- vs Fraser Lake 
Smithers .- vs Vanderhoof 
Prince Rupert -- vs Quesnel 
Smithers -. vs Fraser Lake 
Kitimat -- vs Vanderhaof 
Prince Rupert -- vs Fraser 
Lake 
. . . . .  Terrace,-vs-Vanderhoof ,', 
Kitimat -- vs Quesnel • 
'Smithers -. vs Prince Rupert 
Terrace -- vs Fraser Lake 
Quesnel -- vs Vanderhoof 
CI.I~SING CEREMONIES 
AND PRESENTATIONS 
North Stars-string snapped 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Pat The goal gave Leafs a 3-1 
Boutette's ninth goal of the lead to that point and while 
soasonat 18:37 of the second Ron Zanussi cut the margin 
period proved to be the to a one-goal difference,just 
winning score as Toronto over two minutes later, 
Maple Leafs defeated Leafs defenceman Dave 
Minnesota NorthStars 4-2 in Hutchison added the in- 
a National Hockey League surance score midway 
game Wednesday night, through the third period. 
The crowd was announced 
at 16,404, but there were at 
least 3,000 empty seals at 
Maple Leaf Gardens as a 
freezing rain storm made ~l 
difficult for most fans to 
attend the game. 
Borje Salming on a great 
individual effort, and Darryl 
Sillier. finishing ,ff a three 
way play with linematcs 
,John Andrson and l,anny 
Mcl)onald, had staked I,cals 
loa 2-0 lead by the 4:12 mark 
oi the Iirst period. 
Jean Potvin scored on the 
power play for Minnesota s 
Leafs carried a 2-1 margin 
into the second period. 
FOR MINOR HOCKEY PLAYERS 
Christmas is a busy t ime 
While most team sports 
c l~e down over the 
Christmas holiday, Minor 
Hockey is just the opposite 
as Rep and House league 
teams gather for tour- 
naments throughout the area 
during the week between 
Christmas and New Year's. 
.Terrace is once again 
hasting the Pups' Division 
tournament and they have 
eight teams lined up. The 
Terrace Reps, .prince 
Rupert Reps, Smithers Reps 
and Kitimat Reps play a 
round-robin series in 
Division X %'. Division 'B', 
featuring teams with boys up 
to II years old (one year 
older than Pup age), .has 
Terrace Twin River, 
Terrace Dragon Lake, 
Granisle and Kitimat Bees. 
This division also plays a 
round-robin. 
• Each team plays three 
games in the round.robin. 
They start at 8 a.m. on Dec. 
27th. The round-robin will 
finish UP with the 8 p .m.  
game on the 28th. 
Starting at 7 a.m. on the 
29th, playoffs will ~ held to 
determine final positions. 
The top Rep team meets the 
number two 'B' team in the 
first game at 7 ocleck. At 9 
oclock, the top 'B" team 
takes on the number two Rep 
team. .  
'Fourth-p lace teams in 
each.division thenplay at  11 
a.m. to determine 7th and 8th 
places. Third-place teams 
play off at 1 p.m. to deter- 
mine 5th and 6th places. 
Then at 4 p.m., the losers of 
the 7 and 9 eclock games will 
meet to determine 3rd and 
4th places. Winners of those 
early morning tangle at 6 
p.m. for the championship. 
The top three teams will be 
awarded gold, silver and 
bronze medals following the 
final game. There are also 
trophies for best goalie, bes t  
defen~zeman, best forward, 
high scorer, outstanding 
player and most sport- 
smanlike team. ' 
In each game, one player 
from each team will be 
anmed outstanding per- 
former for that game and 
will receive a Terrace Minor 
Hockey hat. A boy can only 
win one hat during the 
tournament as rules 
stipulate that the next best 
player would get a hat if the 
boys who won previously 
should be top performer in 
another game. 
Chairman of this year's 
tournament is Brian Wolfe. 
Meanwhile, Terrace is 
sending two teams to the 
Bantam tournament at 
Kitimat - the Reps and 
Kushner Trucking from the 
house league. Kitimat is 
running a two-section, 
round-robin series featuring 
Rep and house league teams. 
The Kitimat tournament also 
starts on the 27th, but runs 
until the 30th because a 
regional playoff for Terrace, 
Kitimat and Hazelton teams 
will be held at the same time. 
The~egional winner goes on 
.to [he Northern Winter 
Games  at Smithers in 
February. ¢ • ., 
J "'~rinee Rupert is hosting 
~,:~l~e Peewee tournament  
~t~rting on' the 27th and 
b~'jnishing late afternoon on 
{i~rhe 30th. Terrace will be 
epresented by our 'B' team 
our 'A' Reps are off to a 
tournament in Nanaimo. In 
addition to Terrace, Rupert, 
Kitimat and Smithers, the 
Peewee tournament also has 
Rep teams from Quesnel, 
Vanderhoof and Fraser  
Lake. The seven teams will 
play a round-robin series 
with each team playing six 
games. 
Smithers is host;rig the 
Midget tournamentTerrace, 
Smithers and Kitimet Rep 
teams will be there, but. 
Prince Rupert's Midgets will 
be off to Quesnel for another 
Smith beaten 
SYDNEY (Reuter) -- Gra- 
ham Smith of Edmonton was 
beaten by a young 
Australian swimmer in his 
lavorite event Wednesday 
night as Paul Moorcroft 
overhauled him at the finish 
to win the 20g-metre individ- 
ual medley. 
Smith, the world record- 
holder, appeared to have the 
race won turning for home 
but the Australia'n's final 
spurt just got him home in 
two minutes 12.51 seconds, a
tenth of a second faster than 
the Canadian's time• 
Smith set his world record 
of 2:03.65 in the world 
championships at West 
Berlin last August. 
The Edmonton swimmer, 
who won six gold medals at 
the Commonwealth Games 
in Edmonton last summer. 
lost another race to Brian 
Goodhew in the 200 
breaststroke as the Briton 
won in 2::26.12. 
tournament. The Smithers 
tourney will also start on the 
27th. 
MINOR IIOCKEY HOUSE 
LEAGUE SCORES 
MIDGET 
B.C.G.E.U. 3 Kalum Electric 
2 
Moose Lodge 3 Kalum Tire 2 
BANTAM 
Sharpies 7 Kushner 5 
Bear Creek 4 Wedeene River 
1 
Ken Robinson 12 Gims 0 
SMITIIERS CHRISTMAS 
MINOR liOCKEY TOUR- 
NAMENT 
MIDGET DIVISION 
Date & Time 
Dec. 28 - 8" a.m..-- Houston 
vs. Smithers 
Dec. 28 - 10:30 a.m. - -  
Terrace vs. Vanderhoof 
Dec. 28 - 1 p.m. - -  Fort St. 
James vs. Kitimat 
Dec. 28 - 3:30 p.m. - -  Van- 
derhoof vs Homtou 
Dec. 28 - 6 p.m. --  Terrace 
vs. Smithers 
Dec. 29 -7 a.m. --  Kltinmt vs 
Houston 
Dec. 29-8:30 a.m. -- Tel*race 
vs. Fort St. James 
Dec. 29 - 11 a.m. - -  Smithers 
vs. Vanderhoof 
Dec. 29 - a1:30 p.m. - -  
Houston vs. Fort St. James 
Dec. 29 - 4 p.m. --  Terrace 
vs. Kitimat 
Dec. 30 • 8:30 a.m. -- Fort St. 
James vs. Smithers 
Dec. 30- 11 a.m. -- Kitimat 
vs. Vanderhouf 
Dec. 30.1:30 p.m. -- Houston 
• vs. Terrace 
Dec. 30 - 4 p.m. - -  Van- 
derhoof vs. Fort st. James 
Dec. 30- 6:30 p.m. -- Kitiss~J. 
vs. Smithers 
The 
Management and 
Staff would, like to 
thank all for their 
patronage and 
wish them a 
Merrv Christmas: "
and 
Happy New Year 
The Lakelse Hotel 
. 4620 Lake lse  , 
] , f~  ~ ~ to be one of the most im- 
even cons.  ,,vv " . saw a three-game unbeaten ' 
DETROIT IAP) -- Dale cameinthctirstpcrtodwhen onthescureboardwtthagoal ~ oa . . . .  a o,a ~, mo 
McCourt scored three goals the Red Wings sewed up the at 10' 13 of the second period, ~.o"'~o,,'~,~,'h"~,~",~o~" ~,~'~ 
and rookie Willie Huber game withthree power play but Labraaten and Vaclave . . . . .  '*I ~ o . . . . .  " .... J " ? '~  ,,,~.~ . . . . .  t . . . I .  . . . . .  ,~ i., won on y nee since coming 
added a pair Wednesday goals. "~"""~" J  ° . . . .  . " '~ '~ into the league in 1971. They 
night as Detroit Red Wings Dan Labraaten of the Red the period to give me ~ea • • • . . . . . . . .  have lost 12 and tied bye m 
romped to a 7-2 victory over Wings was hauled down wings a comtortanie ~ l  mot ~t,~.,,, " 
Vancouver  Canucks .  three times for Vancouver margin after two periods. " . . . . . . . . . .  s. • . ~ ..~,.~ 
snapping a fie'e-game penalties and Detroit scored Rick, Blight scored Van- North Stars netminder 
winless streak each time, with Huher's couver s other goal in the Gilles Meloche, who had 
The defeat ended a goals sandwiched around the final period. The Canucks several credible saves 
. . ones by McCourt. used two goalies, Dune duringthe game to keep the 
disastrous six game road McCourt's three goals WilsonandGaryBromley, in Stars close, was aware early 
swing for the Canucks, all o f  gavehim 14 for the season. It a futile effort o stem the Red that his team-mates were in 
them losses. Vancouver now was the fourth time in a two- Wing scoring, trouble. 
has lost its last seven games, year hockey career that 
For Huber, the goals were McCourt has scored three ~ t ~ , ~ # I t ~ ~ ~ ~ # t j ~ ~  
the first of his National goals in one game. 
Hockey League career and Pit Martin got Vancouver ~ ~.~ , ~ , ~ ~ [ ~ , ~ l ~ ,  E 
.Steve Shutts off | 
the  B I  , ack Hawks 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Steve Hawks 5-3 in a National E NEW TEAR'S  EVE 
Shutt scored two goals and Hockey League game. 
an assist as Montreal blitzed Montreal, 22-6-4, has won ~ PARTY 
. . . . . .  eight games and tied two ~[~ 
unicago wire mree first- since its last loss Nov.25 to ~]~ ~ • 
period scores Wednesday Chicago. The Hawks have ~ ~. .  Limited No. of Tickets ~x? ~ 
night and the Canadiens gone winiess in their last six 
ill I I I 
NHL STANDINGS ' , ,  i 
Howls Oivlsio~ Patrick OiviMon ~ ~ ~ _ ~  ~ 
Wk T P A P NYIslandersl9 4 7 133 8545 . .~  
.o.~., ~ ,  ,~  .~ .  A,,~.,. ~s~23~6t~ ~ 315 City Cent re  Kit imat 
LosArlgees 13 12 5 121 103 31 Phlla 17 11 5 110 
Pitt~ghDetroit 1114616971131~6 ~ 041 NY R,~'~:l~r, 1110. 41739438 ~ ~I~ "~ 
s 
BOStOn 21 5 6140 9948 C~lcacJo 1014 7 931 2.  
Toronto 16 14 411710936 Vancouver 1229 71111.1626 
/~ J~a 11 17 3 93 109 ~ C./)lOrr~:tO 6 71 6 90 14~ 16 
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T.V. 
IfARDWARE STORES 
Guide 
All listings subject to 
change without notice. 
AM~IMMMMMMMMMMMIMMMIMMMI MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
THURSDAY 5 p.m. to midnight. 
2 KING 3 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 
(NBC) (COO) (CTV) (PBS) 
5 i~  Carol Mary Tyler Six Mister 
Burnett Moore Million Rogers 
News Hourglass Dollar Electric 
145 Cont'd. Cont'd, Man Company 
~ i~ Cont'd. Cont'd. News Big Blue 
i Cont'd, Cont'd, Hour Marble 
Cont'd. Muppet Cont'd. Dick 
145 Cont'd. Show Cont'd. Cavett 
Tonight Boat On Ice Lehrer 
Match Cont'd. Patsy Stepping 
':~s Game PM Cont'd. Gallant Out 
I~  ) :00 Little Barney Roberts Nova 
Drummer Boy Miller 
.) : 15 Christmas Cont'd. : 30 Gift of King of Special Cont'd. 
:45 The Magi Kensington Cont'd, ; Cont'd. 
~I  :0~ ' Cont'd, Thursday Christmas , Rush 
: 1S Cont'd. Night Lace C~nt'd. 
: 30 Cont'd, Movie Soap C~nt'd. 
: ~5 Cont'd. 'Loose Cont'd. Cont'd. 
m ~ ' i "  I Undercover Man Change: Family Cont'do Visions :i~ Making it' Cont'd, 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I 14'; Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. I 
O0 News The CTV Cont'd. 
: 15 Cont'd. National News Cont'd. 
30 Tonight Night News Hour M.A.S.H. 
I J a k 45 Show Final Final Cont'd. 
i ~ Cont'd. Kojak Late Show Late 
Cont'd, Cont'd. 'Brother Movie 
: 30 Cont'd, Cont'd, Of The 'Quo 
e a : ~s Cont'd. Cont'd. Wind' Vadis' 
FRIDAY 
I I~ :30 :45 
' " 
I I i l 145 
| i~  :00 
I :15 :30 
I : 45 
ml 
:00 
:15 
:30 
:45 
le ;,s 
:45 
The New' 
High rollerS 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Movie 
'Scared 
Stiff' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
To Be 
Announced 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News-- 
Bob Switzer 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Cont'd. 
i Edge of 
!Night 
:Canadian 
Stars 
i Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Flintstones 
Cont'd. 
Carol 
Burner 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
It's Your 
Move 
Definition 
Cont'd. 
What's 
Cooking 
Mad 
Dash 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Madigan: 
Naples 
Beat' 
Cont'd. 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Alan 
Hamel 
Show 
Cont'd, 
The Price 
Is Right 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Cont'd. 
Simple 
Gifts 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Evening at 
Symphony 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Over 
Easy 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
MIIllllnl|lllllllllll|MlllllllllllMlM|lllllllllllllllllMlll 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
,..,.esTe. 
Store Hours. Tues.-Sat, 9 a.m,-5.30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
London is under attack 
LONDON (CP) - -  This 
Christmas eason, London is 
a city with the jitters. 
In addition to contending 
with the usual seasonal 
upsurge in crime, Scotland 
Yard has drafted an extra 
2,000 uniformed policemen 
into the West End to prevent 
bomb attacks on major 
stores crowded with shop- 
pors. 
The police are drawn from 
all over London and are 
working a 12-hour day with 
all leaves cancelled. 
"Crime prevention of- 
fleers throughout London are 
visiting all stores to discuss 
preventat ive  secur i ty  
measures with security staff 
and to advise on evacuation 
procedures in the event of 
bomb alerts," a Scotland 
Yard spokesman said. 
The move, code-named 
Operation Santa, has been 
prompted not only by the 
recent wave of bombings in 
Britain and by an Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) 
threat of further violence, 
but also by intelligence from 
security services. 
"A large area of central 
London will be ringed with 
police briefed to stop 
suspects entering or leaving 
the vulnerable areas," a 
Scotland Yard statement 
said. 
The operation, mainly by 
uniformed police~ will be 
backed up by armed mobile 
patrols at night. 
Two car.bombs have 
exploded in London this 
week without casualties and 
police are hunting for a third 
vehicle, believed riven by a 
terrorist nicknamed Bald 
Eagle. 
Late Tuesday night he car 
was spotted by an unarmed 
policeman who was fired on 
with a double.barrelled 
shotgun. 
A security alert has been 
put into force at Heathrow 
Airport, where more than 60 
soldiers, carrying automatic 
weapons and patrolling in 
tanks,, have been called in 
to reinforce police. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
IQ :°oo 
~rtlLITCHEN 
BRAD REESE - -  
A.EA .A~AGE. i~  ABINETS 
,369 • 5TH AVENUE i 
PRINCE GEORGE. e C. V2L  3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS 564.1488 
RrS 562 .228 I  FREE EST IMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
TERRACE DOG GROOMING 
Professional Dog Grooming 
Individual Styling--All Breeds 
"NOTRANQUILIZERS USED" 
, REASONABLE PRICES! 
YOU VE TRIED THE REST--NOW TRY THE BEST 
JUNE KozLOWSKI 4906 GAIR 
Appointments Only -- Thank You 638-1 720 
--  20 Years Experience -- 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IV5 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
4623 Lakeise 635-4543 
"BOOK NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for 1 
We have a good selection of Hard Covered Books. 
. Open New Location 
10-6 Tue, - Thu. - Sat. 
3211 Kalum 10@ Friday 
GLACIER . J 
L a.'b 4418 Legmn Avenue[ 
• A ,~"b" Terrace, B.O. i 
Aluminum Serv ice  I 
2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
Radio Phone 
Copper 
IR032 
f~5-~N8 
3923 Simpson Cresent 
I 
I ETS B£ U?I  UL 
MRS. S. NORMAN Certified 
NAILS Professional 
CLIPPING - STYLING Groomer 
SHAMPOOING EARS PRIVATE ~ 
EYES INDIVIDUAL 
FLEA BATHS GROOMING 
TE E TH 635.9251 
ANAL GLANDS ' 10percent off for Senior Citizens 
ALL BREEDS OF DOGS - ALSO CATS 
~p,-~- CO.op 
- . r l vv  
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
• . 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN 6 A.M. - 9 P.M. Mon..Thur. 
6 A.M. - 3 A,M. Friday & Sat. 
Sun. 10 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
Take Out Orders 
4642 LazeHe 635-5332 ii 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
Toys, Toys, Toys , 
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• CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2,00 per 20c 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 ruth3.00 
.... % cents per word. year 33.O0 
:!;~%!~.3; or more consecutive in- 3mthlS.00 
sertions $1,50 per insertion 6 mth 25.00 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. British Commonwealth and 
Absolutely no refunds after United States of America one 
ad has been set. year 55.O0 
58;--L: :'M O BILE: 
:i :HOMES: : ' 
: 71!i !I' IN O U $.~ RIA[--: 
: i: I~0UIPMEHT 
:i:: cORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
iz~ertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up, 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
! Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
SUBSCRIPTION " 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1978 
SingleCopy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mail 
By Mail 
By Mail 
Senior Citizen 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
Skeena ilealth Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit' Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
year45.00, Unit every Tuesday from 
year20.o0 1:30-3:50 p,m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhi'll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im. 
munization, 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
• Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:i0 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
right to classify ads under Classes are held throughout 
appropriate headings and to the year at intervals for 
set rates therefore and to expectant parents. Phone 
determine page location, the Health Unit for details 
The Herald reserves the and registration. 
right to revise, edit, classify HOME NURSING CARE 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.50 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4,00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
47. HOMES .i 
FOR RENT 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:O0 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publieation Monday to 
Friday• 
~" ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
;~ WITH ORDER other than 
,i BUSINESSES WITH AN 
'i ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
~ Service charge of $5.00 on all 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
ins!ructions not picked up 
witain 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents o avoid loss. / 
Al l  c la im R o f  L errors' lfi 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
N.~..F. cheques. :r J~')~" . ' :,,. appearing in the ad: 
~WEDDING v~rtisement as publishe~i 
DESCRIP. shall be limited to th~ 
TIONS: amount paid by the ad- 
No  charge provided news vertiser for only one in. 
/ submitted within one month, correct insertion for the 
~.00  production churge for portion of the advertising 
. wedding and-or engagement space occupied by the in. 
: pictures. News of weddings correct or omitted item only, 
: (write-ups) received one and that there shall be no 
month or more after event liahility to any event greater 
.$10.00 charge, with dr than the amount paid for 
without picture. Subject to such advertising. 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
:~ix'tJ_',: 5.50 
.Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5,50 
Deaths 5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
Funerals 5.50 or place of origin, or because 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 his age is between 44 and 63 
Memorial Notices 5.50 years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
PHONE 635-6357 requirement for the work 
Classified Advertising Dept. involved. 
19. 
HELP WANTED ' 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church. 
Hall, 4907 Lazelie Avenue. 
55. PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 67, SERVICES 
DO You Feel You Have A 
Drinking Problem? There is 
help 
Availablel 
" Phone 635-5630 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
~r n, 8:30 p.m. United 
ch. 
Thurs. orSat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
S/re. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
57. 
AUTOMOBILES 
! SKEENA CENTRE 
sk~eeim Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens .of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for hun- 
dlcrafts 
- Day care for working i 
people. 
- Drop-in for companionship! 
and coffee. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. ' 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 
63S-2263. 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:3{~ 
p ,m, - -Un i ted  Church 
hasem.ent,... Kitimat. 33. FOR SALE 
MISC, Rape Refief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-s3~ 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES' 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held ever-y.~o~day.at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grieg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
br community health nurse. ~ 
(~18-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
Columbia Human Rights Act consultant. 
which prohibits any ad- PUBLIC SKATING TIMES 
vertiaing that discriminates From Dec. 18 - Jdtl. 1 
against any person because, Dec. 18, 1978.7:30 - 9 p.m, 
of his race, religion, sex, public Skate 
Dec. 19, 1978.3:30 - 5:30 p.m. 
Public Skate, 6 . 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 20, 1978 . 4 • 6 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 21, 1978.4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 22, 1978 - 3 • S p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 23,1978.7:15 - 9:15 p.m. 
MILLS MEMORIAL public Skate 
THRIFTSHOP Dec. 24, 1978 - 11:30 a.m. • 
Mills Memorial Hospital 1:30 p.m. Family Skate. 
Auxiliary would appreciate 1:45. 5 p.m, Public Skate 
any donations of good, clean Dec. 25, 1978, Dec. 26, 1978 • 
clothing, any household CLOSED 
items, toys etc. for their Dec. 3O, 1978.2:30- 5:30p.m. 
THRIFT SHOP. Public Skate 
For pickup service phone Dec. 31, 1978 - 12.- 2 p.m. 
635-k~20 or 635.5233, or leave Family Skate 
donations at the Thrift Shop 2:30.4:30 p.m. Public Skate 
on Lazeile Avenue on' Jan. 1, 1979. CLOSED 
Saturdays between 11 a.m.. 
and 3 p.m. Thank yon, 
'PREGNANT?'  PUBL IC  SWIMMING 
NEED HELP? SCHEDULE 
Effective December 18, 1975 
Call Birthright for an Dec. 18 , 1978 - 12 - I Noon 
alternative to abortion. Hour Swlm. 3 - 5 Publlc 
.Phone 632-4602 anytime. Swim. 6 - 7:30 Public Swim. 
Room 263, Nechnko Centre. 7:30- 9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 19, 1978 3 • 5 Public 
INCHESAWAY CLUB Swim. 5 - 7 Family Swim. 7 - 
Meet every Tuesday night at 9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. Dec. 20, 1970 3 - S Public 
For more information phone' Swim. 6.7:30 Public Swim. 
&15.3747 or 6,35-30?.3. 7:30.9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 21, 1978 • 3 . 5 Public 
Swim. 5 - 7 Family Swim. 7. 
WANTED DONATIONS 9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
?he Three Rivers Workshop' Dec. 22, 1978 . 3 • 5 Public 
for the Handicapped are Swim. 6 - 7:30 Public Swim. 
looking for donations of any 7:30.9 Aotult Swim. 
old, broken or used pieces of Dec. 23, 1978 2 . 5 Public 
/Urniture, aisoanydiacarded' Swim. 6 .  7:30 Adult Swim. 
wood products we could use' 7:30 - 9 Adult-Teen Swim. 
for recycling or renovating. Dec. 24, 1978 12 • 3 Public 
Callus at 635-2238 between Swim. 3 - 4:30 Family Swim. 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we wiil try Dec. 25, 1978. January. - -  
to make arrangements for Pool wlll be closed until Jan. 
pickup. 5, 1979 for maintenance, 
opening again on Jan. 6, 1979. 
Pregnant and in need of Mills Memorial Hospital 
support? 
Call for help from Right-te- Thrift Shopwlll close on Dec. 
taand re-open on Sat. Jan. 6, 
Life promoters: i979. Thank you for your 
Lisa 0t 635-3164 support. We look forward to 
Carol at 635-S1~ serving you again In the New 
Jsrma at (~P.4503 Year. (nc3.22D) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Co.op, 
December 22 from 5p.m. 9 For Sale: Triple axles from 
P.M. All of our friends who mobile home, with wheels. 
wish to donate any crafts or Phone 635-5078 evenings. 
baked goods can drop them : (p3.27D) 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (nc30- 
22d) 
Terrace BPOE No. 425 
regular meetings first and 
third Thursdays. Elks Hall, 
3312 Sparks Street. (fin- 
1,3Th) 
Hay for Sale. Phone 635-7878. 
(c5-20D) • 
For Sale: Almost new air. 
tight wood stove. Beautiful 
harpiscord. Phone 635.3996. 
(p3.21D) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1635 
(aj4 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates: 
1931 queensway Dr. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(eft) 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location -- Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5638 
SPORTSMEN,S 
Barber Shop 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a-86) 
Babysitting available for 
New Year's Eve in my home. 
For further information 
phone 635-3187. (ps.29D) 
Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p.m. 
(nc5-7Dsff) 
WINGS DISCO 
We cater to dances, 
banquets, parties. For 
more Information phone 
635-2312 
Karl Motz 
(pS.28D) 
i 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Phone 6354298. (pl-21D) 
TASTEFULLY FINISHED 
5 BEDROOM 
. . . .  HOME 
on finished basement. In 
secluded corner of town. 
Cathedral entrance, at. 
tached insulated garage, two 
brick fireplaces, fenced and 
landscaped. 635.33d8. (p5. 
28D] 
Working foreman with good 
knowledge In cedar wanted Retailor, - 
Immediately for Fraser OIflceSpaoe 
Valley Saw.mill. Approx. 40 
miles from Vancouver. 2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
Experienced in handling be separated tol400 ft. areas 
crew. Phore -4~.9114. (el0- in choice l~t ion on Lazelle 
5Ja) 
HELP WANTED 
A Manager is required for 
Snow Valley Savings Credit 
Union. This position will be 
of interest to a qualified 
person with experience in ~ 
Credit Unions or other 
f inanc ia l  ins t i tu t ions  
Knowledge in accounting, 
lending and supervision are 
a pro-requisite. 
The position offered is 
permanent and carries a 
generous fringe benefit 
package. ,Salary is 
negotiable. 
Please send resume to R. 
Leibach, President, 40 
Gannet Crescent, Kitimat, 
B.C. (a10-22D) 
i 
MOBILE  HOMES 
Pre-School teachers needed 
for the Child Minding Centre. 
Phone 638-8211. (c2-22D) 
Do you want to be the Avon 
lady in your neighborhood? 
Call Mary 635.2517. (ctfn- 
21n) 
CARETAKER for isolated 
ranch. Call 628-9948 for in. 
formation. (stf) 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as 
$100.00 down.  O.A.C. 
Sef ,J p . . . . .  
de l ivered ,  t rades  
we lcome.  
Phone col lect  
591-5105 
(df) 
I l| 
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, mark J  
Janitorial Services for 
Ministry d Highways, Main 
Building Highways Yard, 
Bob Quinn Lake, B.C. V40782 
will be received up to 3:00 
p.m. local time the llth day 
"°of January 1979, and those 
available at that ime will be 
opened in public at 
British Columbia Building 
Corporation, 
i .... 4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IK7 
Goverument Agent, 
P.O. Box 127, 
• Stewart, B.C. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 21st day of December 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2-22D) 
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Janitorial Services for 
Ministry of Highways, 
Kitwanga Valley Road, 
Kitwanga, B.C. will be 
received up to3:00 p.m. local 
time the lath day of January 
1979, and those available at 
that time will be opened in 
public at 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7 
For Sale: Tractor and 
Snowplow and one tractor 
with loader. Can be seen at 
Copper Mountain En. 
terprises. 635.4373. (p3.21D) 
Special ski rates at Capri 
Motel 
S17.50 per couple nightly 
120.00 per twin unit nightly. 
Effective until 
January 8,1978 
CAPRI MOTEL 
Box 3418 
Smithers 
847.4226 
c~-~7b) 
FAST FISH-FIT FOR A GOURMET 
; J  ; ) ' ;  . . :  . 
~,~¢~- . 
Today's happy home- bakery on the way home, 
maker may spend moat of and pick up some flaky 
her days away from home-- pastry. 
especially after the children This fast and fabulous 
are grown. Her job demands meal also is a great company 
so much of her time and menu; so don't be afraid to 
energy that dinner prepara- entertain, even on a work 
tion has to be extremely night! 
simplified; yet how often 
can two adults eat ham- SOLE VERONIQUE 
burger dinners? (Makes 2 servings) 
What's needed is a eim- 
pie, sophisticated meal that 1/4 cup chopped green 
appeals to adult palates and onion 
goes together so quickly it 2 tablespoons butter 
can be fixed in that narrow 3/4- I pound fillets of sole 
time niche between getting 1/2 teaspoon salt 
home from work and the 1/8 teaspoon white pepper 
dinner hour. 1/4 cup dry white wine 
,~ 3/4cup liquid Carnation 
Instant Nonfat Milk 
I egg yolk 
I cup seedless green 
grapes 
Saul4 onion in butter in 
~/~ large skillet. Place fillets in 
- -  skillet. Sprinkle with salt 
and pepper. Add wine. Coy- 
Sole Veronique is a per- or; boil gently 5.10 minutes 
fect entre'e. An elegant fish or until fish flakes easily. 
dish, it features fillets of Remove. fillets tot platting; 
sole cooked in white. ~ wine ~, keep ,w~.  Qo0k ]iquid:j~ 
and seasonings for about en ' skillet until re~cluced to 1/8 
minutes. After the fish is cup. (If liquid inskiilet mea- 
cooked, remove to a warm sures less than 1/3 cup, add 
platter and quickly make wine or water.) Blend flour 
this glorious white sauce, with small amount of liquid 
Liquefied instant nonfat instant milk to make paste. 
milk crystals make the sauce Add remaining milk gradu- 
rich in extra protein at very ally, stirring until blended. 
little cost, while a cup of Add egg yolk;mix thorough- 
green grapes adds just the iy. Add milk mixture anu 
right touch of extravagance, grapes to liquid in skillet. 
With Sole V~ronique, Cookover medium heat, stir- 
serve quick-cooking rice and ring constantly, until mix- 
a crispy mixed green salad, ture just comes to a boil and 
Keep dessert superbly sire- thickens. Spoon sauce over 
pie too. Stop off st the filets; serve immediately. 
....... I" FIGHT THE t = 
Shopping C~,,.~, Terrace, Tendering documents may , 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 be obtained at the above 
Vancouver. Available Sept. address after 9:00 a.m. on 
1, 1978. (eft the 2nd day of January 1979. 
Tenders mnstbef i ledon  LUNG CRIPPLERS WAREHOUSE and retail the forms provided, in 
space available on new sealed, clearly marked 
bypass. Yomo Management, envelopes. 
phone 638-1166. (cffn-15D) The lowest or any Tender Emphysema Asthma Tuberculosis Chronic'Bronchitis Air Pollution 
For Rent: The former Jon & 
Jan suite. 1050 sq. It. 4623 
Lakeise Ave. Phone 635-2552. 
(cffn-D7) 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large lots on Soucie and 
Munroe, Phone 964-4424. 
(cffn-27N) 
1975 Corvette Stingray. 635- 
2859. (cl-22D) 
1974 FORD I/2 ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4. (c-th,F) 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS. 1978 Subaru Brat 4x4. 
International manufacturer Standard 4 sp. trans. Air 
needs dependable p rson to conditioning, radio. 18,000 kl, 
contact Terrace.Kltimat Silver metallic paint. $5,800. 
area protected accounts, We' Phone 635-2048. (c8- 
train. No investment. Write 12,13,14,15,19,20,21,22) 
L.B. Crawford, Box 247, Sta. 
U, Toronto, Ont. Maz 5PI. 
(aA-18,19,21,22D) 1976 Dodge Dart. Slant six, 
mint condition. 21,000 
G.M. Dealership requires original mileS. $3,500 or best 
journeymen mechanics and offer. Phone 635.9390. (p5. 
sheet metal man. Apply Mr. 221)) 
Smith, Box 190, Smithers, 
B.C. (c5-22D) 
Girl Guide cookies for sale. 
Will deriver. 635-3553. 635- 
3260. 635-3294. (nc.tfn) 
1975 12x68' ~:~onex Estate 
Deluxe with tlpout skirted 
set-up. With [oey shack, and 
flreplace. Electrlc heat. 
Fully furnished. Phone 635. 
4693. [p3.21 D) 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
NOTE: Tenders may also 
be obtained from Mr. Ron 
Kirk of Ministry ~ High. 
ways, Kitwanga, B.C. (a2- 
21,22D) 
Divorcel $100 pins filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised ivorce over the 
phone -- fnstl Call Self. 
Counsel Services toll free 
112-800-663-3007. Chargex 
and Masterclmrge accepted. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF 
GREGORY MICHAEL 
SlNKEWlCZ, late of 4928 
Walsh Avenue, In the 
District of Terrace, Province 
of British Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
administrator at P.O. Box 
609, Terrace, Province of 
British Columbia, VeG 4B8, 
on or before January 22nd 
1979, after which date the 
estate wlll be distributed 
among the pertles entitled 
thereto, having regard only 
to the claims of whlch he 
then has notice. 
GEORGE SINKEWICZ, 
Administrator 
CRAMPTON & BROWN, 
Sollcltors 
(14.20,2t,27,28D) 
USE CHRISTMAS EALS 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are  now ava i lab le  in our  lovely 14 w ide  
and doublewide mobi le homes. You choose 
your  decor,  and we custom bu i ld  to suit.  
Government  grant  of S2500 app l icab le .  
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  re turn .  For  
free c red i t  check and approva l  please phone 
col lect .  
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd. 
( In )  936-6447 
0o It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 ,hoot, o.11- 5.25 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
* I 
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Dear Abby 
By Abigai l  Van Buren 
:0 197S by Ct~lcago T.Izme.N Y News Syno. I~  
DEAR ABBY: My future son-in-law (I'll call him 
Paul) is 21, and we like him a lot, but he has one very 
annoying fault. He has terrible table manners. He 
waifs his food down and, before anyone is half finished, 
be's grabbing for seconds. Re eats like an animal; just 
watching him can spoil a person's appetite. 
Paul lives a long distance from here, so he comes 
ever every Friday after work and stays until Sunday 
evening. It has been a ritual for a year now. We enjoy 
having him, but we dread mealtime. 
My daughter can't do anything about it. She's tried 
telling him for his own good in a nice way, and she's 
even embarrassed him, hoping that would work, but 
his eating habits are so deeply ingrained I'm afraid 
he's hopeless. 
The weddin= is a few months off and our resentment 
builds every time we sit clown at the table with Paul. Is 
there a solutiou? 
FUTURE MOTHER-IN-LAW 
DEAR MOTHER4N-LAW: 1 don't believe Paul is 
. "hopeless". If he wanted to Improve his table man. 
nero, he could. But if your daughter Is willing to 
tolerate Paul's boorishness and 'gluttony, she" can 
expect the problem to last as long as their marriage. 
And unless YOU want to tell him, you have the option of 
putting up with it or seeing as little of him at mealtime 
as possible. 
DEAR ABBY: My grandmother is in her 80s and is in 
good health. After grandfather died several years ago, 
she drew up a will to provide for disposition of her real 
operty and Investments, but she did nothing about 
r personal possesslom. 
heGr.anny o~,ns ome things that may I,,, ..... little to 
r, out their disposition might provckt.,. ul.,,y battle 
after her death. 
Hew can her heire gently suggest lid,'that she 
specify who shall inherit what without appearing 
greedy or giving the impression that we are waiting for 
her to die? 
I doubt hat she has given this any thoughtl What do 
you suggest? 
GRANDSON IN A LARGE FAMILY 
DEAR GRANDSON: ! know of no way M "gently 
• suggest" to a womma In her SOs that It's time she 
specified who shall get her pemeanl pmsesslms after 
she's gone. 
if a family battle breaks oil[ later, it won't be 
Granny's funeral. 8he'll already have had hers. 
DEAR ABBY: I met his guy a short ime ago and we 
hit it off right from the start. He's goocHooking, very 
successful in his business, and great compsny~ I 
flipped for him. So what's my problem? 
He smells j~t  like my ex-hushand, and this turns me 
~t. I haven't got the nerve to tell him to use some ther 
kind of cologne (or after-shave) but so help me, Abby, 
when he gets close to me, the smell of him brings back 
so many memories, both happy and painful, that I am 
turned offl 
.Am I crazy? And how can this problem he solved? 
TURNED OFF IN JERSEY 
DEAR TURNED: you are not crazy, and your 
problem can be easny wived. Buy the genflemno 
ANOTHER brand of cologne (or afteNheve) and mk 
hlm to wear It Just for you. U Ee's m IPreat as you say 
he is, you shouldn't mind plying lkrough the nose. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HAYING DOUBTS" IN 
MEMPHIS: May I quote the words of ERa Wheeler 
Wilcox: 
"Talk faith. The world is better off without 
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt. 
If you have faith in God, or man, or self, 
Say so. If not, push back upon the shelf 
Of silence, allyour thoughts, till faith shall come; 
No one will grieve became your lips are dumb." 
Crosswo,'d 
ACROSS 
1 Relating to 
sight 
g Thick 
ointment 
IZ Portion of, 
the iris 
13 Speaker 
14 A Beetle 
15 Actress 
Elizabeth 
lg Otherwise 
17 Winning 
cards 
19 ~pone and 
namesakes 
20 Carbonated 
drink 
22 Seabird 
~1 Fortify 
Z~ Shoot 
29 "-- Wonder- 
ful World" 
Inflexible 
35 Soccerstar 
36 Famed 
fiddler 
37 Greet, 
tacitly 
38 Allow 
40 God of 
love 
42 -- • night 3 Vocal 
double, sounds 
header 4 Worker's 
44 Theater. org. 
assn. 5 Trudcau, 
Man, for for one 
one $ Dove's 
50 Waken habitat 
51 Wickerwork 7 Obliterate 
material 8 Unit of 
54 Tebaldi sunshine 
55 Works clay 9 Certain 
56 Reply Georgian. 
51 Brash 
DOWN 
1 Soviet city 
2 Ballpoints 
18 Bucket, 
for one 
21 Switch 
position 
23 Grande or 
Bravo 
24 Viper 
66, for one 
26 The wealthy 
have them 
26 Identifying 
features 
30 Theater sign 
10 Hammer or 31 Total 
screwdriver 33 Charge 
11 Wanders 34 Ghostly 
12 Pub fare comment 
Average solution time: 22 man. 39 Savor 
IAISISglAIVIEIRISILIAIPl  
II [ L IE IL IE IS IE IH IE IL IL I  
12-2 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
41 Ceremonies 
42 Scarlett's 
milieu 
43 Small 
songbird 
45 Approach 
47 RR stops 
48 Disney 
dog 
49 Abstract 
being 
51 Labor org. 
53 Santa --, 
California 
~ 1 2 
12 
14 
16 
~ N N  
'4 25 26 
32 
35 
N N  ~ 
42 43 
5,0 
54 
3"" 4 5 ~6 r 7 8 ' 9 10 I1 
W ;13 " 
~17 i18 ~19 
33 34 
~36 ~37 
51 ~ 52 53 
CRYPTOQUIP 12-2 
C EA A YRSGYW XEXCA U VG GCX 
UCGWCGY V NYXXD NVARSWD 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- ALL SENSITIVE LOVERS WILL 
VALUE THEIR OWN TRUTH. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: W equal s D 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equal~ 0, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
. vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
1978 Kk s Featurea Syndicate. Ine, 
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ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) T~- '~ 
GetIn teach with agents, art 
galleries and publishers re 
creative work. A confusing or 
difficult work sutiation is 
solved in the p.m. 
• AU US  E;F 
'.Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Try a fresh approach to an 
old problem re children or 
loved ones and you'll obtain 
speedy results. Go ahead with 
home-improvement plans. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) ! !~ 
, What seems, to. be an in. 
soluble problem in the am. 
can be surmounted by the 
p.m. Make Joyful plans with 
loved ones. Share thoughts. 
(%~h2i~o nJ~rYo~lA b?wo~r k 
ideas. Get some flesh air and 
exercise as a tonic for mental 
cobwebs. Seek novel an- 
tertainments. 
LEO /'t _r,~ 
 Jniy 23 to Aug. 22) 
There is no escape from a 
serious financial dilemma. 
Face facts, and then come up 
with a workable solution. 
Communicate with loved ones. 
vIB o 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
If you feel like Scrooge this 
a.m., your dark moods will lift 
as you talk things over with 
others. Let logic prevail. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) J l -m& 
Relieve inner tension by 
buying a gift for yourself. 
Before making adecision, talk 
things over with a friend. 
Listen. 
scoRPiO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Present money making 
ideas to a superior for an 
enthus iast ic  response.  
Socialize, but don't get en- 
tangled In problems you can't 
solve. . . . . . . .  
SA r ARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Communications with those 
at a distance should be 
uplifting. Don't let worry 
obscure your judgement re a 
career matter. Seek advice. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Keep money negotiations 
private. Avoid pessimism and 
verify reservations and time 
schedules, if traveling. New 
friends await you at a 
dl~nce. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 90 to Feb. 18) 
A muddled financial picture 
requires realistic thinking on 
your part. By the end of the 
day, you'll see a light at the 
end of the tunnel. 
P=C= 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Today you'll get a glimpse 
of both the best and the worst 
in a partnership situation. 
Listen to the ideas of your boss 
re a work project. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
idealistic, somewhat nervous, 
and very imaginative. 
Whether ,.you'choose art; 
politics, or business,, your 
interest in the welfare of 
others will pervade what you 
do. A true humanitarian with 
artistic talents, you can 
succeed as a writer, actor, 
dancer or artist. At times 
suspldons get the best of you, 
but this same ¢lunllty could 
make you a good 
psychoanalyst or mystery 
writer. Education also at- 
tracts you, but your interest in
humanity invariably draws 
you into the political arena. 
Blrthdate of Kurt Waldhelm, 
UN leader; Jane Fonda, 
actress, and Benjamin 
Disraeli, Br, statesman. 
~1978 IGnI Features Syndkate, Inc. 
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"Socks ig i ln l  I bought you a digital watch." 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH By.Roger Bollen and Gary  Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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"" The Heraid Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1918 
A bouquet of holiday greetings to all of 
our wonderful friends. We a.re happy to 
serve you anytime with the best in floral 
arrangements, bouquets and corsages. 
Located downstairs 
226 City Centre 
Kitim~t 
633-3311 
I I ' 
MERRY RISIMA9 
Baking a warm batch 
of Holiday Greetings to all of our 
wonderful friends. Have a Happy 
Christmas full of good things. 
froni the 
Management & Staff 
Blue Ribbon Bakery 
4717 Lakelso 636-6063 
, , , lp .  • ,1o  .1.1 . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I  crry 
• i. Jimgb.bells echo through this 
specJa|  night, pealing wishes 
o l  merr iment and joy to all, ' 
f rom Santa and us. 
WEST END STORE 
4928 W. Hwy. 16 635-5274 
I 
I 
Best Wishes for a 
wonderful Christmas Season 
enjoying the true meaning and spirit 
of the holidays with family and friends. 
~rollS 
Management & Staff 
Bert's 
Delicatessen 
4603 Park 636-6440 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  , , , , , , , - ,  . . . . .  v,.,,,,,.,,,...o.,..........,., 
Dear santa 
for christmas I would like 
to have a spider-man set and 
a electric train and a racing 
car set and how are you 
doing and how are your 
reindeers doing a how about 
your wife do you feed your 
reindeers alot it mas feel 
worm in your worm clothes 
and I seen a show of you on 
t.v. whene your wife was 
dreesed up as you and where 
one of your reindeers'got cot 
by a dog pound, 
Paul Wesley Chater 
4720 Tuck Ave, 
Terrace, B.C, 
638-1066 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa 
Imw are you I am fine how 
are Vixen and all your 
• raindeers and how is Mrs 
Santa I hope you and The 
raindeers and Mrs Santa are 
fine I hope you can bring me 
baby alive and miky mouse 
and I want a big elephant, 
Doneily Mary.Watt 
R,R. 2 Kilby Rd, 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354731 
" • Age7 years 
Dear Santa 
I am beer~oudgirl Love 
Nicola 
N i~ la  Pollard 
Dear Santa Claus 
I Love you Santa Claus 
How are your reindeer 
I an good girl 
Love Roxanne 
Roxanne Russell 
Dear Santa claus; 
I have bin a good girl, 
houw are you Loves Jodi 
Jodi Campbell 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a bubble gum 
machine, how are you? I am 
fine, on Chistmas rl l  leave 
you a note you answer my 
questions o,k.? How is Mrs 
Claus? I wish one of your 
elf's could come with you 
some llme have you ever 
been to K,mart? what do 
your rienderrer eat? 
P,S. my paper will be in 
my stocking. 
Laura Mueller 
4814 Hamer Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3257 
Age 8 years 
Dear Santa, 
I would like any kind of 
present, I'm going to leave 
you six cookies and the 
reindeer some carrots. How 
are the reindeer and Mrks. 
Claus. How are you I am 
fine, rye been good all year 
long. I)pes Mrs. Claus bake 
any cooldes before you go to 
give toys for the people. 
Which,town are you doing to 
start ~/itl}.. What do you feed 
the rei/Jdeer. How are the 
ells, Do the ells work alot. 
From Patrick • 
P,S. Will you write back 
. Patrick Sandyke 
4731 Hamei" Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. 
635-3722 
Age 8 years 
Dear Santa Claus, ' 
How are Your reindeers. I 
love you. 1 am a good girl, 
Love Cathy B. 
Cathy Blakeston 
Dear Santa Claus 
I Love y'ou. Love Jose 
• Jose Santos 
Serving you a 
platter full of 
greetings for the holiday season, Have 
a nice Christmas and come visit us soon. 
from the 
Management & Staff 
Betsy's Pancake & 
Spaqh¢ , House 
4642 Lakelse 636-6332 
" l  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  " T H N r " ' r r P r  . . . .  " "~ . . . . .  
• Dear Santa 
How are your reindeer ? I 
Love you. I am a Good boy. 
Love Paul, 
Paul Miliar 
Dear Santa Claus 
I Am a good boy. I want 
arobot. Lovt 
Cameron Marleau 
-,: ,:~- ~.'.--ta, 
i love you. I am a good girl. 
love Lori 
Lori Clarkson 
Dear Santa Claus. 
: am a good girl. How are 
your reindeers, :. Loye 
Tammy Tammy Nr'i~§?n 
I am Michelle : '" 
Dear santa Claus,'  . ' :  " 
I am a good girl.;-'i0~'e, 
Michelle . . . .  ,vs ' 
Michelle~mmel 
'.~ a ' . ' ;  ~' 
• Dear Santa, ,'z.oJ ~,' 
,I want a soft '°ddil'.for 
christmas and a t~l~i~riter 
and a taperecorddW~nd 4 
tapes. How are you doing 
Santa I am a good girl at 
home 
Nadine Hoffman 
4831 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3349 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa 
I have a motorcycle I have 
been good Love From Brian 
Brian Rosebush 
4822 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5595 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
I hope your reindeer 
havent caught a cold and I 
hope that your elves are 
happy How are you. I would 
like a mouse puppet with 
strings and a cake set I 
would like a stuffed play 
Jimmy Cricket toy too. 
Happy Chritmas to all of 
you. .~. 
Sara Chen.Wing 
472~McCoaneliAve. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7763 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa my Mum said I 
was very good how are your 
reindeer? how isRudolph is 
• Rudolph sad? how is your 
wife? are your ells working 
hard? to' get the presents 
made so you can deliver 
them. What kind of toys are 
they makeing? are they 
makeing big toys are they 
'makeing little toys? 
Jenine Krause 
4806 Loen Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2156 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, Clous 
I would like a doll or a 
harbie house or anything 
how our you doing how many 
reindeer do you have I love 
you. Love Kris Faye Fairless 
I am seven years old my 
phone number is 56011 my 
address is 5022 Mcrae cres. 
Kris Fairlass 
5022 McRae Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6011 
Age7years 
Dear Santa, • Dear Santa 
for Chistmas I would like a I would like to no How your 
new goalie stick hnd goalie reindeers and elves are I 
pads. I would like another have been good How aer you 
Shogunwarrior I have feeling please come and visit 
Mazinga allready say hi to me 
your rein deer for me, Thank Love Diane 
You. Diane Knuttilla 
Jeff Martin 4908 Park Ave. 
4741 McConnell Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. 635-6151 
635-3418 Age 6 years 
Age 8 years 
Sp inn ing  our  whee ls  to w ish  you  a 
happy  ho l iday .  Dr ive care fu l ly  for a 
sa fe  ho l iday ,  
Terrace 
TotemFord 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1978, 
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TERRAOE HOTEL 
4551 Greig 
635-2231 
Christmas Blessings 
Let us adore the newborn Child 
who has saved us from darkness and 
despair and brought peace to earth! 
4617 Lamllo 636-6111 
, . , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , , i , ~ u ~ l | p , ~ o m 4 ~ l .  H I H O l t H , H  J t l *  
When we think of good times and 
happy holidays, we tllink of our dear patrons 
who have visited us throughout the year; Have 
the happiest of holidays. . . . . 
McCOLL  , 
REAL  ESTATE 
SERVICES LTD. 
i,J, io0oll - Notary Publio 
3239A Kalum 
635-6131 
Peace on t arth 
On the eve of  our Savior's birthday 
we wish you inner peace . . ,  true jo~/. 
To our many patrons, " thanks . "  
4666 LAZELLE 636-6616 
I I I P 
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Dear Santa, 
how are you doing please. 
bring me wet and care baby 
and please bring me flanlet 
Shetes 
May this be a special time to enjoy and 
remember the closeness of friends and 
family. We feel close to all of our friends 
and patrons and we hope to continue to 
do business with you. 
Love, From tia 
Tia Kurylowieh 
4732 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear santa 
I hope you send me and my 
brothers a new sled so we 
coud go sleigh riding down 
the spencer's hill then I could 
go realy fast and go for then 
I'll hov to go all the way up 
the hill the end 
Love John J 
John Jr. Clayton 
New Aiyansh B.C 
633-2497 
Grade two 
We wish to express our best wishes Io all for a ~erry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
TERRAOE H i H BUILDERS LTD. Ter race  
In ter io rs  
4610 Lazelle 635-6600 
I I 
A MI:DDY f I . ID lqTM A¢ Tit  A I I I 
. . ,~,- . - -  w.. , - - ,~.,  .u r , . .  v~r~r  spce]mJ l  l l oM( la ) r ,  to  yOU and ¥OIU"  l raan J~.  
25~1 Pear BIEUl'LE MASONRY LTD. 
i 
636-6941 
Dear Santa, 
How are your raindeer and 
how are you i hope you come 
this chrismas. I hope you get 
me a star war people. I love 
you santa cory swan 
Cory Swan 
4906 Davis Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
how are the ells? are the 
elfs doing, good work I want 
to have a dog and a cat and a 
doll how is Mrs. Claus. 
Love michelle Anderson 
Mlchelle Andersan 
4820 Tuck ,Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
I saw three ships 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
I saw three ships come sailing in, 
On Christmas Day in the morning. 
And what was in those ships all three, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
And what was in those ships all three, 
On Christmas Day in the morning? 
The Virgin Mary and Christ were there, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
The Virgin Mary and Christ were Ihere, 
On Christmas Day in the morning. 
Then let us all relolce a-main, 
On Christmas Day, on Christmas Day; 
Then let us all rejoice a-main, 
On Christmas Day in the morning. 
While shepherds watched 
i 
While shepherds watched their flocks by night, 
All seated on the ground, 
The angel of the Lord came down 
And glory shone around. 
"Fear not," he said (for mighty dread 
Had seized their troubled mind); 
"Glad tidings of great joy I bring 
To you and all mankind. 
"To you In David's town this day 
Is born of David's line, 
A Saviour, who is Christ the Lord; 
And this shall be the sign: 
"The heavenly Babe you there shall find 
To human view displayed, 
All meanly wrapped In swatchlng bands, 
And in a manger laid." 
Thus spake the seraph; and forthwith 
"Appeared a shining throng 
Of Angels praising God who thus 
Addressed their joyful song: 
"All glory beto God on high, 
And to the earth be peace; 
Goodwill henceforth come from heaven Iomen, 
Begin and never cease." 
We're making the most of the 
holiday spirit by wishing you 
the best greetings of the season. 
- from the 
Management & Staff 
J New Quadra Trave  Services Ltd. / 4646 Lakelse 635-2281 / 
O come, all ye faithful 
O come, all ye faithful, 
J oy fu l  and trlumphanl, 
Come ye, O come ye to Bethlehem, 
Come and behold Him, 
Born the King of angels: 
Refrain: 
O come, let us adore Him, 
O come, let us adore Him, 
O come, let us adore Him, 
Christ the Lord. 
Sing, choirs of angels, 
Sing in exultation, 
Sing al l  ye citizens of heaven above. 
Sing ye, All glory . 
To God in the hlghesli 
Yea, Lord, we hall Thee, 
Born this happy morning; 
Jesus, 1o Thee be glory given, 
Word of the Father, 
Nor In flesh appearing. 
• Joy to the world 
Joy to the world! The Lord has come; 
Let earth receive her King; 
Let every heart prepare Him room, 
And heav'n and nature sing-- 
And heav'n and nature sing? 
And heav'n and heav'n -- and nalure sing. 
Joy to the world; The Saviour reigns; 
Let men their, songs employ, 
While fields and - -  floods -- rocks, hills and plains 
Repeat the sounding joy-- 
Repeat the sounding joy-- 
Repeat, repeat - -  Ihe sounding joy. 
He rules the world with Iruth and grace, 
And makes the nations prove 
The glories of His righteousness, 
And wonders of His love-- 
And wonders of His love-- 
And wonders, and wonders of His Love. 
Frosty, the snowman 
Frosty the Snowman was a jolly happy soul, 
With a corn (:ob pipe and a button nose 
And two eyes made out of coal. 
Frosty the Snowman is a fairy tale, they say, 
Hewas made out of snow but the children know 
How he came to life one day. 
There must have been some magic 
In that old silk hat they found, 
For when they placed it on his head, 
He began to dance around, 
Oh, Frosty the Snowman was alive as he could be 
And the children say he could laugh and play 
lust the same as you and me. 
, ¸ 
.Ule're zooming right to you . . ,  happy 
and carefree. . ,  to bring you the 
best of good wishes and our sincere 
thanks--for your loyalty! 
SKEENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTD. 
Body Shop, Automotive Service, Sales Dept. & 
Office Staff 
4842 Hwy. 16W. 635-6571 
Away in a manger 
A.way In a manger, 
No crib for a bed, 
The Little Lord Jesus 
Laid down His sweet head, 
The stars In the sky-- 
Looked down where He lay, 
The little Lord Jesus 
A-sleep in the hay. 
The cattle are lowing, 
The poor Baby wakes, 
But l ittle Lord Jesus 
No crying He makes, 
I love Thee Lord Jesus 
Look down from the sky, 
And stay by my cradle 
Till morning Is nigh. 
Be near me, Lord Jesus, 
I ask Thee to stay 
Close by me forever, 
And Love me, I pray. 
Bless all the dear children 
In Thy tender care, 
And take us to heaven, 
To live with Thee there. 
i 
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS 
4736 Lakelse 635-7977 
wit:h warm friendsllip.-we want to thank 
all of our friends who have visited us 
throughout the year. Have a nice 
Christmas season. 
~ OMENICA BUILDING SUPPLY 
¢q18 W. Hwy. 16 635.6381 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1978, 
Deck the halls 
Deck the halls wlth boughs of holly, 
FO, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
'TIs the season to be jolly, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Den we now our gay apparel, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Troll the ancient Yule.tide carol, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
See the blazing Yule before us, 
Fa la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Strike the harp and ioln the chorus, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la," 
Follow me In merry measure, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
While I tell of Yule.tide treasure, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Fast away the old year passes, 
Fa, la, la, In, la, la, la, la, la, 
Hall the new, ye lads and lasses, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Sing we Ioyous all together, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Heedless of the wind and weather, 
Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Merry Chrls mas 
t~n the spirit of the seasonmwe 
hope everybody has the happiest of 
holidays wherever you spend it.! 
Your kind patronage is appreciated. 
from the 
Management and S=aff 
WEST END OHEIRON SERVlOE 
4930 Hwy. 16 635.7228 
Have a tct~. Christmas eason. 
Thank you [or doing business with us, 
we look forward to seeing you soon. 
from the 
Management 
& Staff 
K 'Sha in  Mote l  
4326 LAKELSE 635-7216 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1970 
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Serving up a cupfull of holiday cheer' 
mixed with a platter of best wishes to all 
of our loyal friends for a holiday menu. 
Bavar :;an Inn 
lift l i  
838.8181 4332 Lakeile 
Hark, the Herald 
Hark, the herald angels sing, 
"Glory to the newborn-King, 
Peace on earth and mercy mild, 
God and sinners reconciled." 
Joyful, al l  ye nations r i se ,  
Join the triumph of the skies; 
With angelic hosts proclaim, 
"Christ is born In Bethlehem." 
Refrain 
Hark! the herald angels sing, 
"Glory to the new born King." 
Christ, by highest Heaven adored, 
Christ, the everlasting Lord; 
Late in t ime behold Him come, 
Offspring of a virgin's womb, 
Vell'd In flesh the Godhead see; 
Hall the incarnate Deity. 
Pleas'd as man with man to dwell, . 
Jesus, our Emmanuel. 
Hall the heav'n-born Prince of Peace, 
Hall the Son of righteousness. 
Light andl l fe  to'al l  He bring, 
Ris'n with heallng in His wings. 
Mild He lays His glory by, 
Born that man no more may die, 
Born 1o raise the sons of earth, 
Born to give them second birth. 
Winter Wonderland 
Sleigh-bells ring, are you IIsVnln'? 
In the lane, snow is glisf'nin', 
A beautiful sight, we're happy lonlghl, 
Walkin' in a winter wonderland! 
Gone away is the blue-bird, 
Here fo stay Is a new bird, 
He sings a love song, as we go along. 
Walkin' in a winter wonderland. 
In the meadow we can build a snowman, 
Then pretend that he is Parson Brown; 
He'll say, "Are you marr ied?" We'll say, 
"No man! 
But you can do the lob when you're in town I 
Later on, we'll conspire, 
As we dream by the fire, 
To face unafraid, the plans thai we made, 
Walkin' in a winter wonderland. 
' , '~  
..I? ;,$:" 
Chri:  tmas is that wonder fu l  t ime of year when we can greet  
al l  of our f r iends  and wish them the best of the season, We are 
fo r tuna lc  il~ hav ing  so many great  f r iends  and  pat rons  and  we 
hope thai we can cont inue  to do bus iness  with you, Have a 
lmppy ho l iday  !
4801 taxi,lie 838-1127 
Dear Santa" 
how are you doing. I like 
jewellery do you have a 
Chlstmas Tree. I have A 
brother and SiSter. I go on 
The School Bus to home. I 
have my own bed, I have a 
big house. 
Dabble Hansen Grade Two 
Debbie Hansen 
West Kalum 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635-6745 
Dear Santa, 
I wus good this'year. I hope 
your haveing fun. Wut I want 
for Chiistmas is a doll and a 
per 0v skis. That's 011 for me. 
From Paulette Gyger 
Twelve days of Christmas 
On the First Day of Christmas my true love sent to me, 
A partridge in a pear tree. 
On the Second Day of Christmas my true love sere .ome, 
Two turtle doves and a partridge in a pear ~ree. 
On the Third Day of Christmas my true love sen~ ~o me, 
Three French horns, two Iurile doves and a par*ridge in ,t 
pear tree. ': 
On the Fourth Day of Chrlslmas my Irue love sen; =o me, 
Four calling birds, three French horns, =we ~ur:le doves 
and a partridge in a pear tree. 
On the Fifth Day of Christmas my true love sere io me, 
Five golden rings, four calling birds Jhree French horn.,,, 
two turtledoves and a partridge in a pear :ree. 
On the Sixth Day of Chrislmas mY ir0e love senl Io me, 
Six geese a.laying, five golden rings, four<ailing bird,,, hr, t 
French horns, =we =urile doves and a par*ridge in ,t 
pear tree. • ' 
On the Sevenlh Day of Chrislmas my ~rue 10ve sen= =o me, 
Seven swans a.swimming, six geese~ a..I.aying, live golden 
rings, four calling birds, three Fr.ex~Ch orns, .we 
turtle doves and a pariridg~.}.ujP a pear rt¢ 
,')gbL~ 
On the Eighth Day of Chris)mas my *rue Io~e sen* *o me, 
Eight maids a.milking, seven swans a.swlmming, six gee~*. 
a.laylng, five golden rings, four calling birds,..hree 
French horns, two turtle doves and a parlridge in a 
pear tree. 
on the Ninth Day of Christmas my true love sent ~o me, 
Nine ladles dancing, eight maids a.mllklng, seven swans 
a-swimming, six geese a.laying, five golden rings, 
four calling birds, three French horns, two lurlle doves 
and a partridge in a pear tree. 
on the Tenth Day of Christmas my true love senl =o me, 
Ten Iords.a.leaping, nine ladies dancing, elghl maids o 
milking, seven swans a.swlmming, six geese a.laying, 
f ive golden rings, four calling birds, three French 
horns, two turtle doves and a parirld.ge in a pear =ree. 
On the Eleventh Day of Christmas my true love sen) ~o me, 
Eleven pipers piping, ten Iords.a.leaping, nine ladies dane 
Ing, eight maids a.milking, seven swans a.swimming. 
six geese a-laying, five golden rings, four calling bird~, 
three French horns, two turtle doves and a partridge 
in a pear tree. 
On the Twelfth Day of Christmas my true love senl Io me, 
Twelve drummers drumming, eleven pipers piping, en 
lords.a-leaping, nine ladies dancing, eighl maids o 
milking, seven swans a.swimming, six geese a.laying, 
five golden,tings, four calling birds, Ihree French 
horns two tpHle doves anda partridge in a pear .ree. 
D ~. y.~,llHI,Jfrlu8 ',~rrloffl 19~,.,^9a(o__ t_ ear ~a~ta~ , . . . . .  , ~,~. o=, =. 
' I l l  ',:, ' k 9H I  P~"  ' I want captain ~ppolJo I •ope you are having a 
watched and a Steve Austin good time I hope you are 
doll. how are you doing Santa having agood time with Mrs, 
Claus, Name Shawn Coulter Claus how is Dasher I am 
(Age 7. Phone Number635. fine can you mak me a doll 
7959 Address 4808 Hamer and a ball I hope you can 
Shawn Coulter make it. 
4808 Hamer St, Marilyn Dominique Crouse 
Terrace, B.C. '"" Phone 635-4293 
635.7959 ' Grade 3 
' .'-:" Age8years Age7 years ~' t, 
Ollo[y 
i !  bright and happy 
' """, . Warmest wishes for a 
holiday season. May me 
" ~ie~~ . .~  '-"~ Chriatmas be yours 
':' 7 ' /~  ":" :'<' I<'~'~':''12:' today'and every day of 
~ ~  the year. 
Terraoe Eleetronio Repairs ttd, 
4823 LAKELSE 838.4843 
More/e ers.-t i .... 
Hi Santa Dear 
I'm sorry santa Dear I 
broke the table but can I get 
a another table and a Holl 
I-Iobbie stove and a baking 
set anda pats and pans set 
how is Rudolph do I hope you 
can read. 
4835 oison grade 2 Age 7 5- 
6829 Kenna MeKensie 
Kenna McKensie 
4835 Olson Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635*6829 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa Claus I would 
like a toboggan. My name is 
Colin Brehaut, I am 7 years 
old, I am in grade three. I am 
looking forward to ,Christ- 
mas. Do you really'have a 
reindeer named Rudolph 
The red nosed reindeer? I
like the names of' your 
reindeer. I am going to leave 
you two cookies and a glass 
of milk. 
Love Colin & 
Denise 
Colin & Denise Brehaut 
3571 Dogwood Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Aged 7 years 
Dear Santa 
How are you and how are 
the elves? How is Msr Santa 
and how is the weather? How 
is in the North Pole? How is 
your beard How are your 
reindears? I will leave them 
some carrots. I want a 
Superman and my mom 
want a worm coat. I like to 
be surprised and I hope you 
fit in the chimney. I will 
Leave you coffee and cookies 
on the table Thank you I love 
you. 
Love Clyde, 
Box96 
Kitwanga B,C. 
8495785 
Age 8 years 
Dear Santa 
I am 7 years old. I am in 
miss Nelson's grade 2 class. 
I wish for a play telephone. 
Donny and Marie barbie 
dolls and clothes for them. a 
pretty doll. baby alive. Kris 
from Charlie's Angels. 
Fuzzy bumper barber shop. 
My baby Beth 
From. Pamela Wright. 
I love you Santa 
I go to thornhill primary 
school. 
Dear Santa, 
How are you doing? Is it 
cold at the North Pole? 
How are your elves? Are 
they having a good time? 
rd like an Evils Kneval 
stunt Set or a watch. Did the 
elves get the presents 
finished? They must be very 
busy. We are going to my 
grandMother's grand- 
father's place for supper. 
Love Shaun E 
Box 293 
Kitwanga BC 
349-5359 
Age8years dear Santa. 
How is the reindeers? 
Dear Santa, __HHow is morn Santa.! can yuo 
Santa how are you? I hope get moray something that 
you are doing ok. I help 
Angel and Lloyd do the 
dishes. I for got, how are 
your Reindeers? I hope they 
are doing ok. What do you 
want for your little supper? I 
will give your Reindeers 
Something to eat ok. I only 
want four stuffs. I want a 
wagon and a Record 
playerwith Mickey Mouse on 
it and a racing set and thats 
all. Love Michael M. 
Box 297 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
3495527 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa 
How are you doing Santa? 
How is Mrs Santa claus 
doing? Are your elves 
helping you do your work. I 
don't hink you can get down 
our chimny because it is too 
small. It is about 24 feet Long 
and about 4 inches wide. I 
would like a doll. My sister 
would like a doll too. My 
• brother would like a logging 
truck model, because they 
like models and they were 
hoping they would rget a 
logging truck Have a happy 
Christmas. 
Love Amy 
Box 12! 
Kitwanga B.C.. 
849-5422 
Age 7 years 
To Santa Fr, Jason 
• for Christina a Wolrd 
Book Santa 
Jason Schulte 
20 Woodland Hgts, Trailer 
court 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1269 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa. 
My name is Kent Young. I
just hod my 5th Birthday. I
go to Kindergarten and 
really like school. 
I would like to have a 
puppet and a play drum for 
Christmas. 
For my Brother Jeeh I 
would like a cowboy gun and 
for my 2 sisters, Mandy & 
Jaime, I would like some 
play spoons for their play • 
oven. 
Have a nice Christmas 
Love Kent 
KentYoung 
3509 Bruce Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1037 
Age 5 years 
Dear Santa 
My name is Mandy. I am 5 
years old and I go to 
Parkside Kindergarten, 
Dear Santa For Christmas I would like 
I'm goig to be in chilliwaek to have a walking dollie. 
for Christmas. I hope you For my 2 brothers, Kent & 
have marry Christmas. Josh, I want wo real horses 
I'm having an operation in and for Jaime my sister, I
the hosptil, ' would like a high chair for 
Love From her dollies. 
Trisha Leigh Kennedy Merry Christmas 
xoxoxoxo Love Mandy 
7 years old Grade 2 Mandy Young 
Trisho Kennedy 3509 Bruce Cres. 
4840 Sunset Drive Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. 638-1037 
635*4798 Age 5 :,ears 
Age 7 years 
she woodlike, i woodlike that 
army set. when you come on 
x-mas eve look undur the x- 
mas tree. 
Love Joey 
Joey Vandale 
3924 Walker St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 7 years 
Dear santa • 
I have been a good girl. I 
would like a doll and a 
carriage and 1 guess that is 
all and I will leave you some 
cookies and some milk. 
Love Kim Gunn 
age 7 years 
Kim Gunn 
9-3941 Old Lakeise Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7491 
Dear Santa 
I am just a little girl but 
Mommy is writing this letter 
for me. 
For Josh & Kent, a couple 
of oars & trucks, for Handy 
new mittens and for me 
some bubble gum and a new 
dress. 
Lore'and thank you 
Jaime 
Jaime Young 
3509 Bruce Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1037 
"~ Age 2 years 
My Dear Santa, 
I wish you a very Merry 
Christmas. We have moved 
'to a new house and we hope 
Dear Santa 
My name is Josh and I am 
just about 4 years old. I have 
been good most of the time. I
would really like a play 
drum for me, I would like a 
drum for. my brother Kent 
and for my two sisters I 
would like some dolls, 
Wishing you a very Merry 
Christmas Santa 
Love Josh 
Josh Young 
5509 Bruce Cres. 
• Terrace, B.C. 
638-1037 
Age 3 years 
you find so Ronnie would like 
a green tow truck and I Dear Santa 
would like a toy logging I llke Christmas because I 
truck. 
Your friend, 
Robert Thorsen 
Robert Thorsen 
R.R. 2 Bulldey Drive 
Terrace, B,C. 
6&q-3~55 
• Age e years 
remember Jesus being born 
What I really want is a 
Yamaha snow machine 
Yoursiruly 
Rosalee Morgan 
Box 2"/8 
Kltwanga B.C. 
849-570t 
Dear Santa Claus 
For Christmas I would like 
a new bike, a real camera, a 
steam train, big teddy bear, 
two front teeth on the bot- 
tom, a new car for mommy,  
a real horse, a real parrot, a 
play jet, a Star War 
collection and a little gerbil. 
Deann 
DoarSanta 
I will be in Vancouver, 7781 
Rayside St. Dear Santa I 
love you. 
Dear Santa 
Santa I WOULD like for 
Chrimas 2 horses, I train, 1 
dolly, t pair ski, some 
clothes, a some nice olles, a 
stero set, some pots or 
whatever you bring me. 
Love Deanna 
Deanna Thain 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I do not want o bother you 
on Christmas Day. Gues 
what I want for Christmas I 
want a Barbie House with a 
Barieses in it. My morn 
wanted a new ring. My Dad 
wanted a knew staring set. 
Right now I like to say have a 
Merry Christmasl 
Yours truly 
Nora Andrade 
Box 299, 
Kitwanga B.C., 
349-5461 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year How are 
you and your elves doing? 
How can you stand the cold? 
I would like to have a the 
hockey gear because I play 
hockey I would like to have a 
sled because I like to slide. 
Thats all for now thank you. 
Yours Truly, 
Jason Wilson 
Box 34 
Hazelton B.C. 
349-M73 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
This year for Christmas 
our family would like a new 
pair of skis. I would like a 
new toboggan because in 
Kitwaoga we have a lot of 
snow. Was your trip good 
last Christmas? I hope it will 
be a good trip this Christ- 
mas. 
Yours truly, 
Richard Haldane 
BOX 211, 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
849:5510 
Dear Santa, 
I wish for a tape recorder. 
Do you know why I want a 
tape recorder? I want a 
recorder so I can piny a good 
song for you Santa became 
you are a good Santa to 
everyone. 
Love 
Alvin Derrlok 
BOx 178, 
Kitwanga B.C. 
Age tO years 
Dear Santa 
How are you? I am fine. 
We will be going out to get 
our Christmas tree soon. 
For Christmas I would like 
to have a Yamaha snow- 
machine. I hope to see you on 
Christmas Eve. 
Yours truly 
Scott Biffle 
Box 312, 
Kitwanga B,C. 
849-5420 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
How are you doing and 
how is Mrs. Claus? How are 
your elves and how is the 
weather up there? 
What do you want for a 
snack? Do you want a bottle 
of beer, or a cup of coffee a 
battle of pepsi or a bottle of 
coke? 
I want a new pair of Skates 
and an Evil Knevil set, I 
want a gas powered van. 
Thankyou. 
Love Will 
Box 186 
Kitwanga 
849-5578 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
I want a big racing car. 
How are doing Santa and I 
help my morn to do dishes 
and I love you Santa. You 
give toys to kids. Are you 
going to give-presents o
people? How are the rein- 
doers doing now? My morn 
wants a dress and Andy 
wants a logging truck and 
Pamela wants a doll and 
Alvin wants a walky talky 
and my grampa wants a 
warm, warm Jacket 
Thank you Love Tony 
Box 178 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
(nophone) 
school no. 8495484 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
HOW are you and how is it 
up in the North Pole? How 
are your elves?- Are they 
working hard? I have been 
pretty good, I do dishes and I
cleaned my bedroom this 
morning. 
I want a Spidermen Set 
and I want a Hockey Set for 
Christmas. My mother 
wants a Sony, and my dad 
wantsa new set a golf clubs. 
I hope you have a wry 
good Christmas. 
Thank you 
Love, 
Stow 
Box367 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
249-5336 
Age 10 years 
Dear Santa, 
I like to have a doll for 
Christmas and I like to have 
Dear Santa, 
I wonder how you are 
doing Santa? I've been a 
good boy and I wish to have a 
gas powered airplane and I 
wish to hevea racing ear set. 
I will leave a glasg of milk 
and two cookies. My brother 
wishes to have a gas 
powered oar and a racing 
car set too. How is Mrs. 
Santa and how are your 
elves? How is the North Pole 
and has the weather been 
good? I hope you will have a 
nice Christmas. 
Love Jason 
Box 211 
Kitwanga B.C. 
849-5510 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
How are you doing Santa 
Claus and M.rs. Claus and 
how are tho little Elves 
doing? Will you be coming 
with your reindeer? I will 
leave you two big boxes of 
eookiea. I would like to have 
a dump truck. How is the 
wind in the North Pole by 
your house? I have been a 
good boy I stacked the wood 
for theflre. I hope you have a 
good month. Thank you, 
Jose Andrsde. 
Box299 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
2495461 
AgeTyears 
Dear Santa 
How are you santa? How 
are your elves? How is the 
weather? Are the toys going 
to be done by chritmas? I am 
seven. 
I want a sled with bandies. 
It is cold and there is lots of 
snow. I hope you have a good 
Christmas. Thank you very 
much, Love Blaine 
' Box 146 
Kitwanga B.C. 
849-5448 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
How are you and how is it 
up in the North Pole? How 
are your elves. Are they 
finished all the toys? Is it 
cold in the North Pole? We 
are going to Disneyinnd one 
day before chistmus, I have 
been good this year. I have 
been helping my morn and I
cleaned my bedroom and I 
help get some fire wood. I 
would like a new skidoo and 
a hockey set and my morn 
would like a set of silverware 
and my Dad would like a 
light show for his band. 
Thank you. 
Love Shawn 
Box 247 
Kltwanga. B.C. 
849-5746 
Age 8 years 
Dear Santa Claus, 
my name is Cindy. I am 8 Dear Santa 
years old. I would like for For Christmas I ',:rant a 
Christmas is a Record little motes pup Dear Santa 
player, how is Rudolph FRom 
Cindy Russol 
Age 8 yea~ Russol Thain 
' 1 '1  ~ : , t , ,  +y 
1 1 , , . , , , , . L , . .  . . . .  . .  . . . . . . .  
a typewriter for Christmas. Dear Santa, 
Tajieder Kullu I would like a holly Hobb/e 
15 swallow oven I hove been avery good 
Kitimat B.C. girl this year and my bady 
032-7888 sister would like a hard pag 
Age7years beck and she would like a 
baby doll. 
Love 
Laura Vowlea 
76 SwaLLow St. 
Kltimat B.C. 
632-5212 
Age 7 years 
. ,  '.L.. " . .  
. . . . . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . . .  , , . ,  , , , . ,  . 
• Dear.  Santa, 
I wish you a merry 
~niretmas Could you give 
me some harbler coins and a 
glase, horse and  a horse 
~rster. I will love you some 
cokes. 
Jenny Brady 
Dear Santa. 
I would like; Dancealla 
and a glass horea, I hope you 
injoy the milk & cookies. We 
will leave RuDolpH & the 
other Reindeers carrots. 
Yours Tuerly Bridget 
Mcleod 
Bridget McLeod 
DearSantaClans Hol Hol 
Ho! 
Please bring me some 
toy's. 
• A gaitar and skiies too. 
My little Aimee needs 
some toy's. 
A Beep Boep toy too. 
Me leave milk and 
crackers  for you on my 
table. 
Be earefui Santa Claus, 
My Porchus and tiggor 
need toy's tool 
Love 
"Bobby Peacock 
BOx 861 
Old I~kels Lk. Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
6S5-~68~ 
' Age 3½ years 
Dear Santa 
How are you doing?. How 
are the Elves? Are the toys 
finished. How is the reindeer 
team? And I wanted a sled 
with Black Handles. 
My Daddy wanted a Black 
and Decker. 
Thankyou 
LoveAndy 
Box 106 
Kitwanga B.C. 
8496645 
Agegyears 
Dear Santa 
How do you do Santa? How 
u'e the elves doing Santa? 
~ow is Mrs Santa doing 
~anta? 
I want some suns please. 
~hat do yoallkeSants, some 
.~ookies? I got all my speliir~ 
~ght Santa. I am doing a teat 
~ow; May I have a long 
deeae? We are doing a play 
or the Christmas concert. 
Ve have helpers. 
Thank you Love Glen 
Box 261 
Kitwanga B.C. 
8495410 
Age8years 
)ear Santa. 
How are you doing? 
How is Mr.s Santa Clans 
Ioing? Are your elves 
~elping you? What would you 
Ike for something to ea: 
vhen yen come to my house? 
low are your reindeer? 
Oh Santa Clans we are 
~oing somewhere for 
',hristmas. I want a dell for 
:hristman. 
Love Shelley 
Box 165 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
8465a46 
Age 7 years 
)ear Santa 
For Christmas I want a 
IrBeys I love you Santa. 
Love Sandte 
Sandle Crowden 
3667Krumm 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-,5357 
Age 5 years 
Dear Santa, 
How are your little elve~ 
doh~? How fat yon are and I
wish ~ you could bring My 
• Mother a gorgeous dress. My 
Dad would liEe a 8rey suit, 
and my sister would like a 
play stove. My brother wants 
a big play truck and I want a 
dell and a big sled. I hope you 
have a nice day. 
Love Lori 
Box 278 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
84965OO 
AgeTyears 
Dear santa 
I want a game called 
candy land. I wan a little had 
and good. I like you eahta, l 
want to have a skate beard. 
And a walking doll. I wished 
I saw you santa. I am eight 
years old. Have a Merry 
Merry Christmas. 
Love To Santa 
by Marta Furtade 
21 Llard St., 
Kitimat, B.C., 
Dear Santa, 
I have been good in echool 
and I have a twin sister and 
she is 9 years old like me and 
I have a hrother he is 11 
years old. How have you 
been? I would like a 
with my birth stone and I 
want .a tape recorder and a 
fancy doll. There is one more 
thing. I want I want a eann'~ 
of my own thate all I want 
because my morn and dad 
are giving me presents too. 
How is Dansher, Dancer, 
Prancer, Vixen, Comet, 
Cupid, Doner, Bllisen? Thais 
all I have tn s~v 
Yours turl~ 
Carrie Dlllalou~ 
46 Little Wedeene St 
Kitimat, B.C., 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I wont a 
borb doll and a herb doll cut 
and a cull Paw. Santa I low 
you 
Love Tracey 
TraeeyTodd 
3429 Old Lakelse Lk. Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-~715 
Age S'years 
Dear Santa 
For christmas I like a Jet 
and I like you Sata and for 
Christmas I like a Cat 
love Jason 
Jason Schulte 
20.36~ Old Lakeise Lk. Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1269 
Ago6years 
Dear Santa-  
For Christmas I want a let 
dog and a belt 
Love Deanna 
Deanna Bryant 
1483 Maple 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5977 
Age6years 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I Want a 
eat my Dad made a house 
Santa I love you. 
love.Nell 
Neil Boutflier 
635-920S 
ABe 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
Ho~ have you been Santa? 
And how is Mrs claus? I'd. 
like a typewriter 
Love 
BobbyW. 
51 Saguenay St., 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
Dmr Sa~ 
For Chrlatn~s i wot toys 
Santa i like you 
love Lori 
Dear Santa 
• For Christmas I want a 
dolly Santa your nice 
Love Shaunn 
Shanna Touriss 
2225 Hemlock 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I wut toys 
and I win yuo a mary 
Christmas B~ 
Love Margarete 
Margureto Korrner 
BOxe36 
Terrace, B.C. 
6,~5503 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I wot a lito 
dog For Christmas I wot a 
llto Christmas tree 
Love Sherry 
Sherry Kirsch 
4670 Lowrie Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3O9O 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I woe]d lib 
a doll and a tent to sleepis 
How is Rudolph 
love Nlaa 
Nina Parr 
Box 336 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2465 
Age6years 
Dear Santa 
For .Christmas I Want a 
boll Santa I love you And a 
doll bego 
Love Jeanfier 
Jeanifor Maier 
s415Mapla 
Terrace, B.C. 
e35.4~1 
Age6years 
Dear Santa 
For Christnme I want a bat 
and a hall and a lamp. Santa 
I love youl 
Love Trovor 
Trevor Stephenson 
3944 Old LakelneLk. Dr. 
• Terrace, B.C. 
638-19~7 
ABe 6 years 
Dear Santa. 
For Christmas I wab Like 
too bav a doll and a lamp and 
a bike how L~ Rudolf and you 
Love 'Adell Herrigan 
R.R. 9 Kreyer Rd. 
Elizabeth olaou I am 8 years 
old. my adris is 4724 hamer 
my phone nnmmb~ is 
LorlShetmpton 1509. bow are you d i~ good 
BOx824. I hops so. lwuld like tohave 
Terraea, B.C. for crkmas a bubble 8urn 
e~-l~0 machine. 
Ageeyears Eiieabeth Oisou 
4724Hamer 
Terrace 
Age8years 
Dear Santa Claus: 
Will you call me Kerri, I 
hope so. My mmnmy is 
writing this letter for me. I 
will like a Bubble Yum 
Baby. And I would like for 
my friend Allison, a Bubble 
Yum Baby too. I live at 
Cindy and Scott's place in 
Pear St. We got a nice road 
for you. I am three. Maybe 
too I like Big Bird, and small 
Oscar. Santa Claus I hope 
you bought me to that. That's 
it. Allison llvce In Pander 
Harbour I remember. 
Bye Santa Claus 
Kerri Maroney 
2107Pear 
5-43O3 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 3 years 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Santa 
Dec. 11 1978 
I would Like a holly hobbis 
ovou and a record player and 
a coloring book and a tweety. 
and sylvester oil point set 
love, 
shells Verde 
115-1671 Haisla Blvd 
Kitin~t, B.C. 
Age7years 
Dear Santa, 
I would like fuzzy pumper 
barber and beauty shop and 
a watch and two records and 
a ring for my morn and a 
nechlaee for my dad and a 
jewellery box and a Belly 
Hobhie oven and  Bionic 
Woman doll and a Wander 
Woman doll and a bottle of 
glue. How'a Rudolph 
Love Trina 
Trina Medeirc~ 
58 Osprsy St. 
Kitimat, B.C. 
6~2-6,~6 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
Santa I love you 
samuch. I would like a 
Barbie doll for Cl~k, tmas 
and If you want to come to 
my house and I live in 
Kitimat and my street is 23 
Raley street Kitimat.B.C. 
BettyPereira 
~3RaleySt. 
Kltimat. B.C, 
632-7615 
Ageayears 
Dear Santa 
may I have a geen 
Terrace.B.C.. machine, and a walkle- 
798.2254 . talkie, and may I have a 
Age 6 years godzilla, and that is all I can 
Dear Santa 
For Christmas I wat a 
stocking Love Santa 
Love Jason 
Jason Edgar 
2-3889 Muller 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4432 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a record 
layer I would like a new 
ue How is Rudolph. from 
Bridget Nyland 
89oriole 
Kitimat, BC 
• Age7 years 
l~ar  8ants my name. la IMar Santa, 
I've been a good boy. I've 
been good to all my- friends. 
How is Mrs. Claus and your 
Elves? For Christmas I want 
a new bike and a car racing 
set. My brother told me to 
thik of Mlchad ' 
Michad Nagi 
74 oriole steet 
Kltlmat B.C. 
632 5907 
Age7years 
Dear Santa 
I want a race track and a 
star wars gun and I will liKe 
a pupy and two more thing 
one thing is a' police car and 
a nether one is a toy 
motorcycle. 
Love from 
MauriclaGonzalez 
S2 oriole street 
Kitimat B.C 
~222 
Age 7 years 
tell you that he wants a tape 
recorder and a train set. I 
am nine years old and going 
on to teo. I want a set of 
walkie talkies. My teacher is 
Mr. Mackenzie he is a good 
teacher. Does Rudolf still 
have a shiny neae? It is very 
bad weather could you make 
it snow. Can Rudolf play with 
the other reindeers? 
Yours truly, 
BrianBolla 
65StikineSt., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
Santa I've been good in 
School and I don't mind 
home work, but I would like 
a watch for Christmas. And 1 
will be eleven years old, and 
I would like to have a 
camera of my own, and 
Santa I would like a doll 
called baby that-a.away and 
I would llke a stuffed rein- 
deer called Rndoff with a red 
nose. 
And also have a Merry 
christmas to you. by-for- 
new. 
Yours truly 
Jeannette Maitland 
418 Haisla St., 
Kitimat Village, B.C. 
Dear Sant, 
I've been good this year I'd 
like a race track and a Star 
wars fiSurs. 
Yours truly 
Richard 
Kitimaat V.illage, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
Thank you for the toys thal 
you gave me last year. You 
gave me a truck. How is Mrs. 
Claus? Are your elves 
working hard? I want a train 
set. 
Yours truly 
Love Dong coheir 
80Skeena St., 
• Kitirnat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I've been pretty ggnd thie 
year. I'm not sure..4what I 
want for Christmas. Thanks 
for coming to my house last 
Christmas. Eve and letting 
me my sister and my morn 
and dad see you. 
Yours truly, 
Sineey MacDermid 
I Okanagan St. 
• Kilimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
Thank you for the toys that 
you gave me last time you 
came to my house With your 
Elves. Could I have a doll 
and a typwriter please. See 
you at Chritmas I believe in 
you too. I have been a good 
~I .  
MuchLove: 
from Sherri Szmata 
5NassSt., 
Kitmat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
How is Rudolph? How are 
you doing with the" toys 
getting ready for Christmas? 
I wrote a letter to you and 
brought it to the pet shop. 
For Christmas I would like 
the battlestar Galactla set 
. and the Star Wars net. 
Merry Chrlatmas 
From, Lonnie Eyre 
133 Skeann St., 
Killmat B,C, 
L~mr mmm, 
Could I please have a 
Santa colouring book from 
the my anda Denny and 
Maria harble doll? 
I've being a very good girl 
to my teacher. 
Love to Santa 
Maria Kanelliss 
83 Llilocet St., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I was good and bad this 
year. So I was good and bad. 
So I want a skat dord. 
, WealeyOwen 
Vista Village 
Kitlmat, BC 
Dear Santa, 
I would like for Christmas 
the Six Mllliea Dollar Man 
set. Santa I am a little bad 
and a little good. Santa I 
would like for Christmas is 
Dar Vater on STAR Wars it 
is a doll I would like it small. 
Santa, I • would like for 
Christmas'Is a bike. Santa is 
it cold there? and have a 
Merry CI/ristmas bye Santa. 
Santa I got to say we are 
going to singaseng it is time 
to go now. Santa. I like 
Rudolph bye Santa nd I love 
you Santa. and Yours truly, 
Paul Bye. I love you Santa. 
• PaulFerreis, 
110 OKanagan St . . . .  
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I want a ring? I want "i 
Baby That-a-way. I want 
Some Skates. I want curling 
iron. I want a Ballerina. How 
are you? How is Rudolph? 
How is the weather up at the 
North Pole? Are the Rein- 
. deers working? 
Yours truly, 
Pauia Pedro 
G-5-635 Vista Village, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I want same toys not too 
many I don't want a six year 
old toys I am nine year old I 
am not six year old I want a 
doll and a skateboard and 
other things and I have been 
good have a Merry Christ- 
mas. Love to Santa. 
Tina Stenzel 
~ 44 Skeeaa St., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
Would you please send Me 
a raolngset so I could have 
fun. I hope you have a Merry 
Christmas. and a Happy 
Newyear 
Love Jimmy Clayton 
2206 Everg#een 
Terrace. B,C. 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa 
Pleasemay I have a snow 
suit and a sleigh thank you. I 
hope you are havelng fun. I 
know that you have a sleigh. 
I would like to meet you one 
day. I hoPe you have fun on 
~; Love Carol 
Carol Clayton 
~ 2206 Evergreen 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 12 yearq 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a race set and 
a tape recorder set. By the 
way how is Rudolph and 
Mrs. Claus and how are all 
your little elves? And one 
more thing that's a machine 
gan. 
"yonrs ?ruly 
• Trovor Anion 
KltlmatVlllage. 
* b 
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Good King Wenceslas 
Good King Wencesias looked out 
On the Fest of Stephen, 
When the snow lay 'round about, 
Deep and crisp and even; 
Brightly shone the moon thai night, 
Tho' the frost was cruel, 
When a poor man came In sight, 
Gath'rlng winter fuel l 
'qqither;'~ade; and-'~iand bY me, 
Ifyou know'r,t it, telling, 
Yonder peasant,.who is he? 
Where and what His Dwelling?" 
"Sire, he lives a good league hence, 
Underneath the mountain; 
Right against the forest fence, 
By St. Agnes' fountain." 
"Bring me flesh anti bring me wine, 
Bring me pine logs h!therr.; 
Thou and I will see h.lm dine, 
When we bear Him thither." 
Page and monarch forth they went, 
Forth they went tggetller, 
Through the rude .~y~nd's wild lament, 
And the bitter we#!her. 
"Sire, the night I s~rker  now 
And the wind blow~stronger; 
Falls my heart, I know not how, 
I can go no longer." 
"Mark my footsteps, good my page; 
Tread thou in then~ boldly; 
Thou shalt find the winter's range 
Freeze thy blood less coldly." 
In his master's steps he trod, 
Where the snow lay dinted 
Heat was In the very sod 
Which the saint had printed. 
Therefore, Christian men, be sure, 
Wealth or rank possessing, 
Ye who now will bless the poor 
Shall yourselves find blessing. 
Dear Santa Dear Santa, I would like a 
I'd like a drum. and some robot with a contol pleas. 
hiking boots and some skis And a new per of scees with 
and a trumpet, the peals. And could I pleas 
TonyCheeseman have a new sled beease my 
Dear Santa; Could I please old sled is brocin. And a 
have a train-set? I wish you woch pleas. Thak you Santa, 
merry Chrismas and a That is all the things I want 
happy new year. Santa. from Jason Rempel. 
Love Shawn. Jason Rempel 
NOEL A, 
A very special holiday 
greeting to all of. our 
special fr;ends and 
patrons who have visited 
us this past ybar. We 
have enjoyed serving you. 
0 
I heard bells on Christmas Day 
I heard the bells on Christmas day 
Their old familiar carols play, 
And wild and sweet the words repeat 
Of peace on earth, good will to men. 
I thought how, as the day had come, 
'The belfries of all Christendom 
Had roll'd along th'un-broken song 
Of peace on earth, good will 1o men; 
And In despair I bow'd my head; 
• 'There Is no peace on earth," I said, 
"For hate Is strong and mocks the song, 
Of peace on earth, good will 1o men." 
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep: 
"God Is not dead, nor dolh he sleep; 
"lTie wrong shall fail, the right prevail, 
With Peace on earth, good will to men." 
Till ringing, slnglng on its way, 
• The world revolved from night to day, 
A voice, a chime, a chant sublime, 
Of peace on earth, good will 1o men. 
Dear Santa 
I would like to no How 
yours and elves aer I have 
been good How aer you 
feeling 
Helen Hansen 
West Kalum Reserve 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6745 
Age 6 years 
my names jason Santa how 
are you doingsanta Santa 
pleuse me a ski doo 
Love jason. 
Jason Parnell 
4724 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-9603 
Age 7 years 
how are reindeer how are 
Santa love you Santa how 
Kangaroo? How many 
wrapping paper did you 
useup Love Justin 
JustinLane 
4731 Soucle 
Terrace, B.C. 
63882O1 
Age 6 years 
: I 
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Silver Bells 
City sidewalks, busy sidewalks, 
Dressed In hollday'style, 
In the air there's a feeling of Chrislmas, 
Children laughing, people passing, 
Meeting smile after smile 
And on every street corner you Ilear: 
Chorus :  
• Silver Be(Is, Silver Bells, 
It's Christmas time in the city, 
Ting-O.Ling, Hear them ring, 
Soon it will be Christmas Day. 
Strings of street lights, even stop lights 
Blink a bright red and green, 
As the shoppers rush home with their treasures, 
Hear the snow crunch, see the kids bunch, 
Thisis Santa's big scene 
And above all the bustle you hear: 
From Bctticelli's Adoralion ofthe Magi' = : ; iO 
The Day of The 
This Christmas Day, and ~e holiday season 
surromading it, will herald an important event in 
Canada and other parts of the world. The United 
Nationshas prochimed 1979 as the International Y.~ 
of the Child, and urged all countries to review the 
special needs of children. 
We ho~ that the Day of The Child will be espoci~ .! 
memorable for you in 1978. May it bring lasting j, 
to all those who are dear to you, and usher in a ti 
of peace and goodwill for the generation that folio 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd 
. ~. ..... 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 7t, 19/8 
Dear Santa 
How are you Santa Claus. 
Christmas presents How are 
you doing Santa Claus From 
Alex 
Alex Hassett 
4838 Lazelle Ave. 
, Terrace, B.C. 
', 635-6849 
Age 5 years 
Dear santa 
I want a train set elves are 
funny I want a car I want a 
motor bike 
From Tim 
Tim Lepp 
4826 Scott Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3838 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
I wish you came to my 
house how is your wife and 
how are your ellvse I hope 
you go to town 
From David 
David Falardeau 
4802 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-9239 
Hope anew was born for all mankind that night in 
Bethlehem - -  may :,11 your hopes be fulfilled this 
Christmas season. 
6ENERAL FURNITURE 
{Beside Skeena Mall) 
636-4961 
Dear Santa 
How are You feeling How 
are Your reindeer How are 
ells I have been good From 
Hrinder 
Hrinder Taldmr 
3324 Pheasant Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1786 
Age 6 years 
Dear sata claus How are 
your elves? 
• Love Katie 
Katie Clarke 
4712 Soueie 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6620 
Ageeyears 
'~. ...'-. :.,,~ , ,  /",,,,.. 
applest greet ings 
and w ishes  for a 
wonder fu l  
Christmas season 
to everyone.  
from. the 
management & staff 
Sandman 
4828 Hwy, 16 W. 636-9161 
Twas the night before Christmas 
'Twas the night before Christmas, when all mrough Lhe 
house 
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse. 
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care 
in hopes that Saint Nicholas soon would be there. 
Thechildren were neslled all snug in their beds, 
While visions of superplums danced in their heads. 
And Mamma in her kerchlef, and I In mycap 
Had lust se ,t..1 down for a long winter's nap, 
When out on the lawn there arose such a claller, 
I sprang from my bed Io see what was Ihe mailer. 
Away to the window I flew like a flash, 
Tore open the shutter, and threw up the sash. 
The moon on the breast of the new.fallen snow 
Gave a luster of midday Io obiecfs below. 
When, what 1o my wondering eyes should appear, 
But a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny reindeer, 
With a l ittleold driver so lively and quick, 
I knew in a moment it must be Sain, Nick. 
More rapid than eagles his coursers Ihey c~me, 
And he whistled and shouted and called :henl by n,~me 
"Now, Dasher! Now, Dancer! Now, Prancer ,~n(I 
Vixen! 
On, Comet! On, Cupid! On, Donner and Blilzen! 
To the topof the porch, Io Ihe ~opof the wall! 
Now, dash away! Dash away! Dash away, a l l ! "  
As dry leaves that before Ihe wild hurricane fly, 
When they meel with an obstacle, moun= Io :he sky, 
So up to the housetop Ihe coursers they fle~, 
With a sleiqh full of toys and Saint Nicholas, ~oo. 
And then ina twinkling I heard on Ihe roof 
The prancing and pawing of each little hoof. 
As I drew in my head and was turning around, 
Down the chimney Saint Nicholas came with a bound. 
Hewas dressed all In fur from his head to his foo~, 
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and sou,. 
A bundle of toys he had flung on his back, 
And he looked like a peddler lust opening his pack. 
His eyes--how they twinkled! His d imples-how 
merry l  
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry ! 
HIs droll l ittle mouth wasdrawn up l lkee bow, 
And the beard on his chin was as while as i he snow. 
Thesfump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth, 
And the smoke It encircled his head like a wrea,h. 
He hada broad face and a round little belly 
That shook when he laughed, like a bowl full of felly. 
Hewaschubby and plump, a righl iolly old elf, 
And I laughed when I saw him In spite of myself. 
A wink of his eye and a twlst of his head 
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread. 
He spoke not a word but went stratghl to his work, 
And fil led all the stockings; then l urned with a ler, 
And laying his finger aside of his nose, 
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose. 
He sprang toh is sleigh, to his team gave a whls=le, 
And away they all flew like the down of a Ihisde. 
But I heard him exclaim ere he drove out of sigh=, 
Merry Christmas foal! and 1o all a good nlghl ! 
Dear  Santa  I Want a rasin little one too. I Wanta tran 
track and some litte cars for track With sume track. 
it. and I Want a robot With a from Caries Resaeas. 
Dear Santa, Plese could I 
have a Evil Knevil set And a 
GALACtiCA crouser And a 
moterbike And a ski-doe. 
Yours truly, 
Stuart Brown 
Dear Santa, 
I want barbie fashon face. 
How are you I am fine. I 
watched a year without a 
Santa claus. My family is 
fine too. How red is 
Rudolph's nose. My sister 
wants Judy's county kitchen 
Laura Bennett 
4310 Marsh Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5350 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
Don't come down the 
chimney because last year 
you broke it. We'll be leaving 
you some goodies How are 
your reindeer. I would like 
any present. 
Layne Clarke 
4712 Soucie Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6620 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
I hope you are having a 
good time with your riendeer 
and having a good time with 
Mrs. Claus and your ells. 1 
am having a good time at 
home you know what I want 
for Christmas? I want a 
painting set that comes with 
paints and theres numbers 
on the picture and what ever 
number it is you look for the 
number on the paints and 
paint it that colour I also 
want sew perfect. 
Love, Heida 
Heidi Mueller 
4736 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4705 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I wish you a mery 
christmas. I would Like a bit 
and a horse Poster. I will 
leve you cookies and some 
milk. 
Love Billie 
Biilie Kryzanowski 
For letters from 'Santa and 
everything else, remember 
to come visit us. We're 
always happy to be of help. 
A beautiful Christmas to all 
our customers. 
from tha 
. Management 
& 
Sta f f  
a t  
Spee.Dee Pr in ters  
Ltd. 
4554 Laze l le  , : ,..:i. . 635 .718 i !  " 
i m 
I 
Dear Santa, 
How are your reindeers? 
Are they feeling well? (lam 
l'm) going on eight air- 
planes. So I won't get to give 
you cookies at home. But I 
will give them to you at 
Hawaii. At Hawaii I get to 
play in the water a lot. I 
would like to see your elves 
and their machine for 
making toys. how do you get 
up and down the chimney? 
are you magic? 
Love, Melanie 
Melanie O'Brien 
4713 McConnell 
Terrace, B.C. 
GradeTwo 
4643 Park Ave. 
Dear Santa, Dear Santa, 
How is your wife? I wish I How are your reindeer? 
could go for a ride in you're and how are YOur ells? and 
slayandseehowwellDashor w are you? I will be in 
dancer Prancer vixen comet England for chrismas, pies 
cupid donner and bUzen, bring the prests to England 
Love. Garrett Hidber for me 
GarrettHidber Love Lisa Ann Jenkins 
5408 Hwy. 16 W. Lisa Ann Jenkins 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I would like to see your 
ells. Could I nave a doll for 
Chistmas? How is your wife? 
Is your reindear fed anofe? 
Love, Nicky Penner 
Nicky Penner 
Box 173 
Remo 
Dear Santa, 
Some time I hope I can see 
your elf? can you bring me a 
Godzilla dall for me. 
love Davey vigue. 
Davey Vigue 
3602 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Gim "s Restaurant 636-6111 
Dear Santa Claus, 
how are your reindeer 
Love Trena Green 
Trena Green 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1978, 
Dear Santa Claus 
I wot a baby doll and a 
pussle 
Love Renetta MacDermid 
Dear Santa Clas 
I love you I am a good boy! 
Love. David DExtER 
David Dexter 
C,g/tl ;Tl  $'tll Ill; 
= 
,-~ "-.~ :... - 
z , . _ . .  ° ° 
A Merry Christmas to everyone this 
Happy Season. Enjoy a friendly 
and safe holiday. We thank you for 
your patronac~, ond look forward 
to serving you in the future. 
• - - .  
managemenl 
&sta f f  
Terrace 
Chrysler 
4916 W. Hwy. 16 
635-5959 
q~hese young carolers are bubbling with .~ 
happy Yuletide wishes for  you .  • • f rom 
us. Our merry thanks to all! 
.';/?L/ 
' ~ ~ . _ L . ~ , / 7 " t l ~ ,  ' :  .... 
0 Q 0 '%.~ 
( 
TWINRIVER TIMBER LTD. 
and 
POHLE LUMBER OPERATION 
4410LAKELSE ~ 636.2222 
m~amu m 
Cedar land  Tire ! 
t 
Serv ice  Ltd. 4929 Kei f :  1 
J i , . . . . . . . .  .J 
D / 
• The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21, 1978 
t;rmstmas rlOllaays. 
Lakelse Pharmacy 
.# 
635-7263 471"/Lakelse 
Terrace Drugs Ltd, 
636-7274 3207 Kalum 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? How is Mrs. 
Claus, the elves and the 
reindeer? I would please like 
a watch. I. am looking for- 
ward to Christmas. I hope 
you are feeling well 
Love, Shelley 
Shelley Gieabrecht 
4816 Davis Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
GradeTwo 
i 
Good tidings to 
all our f r iends.  
Wishing you all the 
iops of Christmasl 
ALL-I]JI:SI 30mH Kalum 
GLASS 63s.H66 
"t-'Btess n( s 
May the feeling of peace be with you throughout his 
holiday season and for all of the years to come. We give 
you our thanks and the best wishes for a great holiday! 
FINNING TRAOTOR 
ANq 
EQUlPMEHT LT9, 
4621 Keith 635-7144 
The first Noel 
The first Noel the angel did say, 
Was to certain poor shepherds In fields 
where they lay; 
In fields wherethey lay keeping their sheep 
On a cold winter s night that was sodeep. 
Refrain: 
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel 
Born Is the King of Israel. 
They looked up and saw a star 
Shining In the east beyond them far, 
And to the earth it gave great Iighl, 
And so It continued both day and night. 
And by the light of that same star 
Three wise men came from country far; 
To seek for a King was thelr Intent, 
And to follow the star wherever it went. 
This star drew night to the northeasl, 
O'er Bethlehem it took Its rest, 
And there it did both stop and stay 
Rlght over the place where Jesus lay. 
Then entered in those wise men three 
Full reverently upon their knee, 
And offered there In His presence 
Their gold and myrrh and frankincense. 
Then let us all with one accord 
Sing praises to our heavenly Lord; 
That hath made heaven and earth of noughl, 
And with HIs blood mankind hath boughl. 
Dear Santa, 
How is rudolph doing? and 
all the other reindeers? Are 
the ells making toys and 
candy canes? Santa I am 
going to Kalona fo r  
Christmas at my Grandma 
and Grandpa I want Godzila 
for Christmas and I want a 
football set. Love Arne 
Perrin xxxxxx oooooo 
Arne Perrtn 
3501 Thomas 
Terrace, B.C. 
° Dear Santa 
I would like a car that runs 
by panel control and a 
drumset and a tool set and a 
table with it how are you I'm 
fine 
from Fredrick James 
Rosebush 8 4822 tuck Ave 
Terrace B.C. 635.5595 
Fredrick Rosebush 
4922 Tuck Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5595 
Age 8 years 
Dear Santa, 
I like santa he has some 
reindeer to pole his sled. he 
brot me a candy cane it was 
red and white. Love wendi 
Hadesbeck. 
Wendi Hadesbeck 
452213 Graham 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I wish I can see you some 
time santa and I wish you 
can bring me a hole hohe 
uven 
Love, Shannelle 
Shannelle Alexader 
5012 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I am going to go to van- 
couv for christmas. How are 
your reindeers? How are 
You? I want a barby rooter 
home? 
Love, from Megan Jonse. 
Megan Jones 
5035 McRae Cr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
thack you for all the toys 
you got me last year 
Love, Tim to 
• Tim Oakden 
4727 McDonnell 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
My morn said when we 
move to Fort St John we 
would be closer to the nor- 
thpole and you could come to 
my house. All I would like for 
Christmas is we moving 
carefully 
Love, Laura Lutsiak 
Laura Lutsiak 
4929 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I wood like A starwors 
matle And how is miss clase 
and yor Reindeer and yor 
ells and I wood like A Star 
wors look sky wookre. 
Love, Jean-Paul Lavallee 
Jean Patti Lavallee 
4816 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I wish that I could go vist 
you in the northpole. How 
• are you and Mrs Cloase? I 
wish for a doll. 
Love, Jenny A.S. 
Jennifer Smith 
3704 Sparks St. 
Terrace, B.C.. 
BARNEY '$  S l iCE  
2907 01ark St. REPAIR  m. . .  
This year I enly want a few 
things. How is Mrs; Santa. 
When you come to my house. 
On the table their will some 
earrets for the raindeer and 
milk and cookies for yen. I 
~,.pa.,_you have a good 
From Susan Grnndy 
44 Oriole St. 
Kitimat, B.C. 
632-68O7 
Age 10 years 
Dear Santa, 
Hi, santa! Is it cold over 
there? I would like a 
skateboard and a makeup 
sase with a mirror and liMhts 
around the mirror please 
Santa there's lots more, but I 
knew you knew whet they 
are. I have been a good girl  
I love Santa. 
From Lisa Schooling 
15StlkineSL 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
l've been a little bad but 
not seriously. I've been good 
to Mr, MacKanzie. I never 
did foolish things. Make it 
snow. It hasn't snowen. I 
want a racing track and my 
own heir dryer fur Chrkt- 
mus this year and I am 10 
years old. The schools Junior 
choir is cellL~ Chrishmas 
candles. My brother m sick, I 
hope you cure him. How are 
the reindeer doing, are they 
doing well for the trip around 
the world? I hop there doing 
well. 
Yours truly, 
Inder Singh 
41683 S. LahakaaSt., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear santa, 
Hew are you doing? I am 
fine. I would like a star wars 
watch l like it very much 
and a steel tobegen which.I 
can slide very fast on and I 
would l~ke a record player to 
play my records on and a 
calculator. 
Yountruly 
framPeter 
MikeOUver 
80StikineSt., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? Thank you 
for the gifts that I got last 
year they were very nice. 
How is Mrs Claus and all 
Dear Santa, 
I am nine years old. l'v 
been a good girl this year. 
How have you been? Hew is 
Mrs. Claus and the Elves? 
For Christmas I would like, 
"A star traveler and herbie 
doll furniture set." How is 
Dasher, Prancer, Corned, 
Cupid, Donner, Blltsen and  
Rudolph? Thank you for last 
years presents. Well I have 
to go now. Bye, Byel 
Yours truly, 
Does Trach 
19 SaguecaySt., 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
I have ben a good girl. My 
mommy says that Santa will 
bring me something nice for 
chrismas. What I want must. 
in the hole wide worlde is for 
you to bring my daddy back 
becauz I love him slot, be 
died last yere but be is in 
hoven now becauz god loves 
him. I love santa. 
Becky Taylet 
Apt. 15 Keystone 
Scott Ave 
TerraceB.C. 
6 yerea old 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Nioole Lynch 
and~ I am 3½ years old. 
Mommy is writing this down 
for me because I can't write' 
yet, You are nice, and l love 
you. I was a good girl 
sometimes. I want a 
schoolhouse, a wind-up boat 
for our bathtub, and that's 
all I can think of. Katherine 
Lucille Lynch is my sister 
and she's 2 years old. 
Katherine wants a doll for 
Christmas and a wind-up 
frog, maybe that's all she 
wants. I hope you come to 
our house Christmas Eve, 
and we're going to leave you 
a snack and one for your 
reindeers. Bye. 
From Nicole. 
" Nicole Lynch 
4106 Skogiund St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1388 
Dear SANTA 
I would like a motorboat 
Godzlle doll. have squiggles 
Devan PiWek 
4801 Straume 
Ter ran~.  
Age4years  
Elves? Please could I have a 
art set. My baby sister wants Dear ~anta Claus 
a stroller and a doll. My I would like a God~ille doll 
other sister wants uper size and a Montreal t.shirt and a 
barbie. I have been good to chookerbord. I will have 
my teacher and my parents, coockies and Milk for you 
I am nine years old I've been from Bryan P.S. I've been 
good to my frelnds. How is good 
Rnidolph and all the other BryanPlwck 
reindeers? I saw your chair 4801Straume 
in the mall. I have to go now. Terrace, B.C. 
See you at Christmas. 635-4835 
Yours truly Age 7 years 
Michelle Balson 
P.S. Have a Merry 
Christmas 
21 Kechikan S.t., 
Kitimal, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a tape 
recorder and a game. And by 
the way how is Mrs. Clam? I 
am 9 years old. I am in grad 
'4. My teacher's name is Mr. 
MacKenzie. I have been a 
good girl. How is Dasher, 
Prancer, Corned, Cupid, 
Donner, Blitsen and 
Rudolph? Have they been 
good reindeers? 
Yountruly 
Karen Bmby ' 
112 Yukan, St., 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
Dear Santa I want a Blip 
game and a Quiz wiz or a 
Ploraide one step Santa 
Claus I hope you give away 
lot toys away Santa CI. 
Watts Sheila 
3506 Kalum St. 
Num. I no phone 
Age9years 
dear Santa My Name. is 
Natholle Dumais. I am 7. I 
want a dress for Chirstmas. 
XXXO00 21 Grouse Street 
Kltimat BC VSCIP7 
Nathelle Du~ 
~! Grouse St. 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I have been very good this 
year so please bring whet I 
want, For Christmas I would 
like a pool table, a hockey 
stick, a racing car set. I 
would also like a few pesters 
and a now pair of pants. 
your truly 
Jaspal Moundl 
J.S. Moondi 
~18-71~. Kulde 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Age 10 years 
Dear Santa, 
Once again the Christmas 
is approaching with the 
message of peace hormoney 
andwell wishes to every one 
on this earth Keeping all 
this in mind I pray to god and 
wish Santa will bring 
hapiness in hearts of 
everyone during this 
Christmas. 
Yours Troely 
Saileah Narayan 
Sailesh Narayon 
69BitternSt. 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear santa, 
My Name Is Fellcix olson, 
My Adrk Is 4724 HAMer 
AVe. I 'm 6 Years .~ld. My 
PHoNe - 638-1559 Hew are 
YOu? Merry X-ross. I would 
Like to Get a "Baby come 
Rack daU." Felleia oison,. 
... Felinia Ohm 
47~A Hamer Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age6years 
Dear Santa Claus, 
Santa Claus, I want a crib 
~ind I want a baby and I want 
a high chair and a baby in 
the high chair just like this 
pictures on the paper. Can I 
• have a pram for my dolly? 
I love you Santa'Claus. I 
will be a good Ski for 
mommy and daddy and me. 
Love, 
Kyin Knowlea 
P.S. I live in the green 
house and a Christmas tree. 
Kyla Knowles 
Starling 
KiUmat, B.C. 
Age3years 
Dear Santa 
ram going to Put some 
carrots on the table for 
yourreimdeer. And I 'am 
going to put some Milk on the 
table for you. Santa may I 
please have a race ear set. 
and Llte brlte. 
Garry King 
3909 Hagen St' 
Phoue 6,~-5~0 
Terrace,, B.C. 
Age 10 years 
Dear Scats 
l'am Aaron Mervan l'am 7 
My eajes is 2028 Quecusway 
no $ and Foonbr is - 635-5546 
~'am a good bey I want a Six 
~.Vlilln Dolrmnn anda Tools 
~nd und star warn man's and 
~lip and booby trop and a 
'.lirash up drby. 
Aaron Morvea 
3-~0~ Quceusway 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa Claws, 
I wish to have some goalie 
Pad's and some sbolder 
Pad's and I also want a 
bloker and plus a thik goalie 
~lov and a goalie cup 
to Santa Claws, 
H.S. Mecndi 
248- 71~ Kuldo 
Plume 6,~-740~ 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Age 8 yearn 
Dear Santa Claus, 
• My name Elizabeth 
Botelho,. I want fo r  
Christmas, doll, barbie, 
Charlie's angelset and 
Charlle's angels doll, dan- 
and eating doll, Play 
beater and mixer, sewing 
machine, same of operation 
My name is Elizabeth 
Botelho. I am 7 and my 
address i 4924 Scott Ave. My 
phonenumber is 635-3836. 
Elizabeth Botelho 
4924 ScotiAve. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa 
New that Christmas is 
coming I suppose that your 
elves are very busy and how 
is Rudolph? If our weather 
keeps up this way you won't• 
be able to use your sled. 
For Christmas I would like 
a like a good pair of 
snowmobile boots because 
my other ones are worn out 
Yourstruly 
AlexDoll 
BOX 304, 
Kitwanga B.C. 
849-5,508 
Age 9 yenr~ 
Dear Santa 
How are you Santa up at 
North Pole? Im doing fine in 
school today Santa. "This 
Christmas I would like a pool 
table plus a TV set of my own 
for Christmas. Santa I would 
like a small bike for my 
cousin for Christmas. 
Yours Truly, 
Robert Hill 
Box 96 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
849~785 
Age I0 years 
Dear Santa, 
I wish I had a waikie talkie 
set' But if you can't you can 
get me a taerecorder. I 
wander what your real name 
is and I wonder who you 
really are. 
Yours truly, 
Brian Alexander 
Box 173 
Kitwanga Elementary 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa, 
I like Christmas because I 
get presents and its a special 
day. I wants tape recorder. I 
get to have a big turkey and 
.some stuffing. 
Yours truly, 
Irene Campbell 
Box 182, 
Kitwanga B.C. 
849-5753 
Age 9 years 
Dear Santa " 
X want  a Yamaha snow 
Machine because I like them 
and they go fast 
Yours truly 
Dalton 1978-19. 
BOx6 
Kitwanga B.C. 
Dear Santa. 
I'm going to Disneyland 
see you there. 
Love 
Allison Nyce 
Cayon City 
Gradetwo 
Dear Santa 
Santa Claus this Chistmas 
I want to have a Hugo and 
my little sister wants to get a 
Big Bird and Ernie. santa 
pleas send a note back. 
LoveJamea Wrisht 
New Alymh B.C. 
63n19~ 
Gradethroe 
Dear Santa Claus, 
• Hew are you Santa? 
I think Christmas is about 
presents, laughter, fun and a 
time of giving things that 
people always wished for. 
May I please have a new 
set of dishes because my old 
set is wearing out. 
May I please have a play 
cupboard, a piny sink and a 
play oven. 
I would like a calcalater 
too because Mom wants to 
ask questions on Math and 
see ff I can answer them 
correct]y.  
I would also like a Baby 
Alive if I could get it. 
A piano would be nice if I 
could get it. Thank You. 
Yours truly 
Linn Andersson 
Box 10 
Kitwansa, B.C. 
849-5398 
Age9years 
Dear Santa, 
You are so good to me. 
Last year I got a watch for 
Christmas I like Christmas 
because I get presents and 
]/ave turkey at Christmas. It
is fun This year I would like a 
camera. 
Love, 
Adele Johneon 
BOX 133, 
Kltwansa, B.C 
9-56O3 
Agel0yean 
Dear Santa, 
This Christmas I just can't 
wait for all the fun. But the 
best part is the singing, the 
laughing, the sleigh riding 
and all the fun (especially 
the presental) 
This christmas I would 
l i ke ,  a Barbie Camper 
because I love playing with 
Borbies. 
Yours Sincerely 
Lexa Hobenahield 
BOx 29, 
Kitwanga, B.C. 
849-5561 
Agegyears 
Dear Santa, 
I would like to have a new 
Yamaha snow machine 
because we don't have a 
good snow Machine, 
Yours truly, 
Timmy Favron 
Box 61 
Kitwanga B.C. 
849-5518. 
Age 9 years 
Dear santa. 
I want sume skis. Dear 
santa I will rite you a letter 
end I'll mall it' 
Drake Morven 
125 Skateen Avene 
• New Aiyaush B.C. 
Grade three 
Dear Santa 
Could you Bring Me some 
cake and one of those Donald. 
Duck Shows that talk. 
Love 
Paula Dawn Clayton 
NewAlyamh 
• Grade two 
Dear Santa, 
Guess what I want for 
Christmas I want an electric 
train because went into K 
mark and it costs $3,~.00 and 
my dad said that it cesto to 
much so he mite buy one' 
next.year but I want one this 
year please and I Ilk your 
presents to 
love tom Spkak 
Box 107 
Nmm camp B.c. 
633-2#61 
Dear Santa, 
On Christmas can you get 
me a electric train and a real 
ski-dno and a slegh and a 
real walkie-talkie. Oq 
Christmas can you wake me~ 
up and give me a slegh ride~ 
can you bige car set that's 
electric and a real camera. 
LoveRicky 
New Atanah. B.C. 
Grade two 
Dear Santa, 
Me and my brother want 
skates for Christmas. And 
my smallest brother Keany 
he is four years old and he 
wants a sleigh. And I wanted 
a pretty dress. 
. love 
visa Janet Josephine 
.- ~ Percival 
New Aiyansh' 
6332487 
Grade three 
Dear santa Claus 
My name is Robin Watts 
My phone number is 635-4455 
I Live at the aLice OlsEn 
home. I wan very good all 
year. I would like a pair of 
skates and a Grease record 
• for Christmas. when you 
come to my house I will 
Leave you some cookies and 
Milk under the (~hrixtmas 
Tree. 
Good bye Santa Claus I 
Love you 
Robin 
RobinWatta 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4455 
Dear santa, 
I like your presents that 
you bring me. I am eight 
• ,ears old. Can you get me 
~'oos-eountry skis? 
Love 
Warren. 
Warren Appier 
Naes Camp :
6332357 ~ 
Gradetbree 
Dear Santa 
I ~ like a wind up 
9aasenger train with two 
~gine like the cind that SOS 
past sunnyslde with a 
speeder love 
Robert ELi 
I Hope you could find it I 
hope you Like it 
New Aiyanzh 
6332477 
Grade 3 
Dear Santa Clause 
I want a set of knit clothes 
for dolk I hope you give it 
'lhenk you very much from 
giving the toys 
Love Jeanette McMillan 
New Alyaush B.C. 
633-2496 
Grade three 
Dear Santa, 
Please send me and my 
bruthers and morn and Dad. 
Polaroid one step Camera. 
Bu~v Race. brile. Big crane 
with operating boom teo 
Niteglow racing set the end 
Love, Peter 
PeterAnake 
Canyon City 
Gradethrse 
/ 
Dear Santa Claus 
I would like to have a i 
~arbie doll for Christmas. !
And I would like a s tar :  
Traveler Van for Chrklmas. ! 
And I hope you get whet I . 
want pleea. 
LoveKlmberly 
Kimberly Faye Munrse 
Mountain Street 
Gmdathrse 
Dear santa, 
How ai'e your little elves 
doing? How are you and did 
~e elves~ get the pwsents 
r~'dy? I wont a pair .of 
sl~ttes and a doll house ana a 
wonder woman and a fire 
engine for my brother and a 
hockey stink for my brother. 
I ~ant a teddy bear and a 
re~,ord player for my mother 
an~ my father and a sony for 
m~.mother and my father. I 
ho~ you nave a good time on 
Christmis. 
Love Rachel. 
Box 174. 
., Kitwanga, B.C. 
, Age 9 years 
Dear Santa 
I-want a doll and pup- 
pet'sand present I live in 
kitimat village 
Lynn wilson 
box394 
Kitimat village 
632.6886 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I like to have a doll and a 
santa claus game and a box 
of candy and a puppy and a 
eat rabbit. Mear Christmas 
from 
• Panam Sharda 
65 Mallard st. 
Kitimat, B.C. 
632-2848 
Age 7 years 
Dear santa 
All I want his year is very 
little I want a typewriter 
and a teaset and a dog 
puppet and a passle and a 
bigluchbox and a christmas 
tree I can't hink of any more 
soby 
Love Julia willis 
59 mallard st 
Kitimat B.C. 
632-2750 
Age 7 year.s 
Dear Santa 
: I hope you don't get dirty 
this yearl I want a train set 
for Chrstmas I hope no elves 
get sick. I would all so like a 
remote control racing car. 
from 
Martin Mix 
16 swallow 
Kitimat B.C. 
632.7876 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I want a tspe.recorder for 
Christmas. And a 
juwelareebox. I been a good 
girl so far. 1 want Godzllla 
too But I want one more 
thing and that is milky cow 
How are your elve are they 
good. Love 
Paula Tavener 
8 Teal st. 
Kitimat BC. 
632.4272 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I Hop you eat the coockes 
that I put on the table. I wont 
a green machine four 
Christmas. and you can 
make the other things four 
christmas, love from 
StanKhan 
49 oriole st. 
Kitimat BC. 
632-3954 
Age7years 
Dear Santa, 
I wish I would have a 
hockey set. And a train set 
and a model car. And a book 
called the dinosaurs and a !o! 
ot ears and that's all I want 
love Melvin Perry 
. Melvin Parr} 
Dear Santa I like toys dec 1 
1978 
a typewriter -- 
splderman camera 
spiderman Belt 
Barman copter 
Barman 
Rodin Superman 
Batman Ray Gun 
splderman Ray Gun 
Barman Belt 
aset of 10 Cars 
tape recorder 
10 waikie talkies 
RZD2 
3CPO 
Darth Vadar 
4 puppets 
JchnWilson 
Box 1132 
Kitimaat Village 
632-7097 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I want a dummy puppit 
four Christmas and I Hop 
you eat the stuff We give you 
Marcus Mackay 
38 partridge 
Kltimat, B.C. 
632-6521 
Age7years 
Dear santa. 
I want Evcl Kneivl and 
Saturday Night fever tape 
and I want a helmet ands 
football and Spiderman and 
tsrzan and a motorclyce and 
a model and Star wars. Love 
Rafael Lopes 
79 partridge st., 
Kitimat B.C. 
632-2600 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa 
We are moving Dec. 15 and 
I want a jewllery box. and a 
necklace with a little pop 
bottle at the end. The 
necklace, put that in my ~ 
stocking and a ring Love 
Cheryl Mitchell 
175 Whittksey street 
632-2265 kitimat BC. 
Thank you Age 7 
Dear Santa 
I like Santa claus and he is 
comeing to my house and he 
comeing to town with us and 
he like us and like he. Iwana 
doll 
from Giselda 
Giselda Andrade. 
1641 Gyrfalcon 
Kitimat B.C. 
~2-6352 
Age 6 years 
Dear santa I Would like A 
Baby landr love and A Barby 
doll if you cant get them I
code have A tipe-rocerdor 
Love 
CAROLYN WyA'rF 
157 Rainbow Blvd 
Gen Del Cableear 
Kitimat. B.C. 
632-5303 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
I Hop your Elves dote Got 
a sprained ankl and When 
you come on Christmas and 
tel Rudolph to coma and 
Wake me up. from 
Scott Buich 
55 Swallow 
Kttimat. B.C. 
632-2720 
Age 7 years 
Dear santa 
How are you? I would like 
a hobby hollle oven and 
harbie and her horse 
.I~,e Callie 
Came Swan 
4098 Davis St, 
Terrace, B.C. 
636-~74 
AgeGyearo 
Dear santa 
santa I want a few ~hings 
this year -santa: I want a 
Minkey mouse record pL~yvr 
and a typewriter and a lu.~.h 
box and a big puzzel and a 
teaset for chrlamas But thats 
net all santa also I want a 
bike and earrings and also a 
toy santa Claus I don't have 
anything more to say buy 
Mr. and Mrs. Claus 
Love Tins 
Tins Litt 
101-1651 Haisla Bvld 
No phone. 
• Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
for Christmas I would like 
a remote control racing car 
and if you give me it I will 
belive in you but I all reald 
belive in you because I have 
all ready saw you at the 
skateing rink Santa, can I 
have your autograph? 
Danny Diogo 
7 petrel st 
Kitimat, B.C. 
• 632-7202 
Age8yearo 
Dear Santa ClAus 
I have been doing good- 
work iN school. My 
Teacher's NaMe is Mrs. 
Shinde. I have made a 
wreath for ourdoor aT 
school. We are going to 
leave you a gLAss of egg Nng 
AND Christmas Cake and 
Santa CLAus, did you kNow 
I have a loose tooth? Merry 
ChristmAs SaNta Claus• 
Love 
Ryan 
P.S. Santa Claus, we are 
going to have oN Number 13 
a Christmas coNcert iN the 
gym. I hope you see this iN 
the" paper 
Ryan Procevlat 
3422 Bruce Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7318 
Age 5 years 
Dear SAnta 
I LikE you. I want a doLL 
House for Christmas. P.S. 
SANdy I AM six 
Sandy Downey 
4523 Scott Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-!748 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
I love You. I hope you will 
bring Me a dour for 
ChristMas. 
Love from Cindy 
P.S. I am four Years old. 
CindyOlson 
4734 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7336 
Age 4 years 
To Santa Claus l'would like a 
Barble motorhamo ora Big 
Beauty horse. OR a Barbie 
hunk. OR a Pooh Desk. OR a 
Pooh Honey Game. Please 
.may I have a Bugs Bunny 
pencil Sharpener a Bugs 
Bunny Toothbrush. OR a 
Toothpaste holder. I have 
beena really really good girl. 
Pick one of the Things in the 
llst for you to bring me. I will 
leave you a treat on the 
Kitchen table. I hope you can 
find my new house. Merry 
Chrkmas Santa 
Love 
Debra 
XO Graf 
Debra Graf 
4314 North Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6674 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Lara. I'm 8. 
This is want I want,.a super 
star barbie fashin face, 
dancerella, Rocking Cradle 
for dolls, Nutty Numbers. I 
will leave you cookies and 
Milk. 
I hope you have a nice 
christmas. 
Love Lara. 
Lara Taylor • 
• 3504 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2744 
Age7 years 
Dear Santa 
I Would llke Carrie The 
Rag doll or Huggable Bear 
Please. I am leaving carrots 
For The Reindeers. Santa I
am leaving you Some 
cookies. I am Six. 
Ginger Fuller 
R.R. 3 Kallum Lk. Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7495 
Age6years 
Dear. Santa; 
My name is Susan, I am in 
grade 3, I am 8 years old. I 
would like .... 
1. Super star Barbie head 
with make-up. 
2. brush & comb. 
3. juelrey. 
4. Mickey Mouse watch. 
5. buble gum machine. 
6. a pair of shoes. 
7. purse 
8. Wander Woman barbie. 
I will leave you some 
cookies 
Love Susan Payne 
Susan Payne 
1234529Straame 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 8 year~ 
Santa, 
Hello, I saw you in the 
paper. Does Santa really go 
down the chimney? I want 
some cars. Then a fire truck 
I want. I put crackers under 
the tree for you. An orange 
too. Bye, bye Santa. 
Steven Dollemore 
R.R. 3 Merkley Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4482 
Age 4 yearv 
Dear Santa Dear Santa 
I think I have been a good My name is Josle 
this year. I would like for Grabarevie. my teacher's 
Christmas is a super star neme is miss Clark l gotoSt. 
barbie and some pretty Anthony's SchoolinKi.timat 
earring and some clothes for and I am in grade I. I hove 
the doll I would like a blouse you travel good on Christ- 
that is light blue and that has tans Eve. When you come to 
flowers on it size 12. Have a our house we'll leave you 
Merry Christmas Santa. I some milk and cookies. 
am 9 years old. Thank you for inviting me 
Love and my little brother to the 
Michele Zlnklikovits Alcan christmas Party. I try 
Mlchele Zloklikovits to be a good girl all the time, 
4829GreigAve. so the presents I would like 
Terrace, B.C. are the Fisher Price Play 
Age9years School Kit, wonder woman 
and Hol ly Hobble P 
Dear Santa 
Will you send me a toy rifle 
or a truck, please send fast 
or star wars game. I love you 
from Ronald Wiisea 
Love you 
Roneld 
Roeald Wilson 
R.R. 3 Kainm Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone don'twork 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
Thank you for the Toys I 
got Last year. I sure Liked 
my doctor set. 
I sure would like a Barbie 
fashion face. I sure would 
like to see you. In  ease you 
are hungrey I will Leave you 
a drink ot juice and a apple 
and. some carrots for the 
i'eindeer. 
Love 
Lisa 
Lisa Taylor 
3504EbySt. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63~2744 
Age 5 years 
Dear Santa 
I am~ years old, and my 
sister Tammy is 2 years old. 
My mommy is writing this 
for me as I do not Imow now 
to. My sister Tammy, would 
like you to bring her, a baby 
doll; wonder women; and 
dishes. I would like you to 
bring me; Logo; animals 
and Spiderman. Thank you 
Santa, Thank you .very 
much. 
Love Darcy & Tammy 
Letebvre 
Durcy & Tammy Lefebvre 
3967 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.9498 
Age 3& 2years 
Dearist Santa, 
Will you please send me 
the game called the muppets 
or I horse that stands only 20 
centimetres high or you can 
send me a painting of a 
horse. I know I sound kind of 
greedy but ff you don't want 
• to send me the painting, or 
the horse thats ok. I still 
sound greedy. I'm sorry. 
God bless you and your wife 
sir. my twin brother will 
wright you. 
Yours truly 
Paul, Edmond, Jeffery 
Wilson 
Paul Wilson 
R.R. 3 Kalum Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• my phone dusn't work. 
Age 10 years 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Matthew 
Graharevic. I am 4 years 
old. I go to Neehako Nursery 
School. ; am a good boy. 
Please bring me some 
present. I would like a 
Weebles Circus. My teachers 
at school are Mrs. Rodrigo 
and Mrs. Howard. I have lots 
of friends. When you come in 
my house I will leave you 
• cookies and milk for you. I 
love you very much. Have a 
nice Christmas - See you 
soon and please come for 
sure. Oh, and I would like a 
racing car! 
Bye, 
Matthew Graharevic, 
64 Anderson 
Kitimat, B.C. 
632.5466 
Age 4 years 
layhouse. I sure would like 
the Tree Tots Amusement 
Park if you can carry that 
much. I wish a nice 
Christmas to you and All 
Children. 
Love 
JosieGrabarevic 
64 Anderson 
Kitimat, B.C. 
632.5466 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa HoW are your 
reindeer How are you feeling 
how are your reindeer 
From Lara 
Lara Wall 
4813 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3554 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa. 
how are your reindeer. 
how are you. how is your 
wife? how is yourelves? how 
is yourreindecr Love Gary 
Gary Hai~tock 
R.R. 2 Kilby Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5561 
Age 7 yea rs 
Dear Santa 
How are your Reindeer 
and elves feeling Santa will 
you come to my house From 
Doug 
Doug Mayer 
4719 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8338 
Age 6 years 
Dear santa how are. you 
Feeling Dear santa claus 
how are you elves How are 
you reindeer Love From 
catherine. 
Catherine Abernethy 
4716 Tuck Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7465 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa 
I WouLD LiKE A SET OF 
DISHES PLEASE LOVE 
ceciLia Clayton 
Cecilia Clayton 
2208 Evergreen 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 5 years 
Dear Santa: 
I will not be here for 
Christmas. Maybe you could 
bring me a Star Wars toy at 
my. grandmother's place in 
Quebec, that's where I'll be. 
Thank you for being nice. 
Love, Ben 
Ben Ladouceur 
114-4931 Walsh Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 31/~ years 
Senta ~ • 
How are you Santa How 
are your ells doing 
Love Kelly H 
Kelly Hilton 
R.R. 2 Hwy. 16 W. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1672 
Age 6 years 
Dear Santa, 
Please can I have a grate 
big race track and some Star 
Wars people and a tonka toy 
and a grate big crane? 
Love 
Dear Santa, 
I would like to have C3P0 
And the Fisher.Price Crane. 
And the motor bike that goes 
whoo woo and the lights light 
up. I will have a glass of milk 
for you. and cearets for the 
reindeer by now. 
Love Peter Casper 
Peter Casper 
Dear santa 
For I writ a Cat I wint a dog 
Loves Larie B. 
Laurie Burkett 
56-3889 Muller 
Terrace, B.C. 
Harry Redmond Age 6 years 
r i 
It came upon a midnight clear 
It came upon a mldnlghl clear, 
Thai glorious song of old •`  , 
Thai angels bending near the earth 
To touch their harps of gold; 
"Peace on Ihe earth, goodwill to men 
From Heaven's all gracious klng." 
The world In solemn stillness lay 
To hear the angels sing. 
Yet with the woes of sin and s~rife 
The world has suffered long; 
Beneath the angel.slrain have rolled 
Two thousand years of wrong; 
And men, at war with men, hear not 
The words of peace they bring; 
O hush the noise ye men of strife, 
And hear the Angels sing. 
Angels from the realms of glory 
Angels, from the realms of glory, 
Wing your flight o'er all ~he ear:h: 
Ye who sang creaHon's story 
Now proclaim Messiah's birth' 
Come and worship, . 
Worship Christ ~he new born King, 
Shepherds In the field abiding, , 
Watching o'er your flocks by nigh , 
God with man Is now residing: 
Yonder shines the infan~ light: 
Come and worship,  
Worship Chris! the new born I( ing. 
Sages, leave your conlempladons: 
Brighter visions beam afar: 
Seek the great Desire of Nations: 
Ye have seen his nalal star: 
Come and worship, 
Worship Chris! the new.born King. 
Fran 's Ceramics 
4842 Lazelle 638.1078 
\ 
The happiest greetings of the season to euery- 
one. We have enjoyed serving you this year and 
we hope to be doing business with you again in 
the future. 
3237 Kalum 635-6020 
Dear Santa, 
I missed you Santa, I 
would like a sewing set. I like 
you Santa. How are you 
doing and how are the elves 
doing and the reindeers: How 
is Rudolph •doing is he sad, 
Are the other reindeers 
calling Rudolph names, I 
Love you all. I wish that I 
could come to the North pole 
and help you all. I wish, I 
wish it will come true. 
Love, from Rhonda Lynn 
Butler. 
Rhonda Butler 
3603 Eby st, 
Terrace, B.C, 
Dear Santa, If you asked If I 
bin bad I pinched My 
suistder but she pinched Me 
frist if I coud only have a 
train set don't give Me a 
winedup train plese I would 
like an odam adik train 
that's all 1 asky. 
Allan Porter 
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. ~1, 1778, 
THE HOWARD JACKSON'S 
..,,..o°... ,..o,. PLACE 
Lakelse Lake Road 635"5617 
A winter scene near Terrace Br~hsh Columbia 
'9 
CPRail [4 
Northland Service 
Vancouver 255.3535. Pnnce Ruperl 624.6200 
Kilimat 632-2131/Terrace 635 6234/Stewart 636.2443 !t ' , ,  
The Herald Christmas Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21,. 1978 
We wish you 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Yeari 
. Chorus: 
Good tidings we bring for you and your.kin. 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New ~'ear! 
Now bring us some. figgy pudding, 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Nor bring us some flggy pudding,. 
Now bring some to us here. 
My two front teeth 
All I want for Chrlthmath ith my 
Two front teeth 
My two front teeth 
My two front teeth, 
All I want for Chrlthmath ith my 
Two front teeth, 
Tho I can with you 
Merry Chrithmath. 
a Merry Christmas Silent night 
Silent nlghtl Holy nightl 
All is calm, all is bright,- 
Round yon virgin mother and chlldl 
Holy Infant so tender and mild, 
Sleep in heavenly peace, 
Sleep In heavenly peace. 
Silent night! Holy nightl 
Shepherds quake at the sightl 
Glories stream from heaven afar, 
Heavenly hosts sing Alleluia, 
Christ, the Saviour is bornl 
Christ, the Saviour is bornl 
Silent nlghtl Holy nlghtl 
Son of God, love's pure light, 
Radiant beams from Thy holy face, 
With the dawn of redeeming race 
Jesus, Lord, at Thy blrth, 
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth. 
• ]Biker Awto S=pply 
• Ltd. 
4736 Lazelle 63S-2218 
KALUM ELECTRIC LTD. 
3234 KALUM 
63S-6286 
snare your  3oY we wzsn you  
cheer and good wishes at Christmas. 
from the 
MANAGEMENT & STAFF 
TOCO CRAFTS 
::'~ "i~'" lii! 
4616 Greig 635.4442 
, ~i~i~ ~" 
~'~ . . . . . . . .  " ~2  '~ !.': i :.:: 
Ohristmas 
• . .  and we wish you the best of gifts: 
peace on earth, good will toward men! 
Thanks for your kindness and loyalty. 
from 
MANAGEMENT & STAFF 
J im 's  Tack le   hop 
4120 Highway 16 E. 635-9471 
Santa Claus is coming to town 
/ 
You better watch out, you better nol cry, 
Better nol pout, I'm telling you why: 
Santa Claus is comln' to town. 
He's making a list and checking it Iwice, 
Gonna find out who's naughty e.:.d nice, 
Santa Claus is comln' to town. 
He seer you when you're sleepin', 
He kn'.,.s when you're awake, 
He knG,ts if you've been bad or good," 
So be good for goodness sake. 
(]11 You better watch out, 
You better not cry, 
Better not pout, I'm telling you why: 
Santa Claus is comln' to town. 
God rest ye merry gentlemen 
God rest you merry, gentlemen, 
Let nothing you dismay, 
Remember, Christ, our Savior, 
Was born on Christmas day; 
To save us all from Satan's pow'r, 
When we were gone astray. 
In Bethlehem, In Jewry, 
This blessed Babe was born, 
And laid within a manger 
Upon this blessed morn; 
The which His mother Mary 
Did nothing take In scorn. 
From God, our heav'nly Father, 
A blessed angel came, 
And unto certain shvpherds 
Brought tidings of the same; 
How that in Bethlehem was born 
The son of God by name. 
The shepherds at those tidings, 
Rejoiced much in mind, 
And left their flocks afeeding, 
In tempest, storm, and wind, 
And went to Bethlehem strait-way, 
The Son of God to find. 
Chorus: 
O tidings of comfort and joy, 
comfort and joy; 
O tidings of comfort and joy. 
Jingle bells 
Dashing through the snow 
In a one-horse open sleigh, 
O'er the fields we go, 
Laughing all the way; 
Bells on bob-tail ring, 
Making spirit bright; 
What fun It is to ride and sing 
A sleighing.song tonlghtl 
Jingle bells, Jingle bellsl 
Jingle all the wayl 
Oh, what fun it Is to ride 
In a one horse open sleigh! 
o'~ happiness and joy and glad Christmas 
tidings! Our special thanks. 
We hope to see you in the New Yearl 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS RESORT LTD, 
Hwy. 25 798.2221 
O little town of Bethlehem 
O little town of Bethlehem, 
How still we see thee lie. 
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep 
The silent stars go by; 
Yet In thy dark streets shlneth 
The everlasting light; 
The hopes and fears of all the years 
Are met In thee tonight. 
For Christ Is born of Mary; 
And, gathered all above 
While mortals sleep, the angels keep 
Their watch of wandering love. 
0 morning stars, together 
Proclaim the holy Birth 
And praises sing of God the King, 
And peace, to men on earth. 
How silently, how silently, 
The wondrous gift is given. 
So God Imparts to human hearts 
The blessings of Hls heaven. 
No ear may hear His coming, 
But In this world of sin, 
Where meek souls will recelve Him, still 
The dear Christ enters in. 
O Holy Child of Bethlehem, 
Decend to us, we pray, 
Cast out our sin, and enter in; 
Be born In us today, 
We hear the Christmas angels 
The great glad tidings tell; 
O come to us, abide with us, 
Our Lord, Emmanuel. 
We three Kings of Orient are 
We three kings of Orient are; 
Bearing gifts, we traverse afar 
Field end fountain, moor and mountain, 
Following yonder star. 
Born a King on Bethlehem's plain 
Gold I bring, to crown Him again, 
King forever ceasing never 
Over us all to reign. 
Frank-incense to offer have I, 
Incense owns a Deity nigh. 
Pray'r and praising all men raising, 
Worship Him, God most high. 
Myrrh Is mine, its bitter perfume 
• Breathes a life of gathering gloom; 
Sorr'wing, sighing, bleedlrig, dying, 
Sealed in the stone.cold tomb. 
Glorious now behold Him arise, 
King and God and Sacrifice, 
Alleluia, Allelula, 
Earth to the heav'ns replies. 
Chorus: 
O Star of wonder, Star of night, 
Star with royal beauty bright, 
West.ward leading, still proceeding, 
Guide us to the perfect light. 
Christ was bornon Christmas Day 
Christ was born on Christmas Day, 
Wreathe the holly, twine the bay; 
Christ.us na-tus-ho.dl.e; 
The Babe, the Son, the Holy One of Mary. 
He Is born to set us free, 
He Is born our Lord to be, 
Ex Ma.rl.a VIr.gl-ne; 
The God, the Lord, by all ador'd forever 
Let the bright red berries glow, 
Everywhere in goodly show, 
Christ.us na-tus ho-di-e; 
The Babe, the SOn, the Holy One of Mary. 
Christian men, relolce and sing, 
'Tis the birthday of a King, 
Ex Ma-rl-a VIr-gl-ne; 
The God, the Lord, by all ador'd forever 
I want a rabbet and a 
toboggan and a Scooter and I
want a see.saw and a pupet 
and I woint Dansaral. Doll 
and I want a Purse and I 
want a PlayHoue and Put 
sum stuf in it and I want a 
poodle and I want a Pony and 
I want a lollipop and I want a 
locket and I want a kite and I
want a guitar and I want a 
ballerina and a neckles. 
from Sbarlene. ThaT's good 
Dear Santa, 
I liked the lamp you gave 
me last year. Thes year I 
want a cat in the bag and a 
hands down and operation 
and clue and a poster art kit 
and a bake set and a bozo 
gum bank and snow Shuz and 
Some skates and a bike. I 
well put same cookies and 
milk out for you. from 
Riwnda warner 
Rbonds Warner 
Dear Santa, 
I want a locomotive. 
I want a camera. 
I want a bugle. 
I want a toy bulldozer. 
I want a toy glider. 
I want a guitar. 
I want a toy helicopter. 
I want a toy {eep. 
I want a toy pistol. 
I want a toy rifle. 
I wanta toy robot. 
I want a toy rocket. 
Donald Russell 
Dear Santa, I like you and 
you Are nice to the children. 
I want a stove and a organ. 
And that is all I want. You 
are the speial santa euls. 
from Lyne Devost. 
LyneDevost 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
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I 
l a, ( hild is Born 
Wishing you the 
best for the 
• holiday season. 
We hope the 
holidays find our 
patrons in good 
spirits. We 
appreciate your 
friendship. 
636-6676 
4606 LAZELLE 
Dear Santa, 
I will be a 'good gril win 
Chistmas eome's to town For 
kids. and For mom's and 
Dad's and I would like a 
guitar and a camera and 
some treasure and a Scooter 
and a necklace and a 
toboggan and a Dansarala 
Doll and Opracin and a 
watch and a waggon and a 
wallet and a radio and a kite 
and a drss and a harmonica. 
From Sheiis Savard 
Dear San ty Claus, 
My dad's name is Larry he 
is 37. My mom's name is 
Joyee she is 34. My name is 
Julie I am 8, years old. My 
sister's name is Jenine she is 
7 years old. My brother's 
name is Jason he is 5 years 
old. I wrote a letter last year 
and put it in my stocking. I 
am going to leave some 
cookies ar~l a drink on the 
fireplace. Could you please 
give me the Holly Hobble 
oven. 
Love, Julie Krause 
JuUe Krause 
4806 Loen Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2156 
Age 8 years 
Skeena Hail & ~ 
463"/Lazello 636.6660 
Wishix 
and pah 
Christm, 
you fo r  
look  fo rwara  to  aozng  
bus iness  w i th  you  aga in .  
{Braid Insuranoe Agencies Ltd.J 
4648 Lakolse 636 6142 
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Our very best wishes for a warm, 
happy holiday season. 
DAVE'S PLUMBING I HEATING 
(1962) LTD, 
4931 Keith e75-7151 
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Picture this: ~ 
A very  happy hol iday season  for everyone!  
Ken's Photo Studio Ltd. 
1-4621 Lakolse 638-1464 
Deai" Santa ,~a .  Dear Santa Dear Santa 
I would like you to bring I would like some chocolates I would like you to give me 
R2 and 3po. I had a good 
summer and I have been 
good. 
xo Scott 
Scott Terrace Day Care 
Terrace B.C, 
Dear Santa 
I want a play boat with toy 
animals and toy people.And I 
would like a hug and a kiss 
from Mrs. Claus. 
Duncan 
Dear Santa 
; would like a Barbie 
Clothes for my Barbte I was 
: good girl this year 
Cheryl 
Dear Santa t 
I would kike R2D2 for my 
brother and a doll house for 
me and a clown suit 
Bernie 
Dear Santa 
l would like a little man 
and a ball. 
Jason. 
Dear Santa 
Merry Christmas Santa. I
would a Christmas present. 
Reggie.Reggie Terrace Day 
care  
I would like a Dump Truck Dear Santa 
and a Toy Pumpkin. " " fwant  you to bring me a 
I was a good girl sleigh a R2D2, a snake, 
Shelane skates. I was a good boy. 
Mark 
Terrace Day care 
Dear Santa Dear Santa 
I would like R2D2 and a sky This is Santa going down 
rooketand3pofor my sister, the chimney. I would like 
I would like tobbacoo for my toy house. I was a good girl 
dad. Morn would like some this year, 
clothes. Camille 
Jamie Terrac Day care 
Dear Santa Dear Santa 
I would like Strecth Arm I would like a. garage and 
Strong and Lego and a Spider~an, I was a good boy 
Castle. I was a good boy this at the concert. 
year. Kenny 
Cary Terrace Day Care 
your  Chr i s tmas  wishes. . .and wish ing  the  happ ies t  ho l iday 
~;reetings to all of  our  f ine  pat rons .  
from the Management & Staff 
TEIIRAOE IIITEIIIlliTIOMIIL TRUOK l 
5020Hwy. !,6 ..... E,Q,,UIPMENT LTD. 635-7211 
Dear Santa 
I would like you to bring me 
Dear Santa a clown and a bell and a doll 
I would like a truck and a and a play plant and a little 
car. Perfume for my room. I clown and a ball and skates 
would like some blocks. A and a house. 
record player for morn Leslie. 
grandma nd I. I would like 
slippers like Reggies. Dear Santa, 
Nahanni I wish I can see you 
sometime Santa for 
Christmas I would like a 
some car tracks and some 
cars and some walkie- 
talkies. 
I would like to give you a kiss 
when you come. 
Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. and I want  
to 'give Mrs. Santa Claus a 
kiss too. 
Aorom. 
Santa I was a good girl this 
year 
Nicole 
Dear Santa 
I would llke a little Train and 
a big Truck. I was a good 
Boy this year 
Trevor 
4917 Lambly 
Terrace B,C. 
Nov. 28 
Dear Santa: 
May I have a Nutty 
Numbers record for 
Christmas. Please may I 
also have Paddingto n and a 
Chris bear. May I also have a 
Tommy Talker. How are 
your reindeer? My cat is 
fine. By the way thankyou 
for bringing Missy (my cat)  
to us. If your woundering 
where my brother'.s cat 
Sylveater iswill it is very sad 
but the poor cat dided. How 
are you? I am fine. I just met 
a new friend in the summer 
and her name Dauna 
Rutherford. My room left to 
go to Calgary November 3Oth 
for a wedding, My room and 
dad will be home on Sunday 
December third. I am relly 
looking forward to Christ- 
mas. Do you remember 
. giving me Heather a Pink 
Panther? Well if you do or if 
you don't I sleep with him 
evry night. Just in case my 
family and I moved to 4917 
Lambly Terrace B.C. Well I 
better te  going see you. 
Yours truly 
Heather Squires 
Bear. Dear Santa 
Love, Pare Kerr I would like a house. I was a 
Pare Kerr good boy this year, I saw you 
4915 Scott Ave. in the mall. 
Terrace, B.C, Ivan. 
! i i : •7 . ' . " :  : ++ 
Chr i s tmas  Is  the  sound o f  be l l s ,  the  laughter  o f  
chi ldren,  the glow of candles and the seent of pine. 
Christmas Is the Joy o l  famil ies and the happiness 
o i  fr iends. We hope your Christmas has love, 
warmth  and laughter.  
BILL'S WINDO W CLEANING & 
JANITOR SER VICE 
Dear Santa 
I want a dool house and an 
B2D2 for my brother. I was a 
good gorl 
Bernadette 
Dear Santa 
I wouidlike a House coloring 
hood a,td crayons I was a 
good girl this year 
Jennifer 
Dear Santa 
I would like a fire truck. I 
have been a good boy. 
Michael 
Dear Santa, 
I was good and I want a 
cowboy and a cowboy horse 
and my brother wants a 
teddybear and my brother 
wants a Six million Doisr 
man and my Dad wants a 
new stereo and my Morn 
wants a dish washer Thank 
you Santa Claus 
from Michael Boys 
• 712 Kuldo, Apt  
712 Kuldo, Apt. 241, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
How are you. I am fine. I 
have been good this year I 
would like a jeep for 
Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa. 
Love from Ajinper Nijjer 
Grade 1 Nechako School 
A ¸ ¸ . "  ' / ' .  ¸ 
CALGARY ROAD REMO 635-6772 
....................................................... r l + r l ~ l l l r l f l T l . . .  
Dear Santa, 
How are you? I am fine I 
have beengood tisyear I 
woulb like an Army barge 
Hyan Hinds 
Grade l
Nechako Elem. 
Dear Santa 
How are you? 1 am fine. I 
have been good this year. I 
would like skates for 
Chriatmas please, Merry 
Christmas Santa 
Love from Yvette Johusne 
Grad l Necchako School 
Dear Santa 
}low are you',' I am fine, I 
have been good this year I 
would like a waikie.talkie 
for Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Sean Lehman Grade l 
Nechako School 
Dear Santa, 
Row are you? I am fine. I 
have been good this year, I 
would like a big Teddy bear 
for Christmas please Merry 
Christmas Love from teri- 
ann Schooling Grade I 
Nechko SCHOOl 
Dear Santa. 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? I am fine, I 
have been good this year. I 
would like Tigger the Cat for 
Christmas please Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Kenny Guthknecht Grade I 
Nechako School. 
Dear Santa 
How are you? I am fine. I 
have-been good this year', I
would like a Toy Gun for 
Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Sukhjeet Gahunia Grade 1 
Nechako School. 
Dear Santa 
How are you I am fine I 
have been good this year, I 
would like a set of dishes for 
Christmas p lease  Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Lucy Abreu Grade l 
Nechako School 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? 1 am fine. 1 
have been good this year. I 
would like a Spider Man toy 
for Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa 
Love from Scott Varey 
Grade I Nechako School. 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? I am fine. I 
have been good this year. I 
would like a buggy for 
Christmas please, Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Elizabeth Anaeeto Grade 1 
Necbako School. 
Dear Santa 
How are you l am fine. I 
have been good this year, I 
would like an electric train 
for Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Mann CHow Grade I 
Necbako School, 
Dear Santa, 
How are you'?. I am fine I 
have beengood this year I 
would like a Baby Thataway 
for Christmas please. Merry 
Christmas Santa Love from 
Tracy Grade l Nechako 
School 
Dear Santa: 
How are you and your 
morn doing up there at the 
North Pole? How far away 
from Terrace is the north 
• Pole? In my stocking I would 
llke a little raceing car, a 
choelate, and' some life 
Dear Santa, uven.  also some octn~S 
How are you I am fine. I wo~l~,  lamSandam 
Dear Santa 
I loVe you please bring me 
a Barbie doll and a Tea set 
please bring my, Brother a 
boat 
Christine Powell 
Dear Santa Claus, • 
I am sad I Love you Kim 
Kim Goble 
Dear Santa. Claus. 
1 am a good girl 
MelanieButler 
Dear Santa Claus, 
Will you came to my hose, 
luv 
Nadia Walmsley 
Dear Santa 
Claus. I am a Good boy 
Please glve me a Chaachoo" 
train 
Royceeard Love 
Royce Card 
Dear Santa I love you I am a 
good boy How are your 
reindeer 
Theodore Bousalis 
Dear santa Claus, 
I been good~ I likecats 
How are your reindeer 
love Michi Miserre 
Michi Miserre 
How are you'.' l am fine. I have been good this year. I 
have been good this year, I would like a Star Wars 
wouldhke a police,hat for F ighter  lot Christmas 
Christmas. please. Merry. P lease  Merry Christmas 
christmas Santa Love from Santa: Love 
Amrik Manhas Grade l Grade l Petri Nimnenen 
Nechako School Nechako School 
Dear Santa, Dear Santa 
How are You': I am fine. 1 Hog' are you? 1 am fine. 1 
have been good this year. I have been good this year I 
would like a toy bow and would like a Make.up doll for 
arrow for Christmas please Christmas pleasse. Merry 
Merry Christmas Santa Love Christmas Love lrom Emma 
from Jason .'tlacKay Grade I Dugdale Grade I 
Nechako School. NechakoSchool 
Dear Santa, Dear Santa, 
Row are you': I am fine, I How are you? I am fine. I 
have been good this year, I have been good this year.l 
Would like the Tree House would like a Tie Fighter 
FamilyforChristmas Please spaceship 'tot Christmas 
Merry Christmas Santa Love please Merry i'hrlstm'as 
from Bonnie BamBerrv Santa l.ovc Irmu ,la,~N 
Grade I Nechako School " Y°uNt;l~IEltt; ~;rade l 
Ncch,lk .~vh,.d 
Dear Santa, lh,ar .',,t.'~ht. 
How are you? I am fine. I lh,x~ .,:.v ~t,., I ,.u fine I 
have been good this year. I have ,,L.e, guud thls year. I 
would like a huge Batman would hke a Inke for 
car for Christmas please Christmas please. Merry 
Merry Christmas Santa Love Christmas Santa Love from 
from Mark Bailantyne Nathalie Miron Grade 1 
Grade I Nechako School NechaKo School, 
in ~ at Pm'ksidB • 
School, Merry Christmas Dear Santa Claus, 
Mr. and'Mrs. Claus I ha'vebin a goodboy I Luv 
4812 DavisAve. you. Love 
Terrace, B.C, Greyson. 
Age 5 years Greyson Haslett 
Dear Santa howareyour 
reindeers. I am good boy. 
Love Harley 
Harley Bell 
• Dear Santa I am a good boy I 
am David Bonnel 
David Bonnel 
Dear Santa Clause 
f Would like to have a 
PaJamabag because I have 
been a good girl so havemy 
sister and brother I love 
Santa Clause because he has 
been nice to me l work for 
my MoM and Dad I do the 
dishes love Sheri Monteith 
Sheri Monteith 
R.R, 2 Coppers)de Estates 
Tt;rrace, B,C. 
638-1834 
Age 7 years 
Dear Santa, 
How have you been? How 
Ls your wife? I hope none of 
your reindeer are sick, 
How' is Rudolph and your 
• ells': I would like a Montreal 
t-shrit. And a checker game 
and a Godiile. 
Love. Bryan Piwek. 
Bryan Piwek 
4801Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
WISHING ALL 
MY FRIENDS 
AND CONSTITUANTS 
A VERY MERRY 
CHRISTMAS AND 
A HAPPY AND.  
PROSPEROUS 
NEW YEAR.  
Cyril M. Shelford 
MLASKEENA 
~03K PARK MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE . . . .  635-3311 
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Carts full of good wishes for you and your 
family this Christmas! We hope you have a 
wonderful holiday dinner. Thanks for letting 
us serve you! 
from the 
TERRAOE O0.OPERATIVi: ASSOOIATION 
4617 Greig 635-6347 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . o o , o . , . ,  . . . .  , , ,  
"s Supplement, Thurs. Dec. 21,197~ 
,Q Dear santa HoW are Yot reindeer Your mother too, " 
on christhm~seve I will geta 
straw forthe reindeer. Love 
Nicole 
Nicole Jones 
R.R. '~ KilbyRd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5529 
Age ~ years 
Here's hoping that you 
and your loved ones 
will know eve~ joy 
at this Yuletide season. 
3215 Kalum 
638-1613 
Page 16, The Herald Chris~ 
Heads up for a happy 
holiday season to all of our lovely patrons. 
We look forward to seeing you during the 
holidays and throughout the coming year. 
from 
Agnus & Staff 
~n~ll  IL~r,,f~lk ~lttl~qillii,f~ 
246 - 4741 Lakelse 636-2769 
• 0 e . 
I-IAPP? I-IOLI DAYS! 
I, Management 
Ter race /K i t imat  
Chrisimas is the sound of 
bells, the laughter of 
children, the glow of 
candles and the scent of 
pine.. 
Christmas is the joy of 
families and the happiness 
of friends. 
We hope your Christmas 
has love. warmth and 
laughter. 
Our gratitude to the kind. 
generous people we serve. 
& Staff 
daily herald 
MERRY 
A&W (Opening Soon) 
Carters Jewellers 
Coles Book Store 
Copp The Shoe Man 
Fuzzy Orange 
Haida Travel 
Jeans North 
K mart ' ' 
Kermode Kleaners 
Mantique FaShions 
Modern Eyes Optical. 
& 
A 
HAPPY 
NEW 
YEAR 
from 
TENAliTS 
& 
i MANAEEMENT 
of 
Mountview Bakery 
Northern Drugs 
Overwaitea 
Paragon Insurance ~. 
Reitmans 
2nd Look Boutique 
Shefleld & Sons 
Silhouette Fashions 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Young Ideas Children's Boutique 
skeena  mal l  
